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EDITORIAL
Donald Trump’s terrorist invasions or George Bush Jr’s weapons of mass destruction in Iraq are illustrations
of how storytelling has become a redoubtable weapon to transform fiction into fact. But this specialty of
marketing and politics now also has an equivalent in genre cinema, that has started feeding more and more
on reality for its inspiration. And when it comes to that, the BIFFF 2016 selection is especially marked by this
anchorage in our everyday life. Whether we’re talking about the trending illness of the moment, the burn-out
(The Lesson, Banjo, Uptake Fear...), or about ecological worries like fossil fuels and the destructive influence
of mankind (The Wave, The Survivalist, Into the Forest…); genre cinema is evolving more and more into a
disturbing soundboard of all the ailments of the 21st century. Because if there were two paths that were never
meant to cross, it’s those of fantasy and the contemporary. But we’re not here to give you the shivers. There
are already plenty of those in our program.
And speaking about the program, the grandmasters of shivers are once more present at our annual celebration
of fantasy. Alex de la Iglesia (My Big Night), Rob Zombie (31), Takashi Miike (Yakuza Apocalypse) or Anders
Thomas Jensen (Men & Chicken) are well represented at the BIFFF with their latest exploits, alongside true
event films such as Pride and Prejudice and Zombies, Hardcore Henry and The Visitors: The Revolution! Add
to this an ever stronger Korean delegation, and you’re in for a diabolical genre rave!
And, because we’re all one big family, we’ve decided to invite a few friends to the party: Bai Ling (The Crow,
Red Corner, Wild Wild West), Luigi Cozzi (Starcrash, Hercules, Contamination), Jaume Balaguero (Rec,
Sleep Tight, Fragile), Marc Caro (Delicatessen, The City of Lost Children, Dante 01) and - last but not least
- Kevin Smith (Clerks, Dogma, Tusk, Yoga Hosers), who'll join Jaume Balaguero in the Order of the Knights
of the Raven 2016.
Regarding novelties, after years of untenable pressure, we’ve finally relented. A non-competitive section of
international short features, spread over no less than three screening sessions, will join our already mindboggling offer. Free Master Classes of all kinds, wacky animations, the renowned Zombifff Parade and the
2nd Zombifff'lympics, the Vampire Ball and a whole lot of other events will keep you busy during thirteen
unforgetable days, far far far removed from all that trendy scaremongering in these troubled times.
In other words: Welcoooooome!!!!
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OPENINGS
Ciné 1

Pride and Prejudice And Zombies (UK & USA)
A Burr Steers film

Screenplay : Burr Steers
Casting : Lily James, Sam Riley, Matt Smith, Lena Headey, Jack Huston
Duration : 107 min
Distributor : Belga Films
In 19th century England, young ladies from good families were extensively
taught how to behave themselves in higher circles. After a zombie epidemic,
self-defense against the undead was added to the curriculum. Mr. Bennet, the
proud father of five daughters, has trained his offspring in using a wide array of
weapons to fend off foul smelling suitors. The world might be ending, but if you
can’t find a suitable and preferably rich husband for your daughter, you will be
a disgrace to society. And that is Mrs. Bennet’s job. She wants to marry her
eldest, Elizabeth, to their new neighbor, the slimy vicar Mr. Collins. But Lizzie
has her eyes on the handsome soldier George Wickham. And then there’s rich
but insufferable Mr. Darcy, who’s also keen on Elizabeth. Plenty of romantic
entanglements, but you can be certain zombies will mess up any possible wedding.
“It is a truth universally acknowledged that a single man in possession of a good
fortune must be in want of a wife… that can cut off the head of a zombie in one swift
blow.” is probably how Jane Austen would have started her legendary 1813 classic
if our undead friends would have been around. The bestselling 2009 rewrite by Seth
Grahame Smith and the resulting comic strip has now become a major feature with
a top notch cast. Austen’s tale has been adapted for the screen countless times,
but what writer-director Burr Steers (Igby Goes Down, 17 Again), has concocted
has to be seen to be believed. Prepare yourself for a dashing swashbuckling
adventure where even hordes of zombies are incapable to stop the smoldering
romance. Starring Lily James (Wrath of the Titans, Cinderella) and Sam Riley
(Control, On The Road) as Elizabeth Bennet and Mr. Darcy and Charles Dance
(The Imitation Game, Game of Thrones) and Sally Phillips (Bridget Jones) as Mr
and Mrs Bennet. With tasty supporting roles by Lena Headey (Cersei from Game of
Thrones), Douglas Booth (Jupiter Ascending) and Jack Huston (American Hustle).
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OPENINGS
Ciné 2
Men and Chicken (Denmark, Germany)
An Anders Thomas Jensen film

Screenplay : Anders Thomas Jensen
Casting : David Dencik, Mads Mikkelsen, Nikolaj Lie Kaas
Duration : 104 min
Distributor : Imagine Films
Nervous wreck Gabriel and compulsive masturbator Elias are half-brothers.
When their father dies, he leaves a surprise for them; a videotape in which
he announces that he’s not their real father. That seems to be an eccentric
Greek scientist who leads a hidden existence on a small Danish island. There
they’ll stumble upon an even bigger surprise. The rundown farm of their
progenitor is not only home to numerous animals great and small, but also to
three man who turn out to be their brothers. Just like Gabriel and Elias, they
have a cleft palate, but they communicate mostly through verbal and physical
violence. The duo attempt to bond with their siblings while trying to find out what
their father was up to all these years; The truth will shock them to the core.
Anders Thomas Jensen is back! The only director to ever score a triple at
the BIFFF (Golden Raven, Silver Méliès and the Audience Award for Adam’s
Apples in 2006) treats us to another gem of a pitch-black comedy with fantastic
undertones. Men and Chicken is absurd, obscene, hilarious and unforgettable.
You won’t believe your eyes when you see how Denmark’s finest beat up each
other with stuffed animals, transform a home for the elderly into a brothel,
transgress the boundaries of decency and hygiene and create a breakthrough
in human genetics. And we’re talking about Mads Mikkelsen (Adam’s Apples,
Casino Royale), David Dencik (The Girl With The Dragon Tattoo, Tinker Tailor
Soldier Spy), Nikolaj Lie Kaas (The Green Butchers, Angels & Demons), Sören
Malling (Borgen, A Hijacking) and Nicolas Bro (War Horse, Adam’s Apples).
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CLOSINGS
Ciné 1
My Big Night (Spain)

An Alex de la Iglesia film

Screenplay : Alex de la Iglesia, Jorge Guerricaechevarria
Casting : Raphael, Mario Casas, Pepon Nieto
Duration : 97 min
Distributor : Film Factory Ent.
It’s only October, but in a Tv-studio, beleaguered by hundreds of furious fired
ex-workers, they’re trying for a week now to finish taping the traditional New
Year’s spectacle. Inside, the never-ending shoot raises tensions between the
stars, the extra’s and the staff. Presenting couple Roberto and Christina hate
each other’s guts. Old glory Alphonso and rising young star Adán bicker it
out who’ll be the first to perform, while female fans of the latter try to steal his
sperm to blackmail him with an unexpected pregnancy. Yuri, Alphonso’s son,
manager and punching-bag, has smuggled in psychopath and superfan Oscar
to murder his father. And with the extras there’s love in the air between José
and Paloma, a woman who’s a real disaster magnet. And that’s only the start.
What would the Bifff be like without a movie from Alex de la Iglesia, the
man who has already won three Golden Raven with The Day of The Beast,
The Last Circus and Witching & Bitching!? My Big Night is an exuberant
black comedy with more plot twists and story lines than hairs on a dog.
Hilariously brutal and merciless, de la Iglesia presents this ballet of clashing
ego’s as a biting satire on the entertainment industry. And of course there’s
a top notch cast of Spanish talent to shower the story with a bonfire of
machine-gun dialogues, including Hugo Silva (Witching & Bitching),
Carlos Areces (The last Circus), Carolina Bang (Shrew’s Nest), Santiago
Segura (Pacific Rime) and Spanish music legend Raphael as Alphonso.
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CLosings
Ciné 2
The Invitation (USA)
A Karyn Kusama film

Screenplay : Phil Hay, Matt Manfredi
Casting : Michiel Huisman, John Carroll-Lynch, Logan Marshall-Green
Duration : 100 min
Distributor : The Festival Agency
The mood is set when Will and Kira, on their way to a dinner in the Los Angeles
hills, kill a deer with their car. That they were invited by Will’s ex-wife Eden and her
new husband David doesn’t make it much easier, especially since they divorced
two years ago after a traumatic event. Luckily their old friends also received an
invitation; the couples Tommy and Miguel and Gina and Choi, who’s late as
usual, and happy singles Ben and Claire. Conversation isn’t exactly sparkling,
as they’ve seemed to have grown a bit apart. The atmosphere doesn’t improve
when Sadie and Pruitt join the company. Eden and David got to know them in
the therapy group where Eden tried to heal from the event that drove her and
Will apart. The hours go by and Will is feeling more and more uneasy. There’s
something particularly disturbing in the air, or is he just imagining things?
Karyn Kusama is one of the most talented female genre directors in America.
She debuted with the raw and hard-hitting Girlfight (2000), followed by the big
budget scifi epic Aeon Flux (2005) and the horror sensation Jennifer's Body
(2009). The Invitation, awarded by our sister festivals of Sitges, Neuchâtel and
Strassbourg, is a genuine tour de force and a triumph of ensemble acting. Eighty
minutes long Kusama feeds the audience with paranoia and tension simmering
under the surface until the crushing finale which will leave you gasping for breath.
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Knights of the order of
the raven
The Brotherhood

Alexandre Aja

Barbara Steele

Catherine Munro

Christopher Lloyd

Dario Argento

Harry Kümel

Jean-Pierre Jeunet

Joe Dante

John Hough
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The Brotherhood

Jurgen Prochnow

Lance Henriksen

Larry Cohen

Lloyd Kaufman

Luc Besson

Neil Jordan

Stuart Gordon

Terry Gilliam

John Landis
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Knights of the order of
the raven of 2016

Moses for geeks; that is how we would call Kevin Smith if he still needed
any introduction. It all started in 1993, when he sold his comic book
collection to make his first movie called Clerks. This will change his life for
good. Clerks is awarded at Cannes, Deauville and Sundance and bought
by Miramax. This success enables him to buy back his comics and to
continue making movies. What about Chasing Amy, Dogma, Jay and Silent
Bob Strike Back, and Zack and Miri make a Porno? He even finds the time
to produce a little movie by some friends called Good Will Hunting and to
star in Daredevil, Live Free or Die Hard, Southland Tales, Scream 3, … Do
we have to mention that he voiced some characters in the latest Star Wars
and that his dogs are called Mulder and Scully. How awesome can you be?

Kevin Smith

FILMO : Clerks (1994) - Mallrats (1995) - Chasing Amy (1997) - Dogma (1999)
- Jay and Silent Bob Strike Back (2001) - Jersey Girl (2004) - Clerks 2 (2006) Zack and Miri Make a Porno (2008) - Cop Out (2010) - Red State (2011) - Tusk
(2014) - Yoga Hosers (2016)

Together with Alex de la Iglesia, Jaume Balaguero is probably the most fa-

mous ambassador of Spanish genre cinema. His feature debut The Nameless from 2000, wins the most prestigious prizes (like the Golden Raven at
the BIFFF, Fantasia, Fantasporto, Sitges, etc.). He then embarks on a journey
to the States to direct Darkness (starring Oscar nominated actress Anna Paquin and Lena Olin), followed very quickly by Fragile (starring Harrison Ford
and Calista Flockhart). But it is upon his return to Spain that he scores his
biggest hit, the low budget horror classic REC. (Silver Raven and Audience
Award at the BIFFF). The film’s success is worldwide, the American remake
follows soon after and leads to a franchise of 4 episodes. Next, he directs
Sleep Tight, a monument of terror starring Luis Tosar. Now he comes to the
BIFFF 2016. Not only as the producer of Summer Camp and as a member of
the International Jury, but also as a Knight in the Order of the Raven. Vamos!!!

Jaume Balaguero

FILMO : The Nameless (1999) – Darkness (2002) – Fragile (2005) – Rec (2007)
– Rec 2 (2009) – Sleep Tight (2011) – Rec 4 : Apocalypse (2014)
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Burn-out Special
In these times of neoliberal orthodoxy, where the crisis serves as a handy excuse to force a therapeutic
austerity cure down our throats, there’s a new disease eager to become life problem nr. 1: the notorious
burn-out. When you keep hearing that everything goes wrong, that we have to tighten our belts while others
openly and shamelessly stuff themseves, when thousands disappear from the official unemployment
statistics just to please Europe, when you’re just a brittle and easily replacable cog in the giant
globalisation engine; what are you to do then as a humble working ant? Well, you lose it, big time! This
new depression is a true phenomenon of our age. Maybe time to have a good talk about it, don’t you think?

Liam Regan doesn’t hide the fact that he’s inspired by absurd horror
legends like Lloyd Kaufman and Michael Herz. Banjo is his very
own interpretation of The Office, but then with lots of gore and bad
taste. Have you ever dreamed of a version of Clerks with blood and
massacres? Welcome to this English burlesque show called Banjo.

Behind this horror comedy, the bastard child of Tom Holland’s Fright Night
and Vampires Sucks, there’s Dr. God (LA Comedy Club). Take the characters
from The Office, add the humor from Shaun Of The Dead, replace zombies by
vampires and voila: Bloodsucking Bastards. The star role is played by Joey Kern
(Cabin Fever), who’ll make you laugh with each of his fanged interventions.
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Mixing the themes of high school dropout and torture porn is an alternative
take on social drama and who better to capture this on camera than
Ruth Platt, an Oxford graduate in Literature. Described as “a love letter
to Harmony Korine and Fritz Lang”, The Lesson takes its cues from Ben
Wheatley’s dark cynicism and Ken Loach’s realism. This movie is like a
cold shower to bullies but at least, they might actually end up graduating.

BIFFF regular Adrian Garcia Bogliano knows how to make an entrance. After I'll
Never Die Alone, Here Comes the Devil and Late Phases, he’s back again, but
this time he leaves his distinctive fantasy style at home. Instead we get that kind
of thriller where only the Koreans seem to excel in: a gripping, nerve wrecking ride
stuffed with pitch black humor. Thanks to Kubrick, we already knew that Beethoven
could cause “ultraviolence”. Now you can also add Alkan’s Third Study In Minor to
the list. That piano sound will haunt your dreams (or nightmares) for nights to come.

A favorite among film festivals, this first feature from Adam Egypt Mortimer
pushes the boundaries of US slasher movies rather than exploring the
been-there-done-that theme of juvenile depression. A sexier Freddy
Krueger with a new jacket and a utility knife will surely raise some hell.
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Winner of many awards at Fantasia and more recently Slamdance, They Look Like
People is, according to the Hollywood News, what would have happened if Donnie
Darko had grown up! Perry Blackshear’s first feature is infused with paranoia
and dives into minimalistic horror to take a closer look at our connection with
friendship. A spectacular success carried by two promising and talented actors!

Who had thought that the most interesting place for a horror movie
would tbe he world of high finance? After the first crash in 2008
we learned about a world without morality where the new god is
money. The biggest killer in the 21st century is not a mutation of
the bubonic plague, but a mutation of our economical and political
system called capitalism. Rachael Moriarty and Peter Murphy make
us dive deep into the Machiavellian environment of traders. When
Wall Street meets Gladiator: a unique and cynical masterpiece!

Uptake Fear is the brainchild of two Brazilian directors, Armando Fonseca and
Kapel Furman. Fonseca’s shorts have garnered more than 20 awards at film
festivals all over the world and Furman has made a name for himself as one of
Brazil’s foremost special effects guru’s, having provided the necessary gore and
blood for films such as Embodiment of Evil and Yellow Mango. In Uptake Fear, we’re
invited to witness the rising of a psychopath as he loses control of his reality and
his fears. Furman and Fonseca deliver an impressive calling card, full of striking
imagery and top-notch sfx work. Can somebody please call Guillermo del Toro?
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FIRST FEATURE SECTION
Even if Aaaaaaaah is Steve Oram’s first feature, this doesn’t mean that he’s new to
the game. Mostly know from his TV appearances, Steve Oram recently featured in
the absurd killer comedy Sightseers by Ben Wheatley. For his debut he surrounded
himself with some great entertainers from the small and big screen: Noel Fielding (IT
Crowd), Julian Barratt (ABCs of Death 2), Tony Way (Doctor Who, Derek, Game Of
Thrones), Alice Lowe (Hot Fuzz, Sightseers). This is going to be Aaaaaaaaahsome!

Movies that go over the top and contain a ton of B and Z film references
always have had a special place in our program. Because let's be honest.
What's worse? Your favorite superheroes getting mangled by Disney, which
next to Marvel also has “super productions” such as Violetta and the Little
Princess Sofia, or handing over the superhero culture to two lunatics called
Jens Holzheuer and Oliver Tietgen? In this ABC you’ll meet a fighting super
Jésus, a sick (wasn't he always?) Hitler and many other crazy characters with
the voluntary (or forced) participation of Bai Ling (The Crow), Jörg Buttgereit
(German Angst), Lloyd Kayfman (The Toxic Avenger) and Uwe Boll (The
Postal). Elastic underwear is strongly recommended during this projection!

It’s not every day that you see a fantasy adventure movie with hand puppets.
And there seems to be only one family in Taiwan that still makes these puppets
and that can play with them. The craftsmanship is astonishing and the care and
detail put into the beautiful sets gushes from the screen. The movie contains a
lot of digital special effects, but a lot less than you might think, because it’s, of
course, the puppets that steal the show, whirling around and fighting all the time
in the best wuxia tradition. Director Huang Wen-Chang and his team have given
us a very rare pearl, a unique mix of martial arts, steampunk, fantasy and puppets.

Liam Regan doesn’t hide the fact that he’s inspired by absurd horror legends like
Lloyd Kaufman and Michael Herz. Banjo is his very own interpretation of The Office,
but then with lots of gore and bad taste. Have you ever dreamed of a version of Clerks
with blood and massacres? Welcome to this English burlesque show called Banjo.
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Preceded by a reputation for gore and horror, Can Evrenol’s first feature
will make the stomach of several spectators turn. But there’s a unique
universe behind the shocking visuals. Evrenol refuses to deliver an easy
story. What you get is a weird and wonderful mix of David Lynch and
Rob Zombie that was already awarded at Fantastic Fest and Morbido.

Battledream Chronicle is the first animated feature from the Caribbean
island of Martinique. Director Alain Bidard’s labor of love took 5 years
to make and was done on the tiny budget of 400.00 €. Not that it shows
on the screen, but it’s not the beautiful visuals of this bleak future that
are Battledream Chronicle’s biggest force. This fantastic adventure
for young and old possesses true heart and is an ode to friendship,
courage and integrity and an indictment against real and virtual tyranny.

This big screen adaptation from an American mini-series comes straight from
Korea. After a career in the commercial industry, director Jong-yeol Baek
presents his first full length feature. The fact that the protagonist is played by
some 123 different actors is already quite the tour de force. With an interesting
view on love and relationships worthy of “Groundhog Day” and “40 Days
and 40 Nights”, The Beauty Inside will melt our audience’s coldest hearts.

The Bride was produced by Takashige Ichise (the guy who introduced us to scary
black haired little girls crawling out of a TV), who claims to have given special
attention to Taiwan’s local horror heritage. The Bride, directed by Lingo Hsieh and
starring Chris Wu &Nikki Hsieh, definitely gives us plenty of reasons to be scared!
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What if not only that end-of-level boss would be able to really kill you, but
also all those minions you have to eliminate to get to him? The debut feature
of Charles Barker is nothing less than a gamer’s worst nightmare. This arts
graduate from St. Martins college has worked as a commercial director
and his short films Indecision and 4am have been screened at numerous
film festivals worldwide to much acclaim. With a cast of young talent led
by Max Deacon (Into The Storm), Morfydd Clark (Pride and Prejudice and
Zombies), Ali Cook (The Anomaly) and Parker Sawyers (Zero Dark Thirty).

The Corpse of Anna Fritz, a respective first feature and script for Hector Hernandez
Vicens and Isaac P. Creus, has quickly become a festival must-see, travelling from
Brazil to Finland and grabbing an award nomination from our friends at the NIFFF!
This anxiety filled thriller behind closed doors presents, with its provocative style,
the morbid face of a stupid mistake that quickly turns into a living nightmare.

Director Matt Shakman has a lot of television experience, having directed
episodes of hit series such as Ugly Betty, Dr. House and especially Fargo, the
successful adaptation of the classic by the Coen brothers. It’s no wonder then
that his feature debut threads a fine line between thriller and dark comedy,
with a dose of David Lynch added to the mix. The story is terrific, thanks to
the solid script by Robert Patino (The Black List). The music is courtesy of
multi-awarded composer James Newton Howard (The Bourne Legacy, The
Hunger Games) and the cast is downright impressive: Liam Hemsworth (The
Hunger Games), Teresa Palmer (Warm Bodies), Bruce Dern (Nebraska),
Billy Bob Thornton (Armageddon) and John Malkovich (Burn After Reading).

Since its release in Korea, this first feature by Ying-ho Son has
steamrolled over the Korean box-office, relegating, among others
Matthew Vaughn’s Kingsman to second place. There are two reasons
for that. The Deal can count on a cast from other Korean successes
like Hwai: a Monster Boy, Nameless Gangster and New World. And
there’s more than one reference to the universe of Memories of Murder.
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Deathgasm is an irresistible mix of heavy metal, gore & horror and comedy.
The feature debut of New Zealand writer and director Jason Lei Howden
seems to be custom made for the Bifff audience. Deathgasm is deliciously
dirty, trashy as fuck and very generous with blood and limbs. And we haven’t
even mentioned the very creative use of sex toys to combat demons. Heavy
Metal and horror are the ideal marriage on stage. It’s unbelievable that
this is so rare on the big screen, but Deathgasm more than fills this gap.

The French action thriller Enragés (Rabid Dogs), the feature debut of producer
Eric Hannezo (The Players) is a stylish and intense remake of the eponymous
1974 movie by Italian genre master Mario Bava. Enragès is a non-stop succession
of car chases, shoot-outs and sizzling dialogues full of tension and fear. With as
bonuses a soundtrack which reminds you of the best of Giallo composer Goblin
and Virginie Ledoyen (The Beach, 8 Women) and Lambert Wilson (Of Gods and
Men, The Matrix Reloaded) as the unfortunate victims of this hellish road trip.

Besides José Mojica Marins and his alter ego Coffin Joe, there isn’t much of a
horror movie tradition in Brazil. Yet producer and screenwriter M.M. Izidoro may
turn things around. He focuses on the country’s animist myths with a script that is
as fierce as it is efficient. It only took Rodrigo Gasparini and Dante Vescio, known
for their “M is for Mailbox” segment in The ABC’s of Death, to put this terror on tape!

A few years ago a video clip directed by Illya Naishuller for his band Biting
Elbows went viral on the internet. The breathtaking non-stop pursuit of a
supernatural gizmo in first person shooter perspective was also seen by Timur
Bekmambetov, the Russisian maestro of the action thriller, who thought it
would make a terrific long feature. With Bekmambetov as producer, Naishuller
transformed his concept into an energetic, kinetic, adrenaline charged scifi action
epic bursting with sick humor and extreme violence. So fasten your seatbelts
and get ready for an overwhelming, all senses crushing ride, driven by Neil
Blompkamp’s fetisj-actor Sharlto Copley (District 9, Elysium, Chappie) as Henry.
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His older brother had his triumphs with his own series of “home invasion”
movies called Home Alone. But there’s no reason Rory Culkin can’t have his
own franchise, albeit a much tougher one. That why he entrusted director Adam
Schindler and two screenwriters from V/H/S Viral, to cook up a surprising and
vicious horrific home invasion thrill ride. Tom and Jerry wouldn’t be able to watch it.

Described as one of the most promising director of Taiwan, Chung Lee
blends his influences from dark crime thrillers and comedy to Taiwanese
ghost stories. After his studies in the US, he delivers with The Laundryman,
where Joseph Chang (aka the Taiwanese Brad Pitt) and Sonia Sui (the
Asian sitcom queen) are facing off an ectoplasmic version of Leon!

Mixing the themes of high school dropout and torture porn is an alternative
take on social drama and who better to capture this on camera than
Ruth Platt, an Oxford graduate in Literature. Described as “a love letter
to Harmony Korine and Fritz Lang”, The Lesson takes its cues from Ben
Wheatley’s dark cynicism and Ken Loach’s realism. This movie is like a
cold shower to bullies but at least, they might actually end up graduating.

The brothers Jake and Dinos Chapman are known postmodern artists with
a love for the grotesque. They adapted Jake’s book into a mini television
series which then got the feature treatment. The Marriage of Reason and
Squalor is a delightful burlesque pastiche and a surreal look on modern love
with in the leads the incomparable Rhys Ifans (Harry Potter, The Amazing
Spiderman, Snowden) and Sophie Kennedy Clark (Nymphomaniac).
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Raman Hui, a former employee of Dreamworks, having worked on Antz, Shrek and
Madagascar, returns to China and teams up with the writer of New Police Story for
one of Asia’s most ambitious movies: a blend of Hollywood and Chinese culture.
The result, Monster Hunt, has become China’s second biggest box-office success.

Mad Max meets Antonioni in this unique, surreal and existential vision on
the human condition. The Feature debut of French director Marc Lahore, a
Belgian – French – English coproduction, shows how folly and obsession
seems to be the only possible resistance against a faceless war. With
Maia Levasseur-Costil as Stéphanie, Pierre Benoist (Point Blank) as André
and James Northcote (The Imitation Game, Nymphomaniac) as Ralph.

With a pitch that reminds you of Gregory Hoblit’s Frequency, this feature debut
of Bong-joo is quite unique in Korean cinema. What you get is a razor-sharp
and tense thriller with fantasy elements in which the viewer is swept away by
the relentless race against and with time. With strong performances from Seongwoo Bae (Bedevilled) and Jang-in Sub (A Hard Day, No Tears For The Dead).

The Pied Piper, the notorious fairytale by the Brothers Grimm, has often
been adapted to the big screen, notably by Jacques Demy. But this Korean
version of the story that has given sleepless nights to generations of children
clearly rises above the rest. The feature debut of Kwang-tae Kim excels
in the wondrous and the macabre, giving the tale a modern makeover
while remaining true to its gruesome spirit. Kim injects ever more horror
into the story, building up to a horrific finale that will nail you to your seats.
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Apparently William Friedkin raised the bar for any movie about exorcism so
high, that the genre seemed destined for a slow dead through watered down
found footage franchises. But ultimately everything is all about keeping the
faith and redemption has arrived with the debut feature of Jang Jae-hyung.
Priests is refreshing, bold, socially relevant and diabolically frightening.
With Kim Yun-seok (The Chaser) and Kang Dong-won (Kundo) in the leads.

It’s better to grow your nails for Retribution, because you’ll be biting them
all the time as the tension reaches stratospheric heights. The adrenaline
just gushes from the screen and rivers of sweat run down the face of our
unfortunate protagonist, a masterful performance by Luis Tosar (Cell 211,
Shrew’s Nest). Every second can be his last in this terrific thriller, the feature
debut of Dani De La Torre. And he had some solid backing. Spanish Galicia
never looked so beautiful and grim as in the images of Alex de la Iglesia’s DOP
Josu Inchaustegui. Alberto Marini, also present at the BIFFF with Summer
Camp, wrote the script and in supporting roles we welcome back Goya Toleda
(Amores Perros, Killing Words) and Javier Gutierrez (Torrente, La Isla Minima).

Second Origin is one of the most popular Catalan novels ever written. The
1974 book from Manuel de Pedrolo has already sold some 2.300.000 copies.
The movie adaptation was the last project of renowned Spanish director
Bigas Luna (Jamón, jamón, Huevos d’oro). Because of his untimely death,
the project was taken over and finished by his assistant Carles Porta. Despite
the impressive images of a Barcelona in ruins or a devastated Camp Nou,
Second Origin is about the courage never to give up and is a story of love,
altruism and sacrifice. With beautiful performances by English actress Rachel
Hurd-Wood (Peter Pan, Perfume: The Story of a Murderer) and our 2015
Bifff juror Sergi Lopez (Pan’s Labyrinth, Harry, un ami qui vous veut du bien).

After having worked on the Wallander series, based on the novels by Henning
Mankell, and on Frostbite (BIFFF 2006), Christian Hallman comes to Brussels with
his very first feature: a ghost story where the house is the most important character,
with stellar performances by Lanna Olsson and Rafael Pettersson (The Bridge).
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A favorite among film festivals, this first feature from Adam Egypt Mortimer
pushes the boundaries of US slasher movies rather than exploring the
been-there-done-that theme of juvenile depression. A sexier Freddy
Krueger with a new jacket and a utility knife will surely raise some hell.

Alberto Marini is well established as a producer (Rec., Sleep Tight) and
as a writer (Retribution, Extinction), but he’s finally decided to widen his
range with this refreshing twist to the slasher genre. Marini loves to mess
with conventions and with our heads, as everybody gets their turn to
be the murdering maniac and the screaming victim, which infuses a lot of
emotion and feeling into what are mostly two-dimensional characters
in the genre. But gorehounds do not need to worry. Plenty of blood
is spilled in brutal confrontation with various improvised weapons.

The Survivalist, a hard-hitting post-apocalyptic survival drama from Northern
Irish director Stephen Fingleton, grabs you by the throat thanks to the stellar
performances of the three protagonists and the raw and uncompromising
violence. His feature debut is a welcome antidote to the Hunger Games and
the Divergent franchises of this world. This a-typical love story at the end
of the world stars Martin McCann (Clash Of The Titans) as the Survivalist,
Mia Goth (Nymphomaniac) as Milja and Olwen Fouere (Traders) as Kathryn.

When the scariest urban legend of Taiwan is made into a movie you
know things will get serious. Wei-hao Cheng had the ambition to make a
really spooky movie, but his cast was so scared that he needed a witch
doctor daily on the set to prevent demons from spooking around. When
the movie premiered, the standing ovation sounded like a collective clap
that resonated as if the ghost had token possession of the entire crowd.
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Winner of many awards at Fantasia and more recently Slamdance, They Look Like
People is, according to the Hollywood News, what would have happened if Donnie
Darko had grown up! Perry Blackshear’s first feature is infused with paranoia
and dives into minimalistic horror to take a closer look at our connection with
friendship. A spectacular success carried by two promising and talented actors!

Who had thought that the most interesting place for a horror movie would
tbe he world of high finance? After the first crash in 2008 we learned about
a world without morality where the new god is money. The biggest killer in
the 21st century is not a mutation of the bubonic plague, but a mutation
of our economical and political system called capitalism. Rachael Moriarty
and Peter Murphy make us dive deep into the Machiavellian environment of
traders. When Wall Street meets Gladiator: a unique and cynical masterpiece!

When you’re a character in a horror movie, the most horrible things can
happen to you. But if you, as the viewer, feel completely nothing for all those
unlucky souls on the screen, you might as well switch to the Disney channel.
Danish director and screenwriter Bo Mikkelsen has understood this. He takes
the time to let us get to know the characters, so that we can bond with them
and feel for them when their carefree world becomes ever smaller and more
dangerous, until the only choices left are the ones that will tear them apart.
What We Become is definitely one of the best European horror films of last year.

Together with director Remus Kam, Eric Cheng adapted his own cult comicstrip into a tasty and trashy killer comedy stuffed with funny visual gags and
useful tips for aspiring serial-killers. A cynical look on contemporary dating
culture, an homage to the creativity of the geek, a satire on celebrity culture
and the fascination for bad guys… When Geek Meets Serial Killer has
it all and made it to the number 3 spot in Taiwan’s box-office list last year.
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Bifff junior section
“With great power comes total irresponsibility” is the perfect tagline for this
supremely ridiculous fantastic comedy directed by none other than Terry ‘Monty
Python’ Jones (The Life of Brian, The Meaning of Life). And it doesn’t stop there,
as the other Pythons are the voice cast of the bunch of aliens arguing over the fate
of the Earth. To top it off, it’s Simon Pegg (Shaun of the Dead, Star Trek) who tries
to do his utmost best to make sure we’re going to become stardust. Oh yeah, and
there’s also Kate Beckinsale, Eddie Izzard, Joanna Lumley and, last but not least,
the dearly departed Robin Williams as the voice of Dennis the dog. Everyone
who’s not convinced by now is probably an alien hell bent on destroying the Earth.

It’s not every day that you see a fantasy adventure movie with hand puppets. And
there seems to be only one family in Taiwan that still makes these puppets and
that can play with them. The craftsmanship is astonishing and the care and detail
put into the beautiful sets gushes from the screen. The movie contains a lot of
digital special effects, but a lot less than you might think, because it’s, of course,
the puppets that steal the show, whirling around and fighting all the time in the
best wuxia tradition. Director Huang Wen-Chang and his team have given us a
very rare pearl, a unique mix of martial arts, steampunk, fantasy and puppets.

Battledream Chronicle is the first animated feature from the Caribbean island of
Martinique. Director Alain Bidard’s labor of love took 5 years to make and was
done on the tiny budget of 400.00 €. Not that it shows on the screen, but it’s not the
beautiful visuals of this bleak future that are Battledream Chronicle’s biggest force.
This fantastic adventure for young and old possesses true heart and is an ode to
friendship, courage and integrity and an indictment against real and virtual tyranny.

This big screen adaptation from an American mini-series comes straight from
Korea. After a career in the commercial industry, director Jong-yeol Baek
presents his first full length feature. The fact that the protagonist is played by
some 123 different actors is already quite the tour de force. With an interesting
view on love and relationships worthy of “Groundhog Day” and “40 Days
and 40 Nights”, The Beauty Inside will melt our audience’s coldest hearts.
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A dazzling leap over a sunflower kicks-off this action-epic. This mix between
Chinese wuxia martial arts styles and Korean history is top class eye-candy.
Director Heung-sik Park (My Mother The Mermaid, Children of Heaven)
tells an engaging, colorful tale set in gorgeous sets with fight scenes that can
rival those of Zhang Yimou’s spectacles. Go-eun Kim, praised for her part in
the acclaimed Coin Locker Girl, is a physically and emotionally convincing
heroine, while Korean heartthrob Byung-hun Lee (I Saw The Devil, GI Joe)
relishes playing the bad guy. Memories of the Sword is a sweeping story
with majestic fights that will guaranty a stiff neck and popping eyeballs.

Raman Hui, a former employee of Dreamworks, having worked on Antz, Shrek and
Madagascar, returns to China and teams up with the writer of New Police Story for
one of Asia’s most ambitious movies: a blend of Hollywood and Chinese culture.
The result, Monster Hunt, has become China’s second biggest box-office success.

When director Ken Ochiai is introduced by Frank Pierson (Oscar winner
for best screenplay: “Dog Day Afternoon”) as a “bold and visually
inventive cineaste”, you know you’re in for a treat. With a mix of Japanese
folklore and Scandinavian monster movies, “Ninja the Monster” is
a thrilling spectacle with special effects worthy of James Cameron.

It was only a matter of time before the popular Danish young adult book series
by Lene Kaaberbøl would get the big screen treatment. The Shamer’s Daughter
is the adaptation of the first book of the series and the script was written by none
other than the great Anders Thomas Jensen (Adam’s Apples, In a Better World,
Men & Chicken). Add to that an original storytelling angle, realistic special
effects, lovely sets and some fine acting by Sören Malling (Borgen, A Hijacking,
Men & Chicken) and Marie Bonnevie (I Am Dina, Reconstruction), and you get
an exciting fantasy film that will not only please its teenager target audience.
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The Visitors is a true phenomenon in France. Entire generations can quote lines
from this cult movie. It took five years for a sequel to the original from 1993 and we
had to wait until this year to see the third part. But now the time has finally come
for the return of Jean Réno (Léon, Ronin) and Christian Clavier (Les Bronzés,
Asterix and Obelix) as Godefroy and Jacquouille! Direction was handled by their
trusted companion Jean-Marie Poiré (Santa Claus Is a Stinker, The Visitors 1
& 2). Besides other French acting talent like Frank Dubosc, Karin Viard and
Frédérique Bel, we’re also entitled to a delegation of Belgium’s finest: Stéphanie
Crayencour, Christelle Cornil en Eric de Staercke. It’s time to make heads roll!
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I'm a seoul man 2
Seung-wan Ryo decided to start his career in the movie business after watching the best of the
Shaw brothers and Jackie Chan’s Drunken Master. He even went as far as saving his allowance money
three years in a row just to buy his very first 8mm camera. Now, many years later, Seung-wan Ryoo has
become one of South Korea’s top directors with movies like The Berlin File and Veteran. He’s the third
most successful South Korean director of all time and the BIFFF is proud to welcome him at this year’s
festival. In honor of his presence, you’ll l be able to take a peek at his more than productive career!

No Blood No Tears (South Korea)
A Ryoo Seung-wan film

Screenplay : Ryoo Seung-wan & Jeong Jin-wan
Casting : Jeon Do-yeon, Hye-yeong Lee, Jeong Jaeyeong
Date : 2002
Duration : 116 min
Bulldog, a former boxer, makes a living from organizing dog
fights. Business is good, until his wife runs off with money.
Women power supreme in this Tarantino-like action thriller. !

Arahan (South Korea)
A Ryoo Seung-wan film

Screenplay : Ryoo Seung-wan, Lee Hae-jun, Yu Seondong, Lee Hae-yeong
Casting : Ryu Seung-beom, Yoon So-yi, Ahn Sung-kee
Date : 2004
Duration : 114 min
During an arrest, corrupt cop Sang-hwan is beaten up by Tao-master
Jaun. This meeting will transform our (anti)hero into the terror of the
tatami. A mix of Shaolin Soccer and Karate Kid, with a dash of The Matrix.

The Unjust (South Korea)
A Ryoo Seung-wan film

Screenplay : Ryoo Seung-wan, Park Hoon-jung
Casting : Hwang Jeong-min, Ryoo Seung-beom, Yoo
Hae-jin
Date : 2010
Duration : 119 min
The investigation into a serial killer hits a dead end when the only suspect
meets an accidental death. Why not create a new suspect? Cop, prosecutor
and culprit keep each other in a deadly stranglehold. Justice is nowhere in sight.
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Section
Midnight X-tremes
Movies that go over the top and contain a ton of B and Z film references
always have had a special place in our program. Because let's be honest.
What's worse? Your favorite superheroes getting mangled by Disney, which
next to Marvel also has “super productions” such as Violetta and the Little
Princess Sofia, or handing over the superhero culture to two lunatics called
Jens Holzheuer and Oliver Tietgen? In this ABC you’ll meet a fighting super
Jésus, a sick (wasn't he always?) Hitler and many other crazy characters with
the voluntary (or forced) participation of Bai Ling (The Crow), Jörg Buttgereit
(German Angst), Lloyd Kayfman (The Toxic Avenger) and Uwe Boll (The
Postal). Elastic underwear is strongly recommended during this projection!

Liam Regan doesn’t hide the fact that he’s inspired by absurd horror
legends like Lloyd Kaufman and Michael Herz. Banjo is his very
own interpretation of The Office, but then with lots of gore and bad
taste. Have you ever dreamed of a version of Clerks with blood and
massacres? Welcome to this English burlesque show called Banjo.

Inspired by the classic Brothers Grimm story, this reboot of Sleeping Beauty
impresses with its unique atmosphere, reminding you of Silent Hill, The Cell
and Insidious. Between mind-blowing visuals worthy of Tarsem Singh and a
well-rounded know how in the style of James Wan, Pearry Teo, producer of
Cloud Atlas, hits all the right notes, with beautiful Natalie Hall (True Blood, Pretty
Little Liars) trapped in this countdown together with Bruce Davidson (X Men).

Besides José Mojica Marins and his alter ego Coffin Joe, there isn’t much of a
horror movie tradition in Brazil. Yet producer and screenwriter M.M. Izidoro may
turn things around. He focuses on the country’s animist myths with a script that is
as fierce as it is efficient. It only took Rodrigo Gasparini and Dante Vescio, known
for their “M is for Mailbox” segment in The ABC’s of Death, to put this terror on tape!
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His older brother had his triumphs with his own series of “home invasion”
movies called Home Alone. But there’s no reason Rory Culkin can’t have his
own franchise, albeit a much tougher one. That why he entrusted director Adam
Schindler and two screenwriters from V/H/S Viral, to cook up a surprising and
vicious horrific home invasion thrill ride. Tom and Jerry wouldn’t be able to watch it.

John Suits, director of The Scribbler and producer of gems like Bad Milo
and Cheap Thrills, is back with a concept-movie shot entirely in first person,
a powerful and bold move! Just imagine Call of Duty mingling with Rec
and you’ll have an idea of the nightmare that awaits Rachel Nichols (Star
Trek), Alfie Allen (Game of Thrones) and Mekhi Phifer (Dawn of the Dead).

Leave it to director Tyler MacIntyre and scriptwriter Chris Lee Hill to put the
story of Frankenstein through the wrangler, turn it inside out and stitch it back
together until you get a deliciously gory, funny and irreverent 21st century
version of the classic tale with a feminist twist. Patchwork is ideal midnight
movie fun with a smart story structure, where every girl gets her side of the story.

A favorite among film festivals, this first feature from Adam Egypt Mortimer
pushes the boundaries of US slasher movies rather than exploring the
been-there-done-that theme of juvenile depression. A sexier Freddy
Krueger with a new jacket and a utility knife will surely raise some hell.
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Scripwriter Kevin Mosley and director Jeffrey Scott Lando have been working
together since Savage Island (Bifff 2004). This has led to gems such as
Insecticidal, Decoys 2, Goblin, Haunted High and Roboshark. The duo clearly
has an unconditional love for genre cinema and in Suspension they take their
passion to a higher level. Call it a classy slasher or a slasher with a difference,
it’s clear that this film is a well thought out and refreshing addition to a genre
that is always in danger of succumbing to its own conventions and clichés.

. When the scariest urban legend of Taiwan is made into a movie you
know things will get serious. Wei-hao Cheng had the ambition to make a
really spooky movie, but his cast was so scared that he needed a witch
doctor daily on the set to prevent demons from spooking around. When
the movie premiered, the standing ovation sounded like a collective clap
that resonated as if the ghost had token possession of the entire crowd.

Let’s be honest, this isn’t for fanatics of Victorian times or people with
the sexual morality of the pope. This crazy over-the-top and, of course,
Japanese comedy has the same energy and potential as movies like Hitoshi
Matsumoto’s Big Man Japan or Symbol. Sion Sono brings yet another movie
to the BIFFF. And with five films on his slate in 2015, he’s starting to rival that
other favorite bulimic director. Bye bye Takashi Miike, say hello to Sion Sono!
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fantastic night
A few years ago a video clip directed by Illya Naishuller for his band Biting
Elbows went viral on the internet. The breathtaking non-stop pursuit of a
supernatural gizmo in first person shooter perspective was also seen by Timur
Bekmambetov, the Russisian maestro of the action thriller, who thought it
would make a terrific long feature. With Bekmambetov as producer, Naishuller
transformed his concept into an energetic, kinetic, adrenaline charged scifi action
epic bursting with sick humor and extreme violence. So fasten your seatbelts
and get ready for an overwhelming, all senses crushing ride, driven by Neil
Blompkamp’s fetisj-actor Sharlto Copley (District 9, Elysium, Chappie) as Henry.

We amused ourselves in 2009 with Kyle Rankin’s feature Infestation.
This year, he’s back with his first zomromcom (a romantic zombie comedy
like Warm Bodies or Burying The Ex). He chose an excellent cast with
in the lead Maria Thayer (Game Of Power, screened at the Festival
in 2009) and Ray Wise (Robocop, Twin Peaks, X-Men: First Class).

Behind this horror comedy, the bastard child of Tom Holland’s Fright Night
and Vampires Sucks, there’s Dr. God (LA Comedy Club). Take the characters
from The Office, add the humor from Shaun Of The Dead, replace zombies by
vampires and voila: Bloodsucking Bastards. The star role is played by Joey Kern
(Cabin Fever), who’ll make you laugh with each of his fanged interventions.

Deathgasm is an irresistible mix of heavy metal, gore & horror and comedy.
The feature debut of New Zealand writer and director Jason Lei Howden
seems to be custom made for the Bifff audience. Deathgasm is deliciously
dirty, trashy as fuck and very generous with blood and limbs. And we haven’t
even mentioned the very creative use of sex toys to combat demons. Heavy
Metal and horror are the ideal marriage on stage. It’s unbelievable that
this is so rare on the big screen, but Deathgasm more than fills this gap.
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thriller competition
The Corpse of Anna Fritz (Spain)
A Hector Hernandez Vicens film

Screenplay : Isaac P. Creus & Hector Hernandez Vicens
Casting : Alba Ribas, Cristian Valencia, Bernat Saumell
Duration : 76 min
While walking to their friend’s work to drag him into a big night out, Ivan
and Javi never expected his astounding surprise for a second. Their buddy,
Pau, has brought a prestigious guest to his office: the international superstar
Anna Fritz, an actress, model, and singer whose twitter followers could
replace the entire population of the kingdom of Bhutan! Better yet: it seems
the superhot megastar, able to be on the cover of Vogue just by taking a
selfie in the dark, is all in for a little party with the boys… a naughty one.
Alright, some elements need to be clarified, Pau works at the city morgue
and the reason why sweet Anna has no say in the outcome of this little
event is because she can’t talk… she’s dead. But there’s no way she’s
going to wake up in the middle of this introduction to necrophilia, right!?
The Corpse of Anna Fritz, a respective first feature and script for Hector
Hernandez Vicens and Isaac P. Creus, has quickly become a festival
must-see, travelling from Brazil to Finland and grabbing an award
nomination from our friends at the NIFFF! This anxiety filled thriller
behind closed doors presents, with its provocative style, the morbid
face of a stupid mistake that quickly turns into a living nightmare.

The Deal (South Korea)
A Yong-ho Son film

Screenplay : An Young-jin, Son Yong-ho
Casting : Kim Sang-kyoung, Kim Sung-Kyun, Park Sung-woong
Duration : 102 min
Ever since a murderer is following in Jack the Ripper’s footsteps, the entire Seoul
police force are on high alert. Well, except for inspector Tae-soo, who’s more
interested in harassing petty criminals at his favorite pub. But when he arrests a
reckless driver on the way home, he hits the jackpot. Tae-soo catches Korea’s
most notorious serial killer. The bad news is that the bastard doesn’t want to talk
about his last victim. Even worse is that he’s in possession of the phone of Taesoo’s sister. Her body’s never found. Three years later, Tae-soo is in charge of a
mob murder case, which smells like day to day mafia stuff. But when he finds out
that the main suspect is his stepbrother, who never got over the death of his wife,
he understand real quickly that he doesn’t want to go to prison simply to kill time.
Since its release in Korea, this first feature by Ying-ho Son has steamrolled over
the Korean box-office, relegating, among others Matthew Vaughn’s Kingsman to
second place. There are two reasons for that. The Deal can count on a cast from
other Korean successes like Hwai: a Monster Boy, Nameless Gangster and New
World. And there’s more than one reference to the universe of Memories of Murder.
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Enragés (France & Canada)
An Eric Hannezo film

Screenplay : Eric Hannezo, Yannick Dahan, Benjamin Rataud
Casting : Lambert Wison, Virginie Ledoyen, Guillaume Gouix
Duration : 100 min
After a bank robbery degenerates into a blood bath, three gangsters make a
run for it in their getaway car. Soon, a convoy of sirens is hot on their heels.
They dump the car and try to blend into the crowds of a shopping mall. But
the blood trail that one of them leaves behind, puts the police back on their
trail and they have to resort to extreme measures. The trio takes an attractive
and recently married lingerie salesgirl hostage and run out into the streets.
They stop another vehicle, which give them two more hostages; a father
who was on his way to the hospital with his sick daughter for a lifesaving
operation. Needless to say that nobody will get out of this unharmed if not alive.
The French action thriller Enragés (Rabid Dogs), the feature debut of producer
Eric Hannezo (The Players) is a stylish and intense remake of the eponymous
1974 movie by Italian genre master Mario Bava. Enragès is a non-stop succession
of car chases, shoot-outs and sizzling dialogues full of tension and fear. With as
bonuses a soundtrack which reminds you of the best of Giallo composer Goblin
and Virginie Ledoyen (The Beach, 8 Women) and Lambert Wilson (Of Gods and
Men, The Matrix Reloaded) as the unfortunate victims of this hellish road trip.

The Exclusive - Beat the Devil's Tattoo (South Korea)
A Roh Deok film

Screenplay : Roh Deok
Casting : Cho Jung-seok, Lee Ha-na, Lee Mi-sook
Duration : 125 min
When reporter Mu-hyuk screws up, he’s fired from the Tv-station where he works.
That he’s also living apart from his wife and daughter, of whom he doesn’t want to
divorce, is more than reason enough for a heavy drinking season. In his drunken
stupor he decides to check a tip about a notorious serial killer… and hits the
jackpot. Mu-hyuk discovers blood and intestines and even a murder manifesto
in a basement flat. He decides not to go to the police and starts negotiating
with the Tv-station. Exclusivity in return for hiring him back with a higher salary
and a juicy promotion. When he also follows the killer in his car and streams it
live on his smartphone, the sky seems to be the limit. And then the murderer
turns out to be a theatre actor who uses fake blood and guts on stage, with the
manifesto coming from a little known novel. Mu-hyuk gets entangled in a web
of lies, as he has to keep spinning tales to keep his colleagues, the police and
the media satisfied. But the real serial killer also wants his five minutes of fame!
Director Roh Deok worked for more than 12 years on her film, which is more
related to the cynicism of Network than to the journalistic integrity of Spotlight. The
Exclusive: Beat The Devil’s Tattoo mercilessly flails the obsession with scoops and
exclusivity of the contemporary media where facts and the truth are just obstacles
against higher ratings. This pitch-black satire with a bloody climax benefits from
the acting talents of Seong-woo Bae, who seems to be very much present this
year at the BIFFF, as we’ll also see him in The Phone and The Beauty Inside.
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Green Room (USA)

A Jeremy Saulnier film

Screenplay : Jeremy Saulnier
Casting : Anton Yelchin, Imogen Poots, Patrick Stewart
Duration : 95 min
Sometimes it’s better to turn down a gig. But the members of the broke punk band
Ain't Rights are not in the position of refusing anything. 350$ dollars to play in
a remote skinhead bar is the difference between stealing gas and eating out of
garbage cans and survival. And they know how to handle a hostile crowd. So what
could go wrong? Plenty, it seems. When the band sees something they weren’t
supposed to see, a dangerous situation turns into a life or death siege. Prepare
yourselves for gushing blood fountains and the spilling of guts. Hey Ho, Let’s Go!
After Jeremy Saulnier’s awarded indie debut Blue Ruin, the young director got a
much bigger budget for this downright impressive second feature. And all those
extra millions are absolutely visible on the screen. Macon Blair, the lead in Blue
Ruin, plays the owner of the skinhead bar, but it’s Patrick Stewart (Star Trek, X-Men)
who steals the show as a terrific bad guy. Among the members of the punk band
we recognize Anton Yelchin (Burying The Ex, Star Trek) and Imogen Poots (Need
For Speed). It’s no wonder that Green Room has become an international festival
sensation. Saulnier puts machetes, cutters, shotguns and bloodhounds to creative
use and gets the best (and the worst) out of his great cast. Essential viewing!

Martyrs (USA)

A Kevin Goetz, Michael Goetz film

Screenplay : Mark L. Smith
Casting : Troian Bellisario, Bailey Noble, Kate Burton
Duration : 87 min
Lucie, a young girl, is fleeing barefoot and bloodied from a secret room
where she was held captive and tortured. The girl ends up in an orphanage,
where the same-aged Anna becomes her only friend and confidante. Ten
years after she escaped from her ordeal, Lucie’s still traumatized. The only
one who knows what she went through is Anna and the perpetrators are
still out there somewhere. Lucie has never forgotten their faces, despite all
the drugs that they fed her. Now she finally has a lead, which points to an
idyllic farm in the countryside inhabited by a model-family that could have
come straight out of a sitcom. Armed to the teeth and accompanied by Annie,
Lucie sets out to set things straight once and for all. If only it was that simple.
The 2008 French contemporary horror classic by Pascal Laugier gets an
American makeover by directing brothers Kevin and Michael Goetz (Scenic
Route). And that’s no reason to hide under your seats. Stay glued to the
screen, because this 2015 remake stays true to the bleak vision of the original,
delivering us an experience that goes beyond mere torture porn. With a script
written by Oscar winner Mark L. Smith (The Revenant) and stellar performance
by Troian Belliosario (Pretty Little Liars) as Lucie and Bailey Noble (True Blood)
as Anna, Martyrs will hit you as hard in the gut as the Golden Méliès of 2008.
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The Photographer (Poland)
A Waldemar Krzystek film

Screenplay : Krzysztof Kopka, Waldemar Krzystek
Casting : Tatiana Arntgolts, Aleksander Baluev, Dimitrij Uljanov
Duration : 107 min
A loudmouth of the FSB, the Russian secret police, Natasha just got a giant
surprise served to her: two of her coworkers tell her it’s a miracle she is the only
one still alive after crossing the path of the Photographer, a fierce muscovite
serial killer. Where? When? How? What she will learn will sent a chill down her
spine as she dives into an investigation where old KGB 8mm, weird deals with
the Red Army and the troubled past of a child treated like a mutant will entwine in
a series of cold trails. And yet, she’s going to have to warm that up as a unknown
occurrence seems to push our Photographer to accelerate his bloody shooting…
An old roadie of Polish cinema, Waldemar Krzytek already went to Cannes
(The Last Ferry in 1990) and an Oscar preselection for 80 Million in 2011. This
time, he returns with a merciless thriller, mixing splendidly a Cold War Cold
Case and a race against the clock with fierce efficiency! If John le Carré’s
shadow hovers undeniably above the script, with a dissection of a policy as
outdated as a red anvil, the dark package without any concession that brings a
spark of Fincher sets The Photographer as an atypical and nervous work of art.

Retribution (Spain)

A Dani de la Torre film

Screenplay : Alberto Marini
Casting : Javier Gutierrez, Luis Tosar, Elvira Minguez
Duration : 100 min
Banker Carlos is up to his ears in complaints from clients to whom his bank sold
toxic credits. While he drives his son and daughter to school, he gets a call from
someone who tells him there are bombs under the seats. As soon as someone
gets out of the car, they’ll explode. The man seems to be well informed about
Carlos’ professional and private problems. The caller demands that he first
empties his own accounts and then the accounts of his richest clients. Carlos’
skepticism soon fades when he discovers strange wires behind the dashboard
and turns into outright terror when he seen his colleague Victor getting blown up in
his car. From behind the wheel, he now has to steal millions of Euro’s, without the
police or his co-workers discovering what’s going on, while he has two frightened
children on the back seat and an increasingly more desperate wife at home.
It’s better to grow your nails for Retribution, because you’ll be biting them
all the time as the tension reaches stratospheric heights. The adrenaline
just gushes from the screen and rivers of sweat run down the face of our
unfortunate protagonist, a masterful performance by Luis Tosar (Cell 211,
Shrew’s Nest). Every second can be his last in this terrific thriller, the feature
debut of Dani De La Torre. And he had some solid backing. Spanish Galicia
never looked so beautiful and grim as in the images of Alex de la Iglesia’s DOP
Josu Inchaustegui. Alberto Marini, also present at the BIFFF with Summer
Camp, wrote the script and in supporting roles we welcome back Goya Toleda
(Amores Perros, Killing Words) and Javier Gutierrez (Torrente, La Isla Minima).
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The Strange House (China)
A Danny Pang film

Screenplay : Danny Pang
Casting : Eddie Cheung Siu Fai, Yi Song, Zi Tian Tian
Duration : 87 min
Yezi, a young woman, is accosted in the street by a stranger who makes
her a strange proposal. A woman is dying and Yezi has to impersonate her
daughter, who recently died in tragic circumstances, to soften her final days.
The offer’s too good to refuse. Yezi is flat out broke and gets to spend time in
a very comfortable house. And the woman is blind and too far gone to notice
anything. The cold shower and even threats she receives from the rest of
the family upon her arrival, makes her hesitate. But she pushes through and
starts to dress herself in the clothes of the girl. She even sleeps in her bed.
When Yezi starts asking questions about the deceased, she gets disturbing
answers. Her parents died in mysterious circumstances and her brother
drowned, even though he could swim like a fish. But it’s not until she discovers
the girl’s diary, that Yezi realizes in what a hornet’s nests she finds herself.
A new film from genre titan Danny Pang (The Eye, Bangkok Dangerous) is
always a treat. This time he’s flying solo without his brother Oxide, delighting us
with a spooky thriller that would even keep you glued to a bed of nails. Armed
with a solid script, Danny plays ping pong with the truth, in the good company
of Johnnie To regular Siu-Fai Cheung and Jiao Xu (CJ7, Dragon Nest).

Veteran (South Korea)
A Ryoo Seung-wan film

Screenplay : Ryoo Seung-wan
Casting : Hwang Jung-min, Ah In Yoo, Yoo Hae-jin
Duration : 123 min
When you are the Korean John McClane, you aren’t known for going by the
book, but for arresting bad guys in the most spectacular way. Like when a
bust on a group of car thieves ended up in a fight as memorable as a derby
between two English football teams. But Seo Do isn’t alone. He can count
on his team of bad boys and especially on his good friend Bae. A couple of
days later there’s a problem. Bae is found death in an alley and it looks like
a suicide. As if you can hit yourself with a baseball bat while jumping from
the third floor? It’s no surprise that Seo Do wants to find the real killers of his
friend. He starts digging around and finds the ideal suspect: Tae-ho is the
leader of a giant corporation called Sinjin. Behind this respected business
hides a maze of illegal actions, crooked politics and trials paid with hard
earned capitalistic money. Time to find the reason why Bae was brutally killed!
The synopsis might make you think that this is a cold and brutal thriller. But
veteran is more like a Korean Korean Beverly Hills Cop. Think of Jackie
Chan’s golden years, mashed up with Lethal Weapon. It’s that much fun!
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The Wave (Norway)
A Roar Uthaug film

Screenplay : Harald Rosenløw-Eeg & John Kåre Raake
Casting : Kristoffer Joner, Thomas Bo Larsen, Fridtjov Såheim
Duration : 105 min
The Norwegian village of Geiranger enjoys a breathtaking setting at the
bottom of a spectacular fjord. And yet, a threat hangs over paradise. In 1905
a rockslide wiped away the entire village and it’s only a matter of time before
it will happen again. Geologist Kristian is the man with an eye on the panic
button in an early warning center. If the worst were about to happen, the
inhabitants would have ten minutes to run for their lives to higher ground before
a mighty tsunami would sweep away everything in its path. But his watch is
soon coming to an end. His wife Udun and son Sondre are putting everything
in boxes for their move to the big city. And then, while Udun spends her last
hours at her job in a tourist hotel in town and Kristian is saying goodbye to
his colleagues, the water levels starts to drop and sensors are shutting down.
Finally a disaster movie from Scandinavia! And the Norwegian tsunami-thriller
The Wave was well worth the wait. Director Roar Uthaug, known for the horror
chiller Cold Prey, will move to Hollywood next year to shoot the Tomb Raider
reboot. The Wave is an outstanding catastrophic spectacle with the added bonus
of gorgeous images of Norwegian scenery, impressive and realistic sfx and
Norway’s two most popular actors in the lead: Kristoffer Joner (Next Door, The
Revenant) as Kristian and Ane Dahl Torp as Idun (Dead Snow, TV’s Occupied).
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Jury Thriller
Joelle Baumerder
She already saw herself working as a prison warden after having studied
psychology and criminology, but thanks to her work as a cultural staff worker
for the municipality of Saint-Gilles, she got an epiphany at the end of the
century. Rather than imprisoning crooks she wanted to deliver books to as
many people as possible. And so in 1997 she started the ‘Maison du Livre’
that became the institute of our capital as we know it today. Anybody who
wants to do something around literature, writing and poetry is welcome.

Ana Garcia
My grandma certainly lit a fire in me with her stories about ghosts, disturbing
shadows in the fog and shady “guardias civiles”! Well yeah, I was born 150
kilometers from Guernica, the 8 of October 1959. The stories she told us
at night before sleeping are still haunting my dreams. No surprise that they
brought me to reading and filmmaking. After a degree in art history, a thesis
on the work of directors Gérald Frydman and Raoul Servais, I timidly dreamt
about following them, but my earliest attempts remained just drafts. However,
my passion for cinema never left me in all the kind of jobs I have done in my life.
I’ve been manager of the Carte Jeune <26, an international cultural passport
which has resulted in organizing two events such as Deux fauteuils Cannes,
a contest which annually allowed two Belgian directors to be part of the Youth
Jury of this great festival. In 1997, I became Chief Commissioner of la Foire du
Livre (the Brussels’ Book Fair) until last July. Literature and cinema have been
part of my daily life for almost 20 years. Today I follow my own path; that leads
me to The Polar, a festival where literature, cinema and music are celebrated.
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Gorian Delpâture
In his young and prolific career, Gorian Delpâture has almost worked on
every kind of program of the RTBF: sports with “Projet X”, investigative
journalism with “Question à la une” and “MaTerre”, literature with “MilleFeuilles” and “Livrés à Domicille” and also radio with “Entrez Sans Frappez”.
He is also one of the lucky few working on the only Tv-show about cinema
in Belgium: “Tellement Ciné”. As a teacher of journalism at the University of
Mons, he also worked on the comic book adaptation of Voltaire’s Candide
and helped write “KISSionnaire” a dictionary about the hardrock band KISS.

Michel Dufranne
This booklover knew that the music academy wasn’t his thing and decided to do
something more fun; finish a Phd in Psychology at the university of Bastogne.
His other passion was role playing games and after some friendly gaming, he
found himself writing for the science-fiction magazine Phénix and ScienceFiction Magazine. This opened the way for other endeavors and together with
brother-in-arms Jean-David Morvan (Le Collectionneur) he wrote two series
for Casterman: La Guilde with Oscar Martin and Helldorado with Ignacio Noé.
But his love for books didn’t stop there, because he managed to be one of the
host of two RTBF literature programs: “Mille-feuilles” and “Livrés à domicile”.
Just talking with him about books will get you in the mood to read thousands.
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7TH orbit
competition
Aaaaaaaah ! (UK)
A Steve Oram film

Screenplay : Steve Oram
Casting : Julian Barratt, Toya Willcox, Lucy Honigman
Duration : 80 min
Planet Of The Apes, but in reverse. That is what at first glance could be
said about Steve Oram’s debut feature. In this horror comedy all men are
in fact apes and all dialogues consist of animal sounds. The scenes are
as absurd and violent as if they came straight out of a Passolini movie.
This mindfuck of a movie could become the cult succes of the year.
England went crazy about it, now it is time to unleash the beast in Bozar
Even if Aaaaaaaah is Steve Oram’s first feature, this doesn’t mean that
he’s new to the game. Mostly know from his TV appearances, Steve Oram
recently featured in the absurd killer comedy Sightseers by Ben Wheatley.
For his debut he surrounded himself with some great entertainers from
the small and big screen: Noel Fielding (IT Crowd), Julian Barratt (ABCs
of Death 2), Tony Way (Doctor Who, Derek, Game Of Thrones), Alice
Lowe (Hot Fuzz, Sightseers). This is going to be Aaaaaaaaahsome!

Benavidez's Case (Argentina)
A Laura Casabe

Screenplay : Laura Casabe, Lisandro Bera
Casting : Norma Aleandro, Guillermo Pfening, Jorge Marrale
Duration : 80 min
During his entire existence, art teacher Benavidez has been living in the
shadow of his formidable father, a famous artist who constantly reminded his
son of his lack of talent and vision. Even more painful is that the love of his
life, one of his ex-students, reveals herself to be a gifted artist. To some she’s
even considered to be the true successor to Benavidez’s father. It’s no wonder
that this creates tensions and after a devastating lovers quarrel, Benavidez
puts all his artworks into a big case and, having nowhere else to go, drags it
to his shrink. The man specializes in treating creative spirits and even has an
artist’s colony in the basement of his huge mansion. As part of their therapy,
his patients produce artworks that get sold for lucrative prizes at auctions
organized by the psychiatrist himself. When he looks at what’s inside the
case of Benavidez, he realizes that the son has finally surpassed his father.
Young Argentinean director Laura Casabe has realized a tour de force:
her feature debut is a surreal and original satire on the arts world. The
immense house of the shrink is transformed into a bizarre maze, with
endless corridors and weird rooms, a reflection of the tortured soul
of her protagonist. Together with him, we try to find a way out of this
surreal labyrinth, curious to find out what’s in the case of Benavidez!
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Darling (USA)

A Mickey Keating film

Screenplay : Mickey Keating
Casting : Sean Young, Larry Fessenden, Lauren Ashley Carter
Duration : 76 min
Darling, a fragile young woman, is hired by Madame to look after a huge
historic mansion in New York. But before she leaves her alone with the
house, Madame tells her about the fate of the previous caretaker who
decided to jump off the roof and meet his end on the pavement. As if that’s
not enough, she warns Darling about a locked room upstairs at the end of
a long corridor. She should never, under any circumstance enter that room.
After young and upcoming director Micky Keating tackled satanic terror in
Ritual (2013) and scifi paranoia in pod (2015), he now delivers a true arthouse
horror feast. In the best tradition of films in which the protagonist slowly
sinks away into madness (of course shot in glorious black & white images),
Darling goes straight for your guts and pulls no punches. Tension, paranoia
and uncertainty nibble away the already fragile comfort layers of the lead, a
great performance by Ashley Carter (The Woman, Jug Face), until only insanity
remains. With genre veterans Sean Young (Blade Runner, Ace Ventura)
and Larry Fessenden (You’re Next, We Are What We Are) as solid backups.

The End (dans les bois) (France)
A Guillaume Nicloux film

Screenplay : Guillaume Nicloux
Casting : Gérard Depardieu, Audrey Bonnet, Swann Arlaud
Duration : 85 min
A retired sixty-something is living deep in the woods with as only companion
his dog Yoshi. Every day he goes on a hunting trip with his loyal mutt. But this
day will not be like any other. First Yoshi disappears and then the forest, of
which he knows every trunk and leave, seems to become ever stranger and
more dangerous. It’s more a treacherous jungle than a peaceful European
forest. While scorpions are replacing ants, our man’s hold over his gun
strengthens as the sun goes down and a pitch black night swallows everything.
After having made his mark with crime movies such as The Octopus,
A Private Affair and The Key, French director Guillaume Nicloux ventures
into 7th Orbit territory, that section of the Bifff where movies go strange
and unexpected places. Valley of Love, which was nominated last
year for the Cannes Golden Palm, was already a mysterious viewing
experience. And his lead from that film, French acting monument
Gérard Depardieu, is again the center of this unique, hypnotizing and
fascinating surreal odyssey where the trees are not what they seem.
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The Marriage of Reason and Squalor (UK & Barbados)
A Jake Chapman film

Screenplay : Brock Norman Brock, Jake Chapman
Casting : Rhys Ifans, Sophie Kennedy Clark, Michael Fitzgerald
Duration : 90 min
With a name like Chlamydia Love, it comes as no surprise that the young
lady in question is considered to be the office slut. Her colleagues also do
not miss an occasion to ridicule her when she talks about her imaginary
prince on a white horse. Chlamydia couldn’t care less. She just has to
jump into a flushing toilet bowl to meet her beloved, the handsome surgeon
Algernon Hertz. But her precious prince keeps her waiting and locals turn
out to be a whole lot more savage that what is mentioned in the glossy
tourist brochures. Chlamydia has to go on the run and ends up in the lair of
the misanthropic scientist Helmut Mandragorass, a specimen of the male
race not exactly blessed with dashing looks as his protruding forehead
dwarves everything else. Paradise isn’t always what it seems to be.
The brothers Jake and Dinos Chapman are known postmodern artists with
a love for the grotesque. They adapted Jake’s book into a mini television
series which then got the feature treatment. The Marriage of Reason and
Squalor is a delightful burlesque pastiche and a surreal look on modern love
with in the leads the incomparable Rhys Ifans (Harry Potter, The Amazing
Spiderman, Snowden) and Sophie Kennedy Clark (Nymphomaniac).

The Open (France, UK & Belgium)
A Marc Lahore film

Screenplay : Marc Lahore
Casting : James Northcote, Maïa Levasseur-Costil, Pierre Benoist
Duration : 104 min

Stéphanie Tavernier, number four on the WTA ranking, trains as possessed for
Roland Garros. Her coach André watches over her like a father, preparing her as
best as he can for the match of a lifetime. He also keeps an eye on her sparring
partner Ralph, who keeps launching serves, volleys and smashes at her. But the trio
has to prepare under very special circumstances. World War Three is raging and
Stéphanie and André are refugees, wandering through Northern Europe to train for
The Open without even a net or tennis balls. And Ralph is actually a prisoner of war!
Mad Max meets Antonioni in this unique, surreal and existential vision on
the human condition. The Feature debut of French director Marc Lahore, a
Belgian – French – English coproduction, shows how folly and obsession
seems to be the only possible resistance against a faceless war. With
Maia Levasseur-Costil as Stéphanie, Pierre Benoist (Point Blank) as André
and James Northcote (The Imitation Game, Nymphomaniac) as Ralph.
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The Rotten Link (Argentina)
A Valentin Javier Diment film

Screenplay : Valentin Javier Diment, Martin Blousson, Sebastian
Cortes, German Val
Casting : Luis Ziembrowski, Marilu Marini, Paula Brasca, Valentin
Javier Diment
Duration : 74 min
Fan of regional craftsmanship and authenticity… welcome to El Escondido!
This small village with barely 20 inhabitants seems completely immune to 21st
century modern life. The priest keeps the Christian faith alive. Raulo, a big dude
who must have banged his head on the wall too many times, distributes logs
of wood to the community and his beautiful sister Roberta trying to maintain
community relationships in her bar’s backroom. She doesn’t just empty glasses
of whiskey, but also the balls of every man she can get her hands on. Well, all but
one… There is a local legend that even Roberta will not defy. But the spurned
one also wants to dip his stick in Roberta’s honeypot. Very very very bad idea.
Valentin Javier Diment was unforgettable in Jorge & Alberto VS the Neoliberal
Demons (BIFFF 2015) and also shares the poster of Benavidez’s Case. He
even had the time to direct this deranged but remarkable masterpiece. His
secret? A blend of Haneke’s raw realism and Tobe Hooper’s chainsaw ethics.
The Rotten Link hits you in the face and will leave a big mark, guaranteed!

Second Origin (Spain & UK)
A Bigas Luna, Carles Porta film

Screenplay : Bigas Luna, Carles Porta, Carmen Chaves
Gastaldo, Ross Jameson, David Victori
Casting : Rachel Hurd-Wood, Andres Batista, Sergi Lopez
Duration : 100 min
20-year old Alba lives with her English father on a farm near Lleida in Catalonia.
They moved eighteen months ago from England when their mother died of
cancer and her father decided to return to the birthplace of his wife. Alba
teaches English to Didac, a 10-year old African boy who loves football and
tractors; One day, while Alba is driving home on her scooter, she sees how
three boys are harassing Didac. When they throw him in a lake, Alba doesn’t
hesitate and jumps after him. When they resurface, everything has changed.
A cataclysm has destroyed almost all life on Earth. Alba and Didac not only
have to rebuild their lives from scratch, but also find a future for the human
race. Because when everything is lost, love is the only survival handbook.
Second Origin is one of the most popular Catalan novels ever written. The
1974 book from Manuel de Pedrolo has already sold some 2.300.000 copies.
The movie adaptation was the last project of renowned Spanish director
Bigas Luna (Jamón, jamón, Huevos d’oro). Because of his untimely death,
the project was taken over and finished by his assistant Carles Porta. Despite
the impressive images of a Barcelona in ruins or a devastated Camp Nou,
Second Origin is about the courage never to give up and is a story of love,
altruism and sacrifice. With beautiful performances by English actress Rachel
Hurd-Wood (Peter Pan, Perfume: The Story of a Murderer) and our 2015
Bifff juror Sergi Lopez (Pan’s Labyrinth, Harry, un ami qui vous veut du bien).
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They Look Like People (USA)
A Perry Blackshear film

Screenplay : Perry Blackshear
Casting : MacLeod Andrews, Evan Dumouchel, Margaret Ying Drake
Duration : 80 min
After ten years of silence, Wyatt walks into his childhood friend, Christian, in
New York. Naturally, they have a lot of catching up to do: life, love, troubles
and everything they can tell each other in the company of a few beers and
pizza. But although Christian is happy to see his friend again, there are a lot
of things he doesn’t know about Wyatt. Starting with his comeback to the Big
Apple. For some time now, he’s been stalked by nightly phone calls telling
him humanity is about to be destroyed by a battle. The big cities aren’t safe
anymore and almost everyone has been enrolled into the demonic army.
Wyatt wants to save his best friend at all cost before it is too late. To fight the
demons, a voice whispers to him that there’s only one thing that works: acid!
Winner of many awards at Fantasia and more recently Slamdance, They Look
Like People is, according to the Hollywood News, what would have happened
if Donnie Darko had grown up! Perry Blackshear’s first feature is infused with
paranoia and dives into minimalistic horror to take a closer look at our connection
with friendship.A spectacular success carried by two promising and talented actors!

Traders (Ireland)

A Rachael Moriarty & Peter Murphy film

Screenplay : Rachael Moriarty & Peter Murphy
Casting : Killian Scott, John Bradley, Nika McGuigan
Duration : 90 min
The most evil bad guys in the world are no longer Lex Luthor or Dr Doom,
but the high finance and high risk traders of Wall Street. They have the
moral scruples of Satan and love to play with the hard earned money of
your grandparents. One day the bubble bursts again and 14 billion dollars
is lost. People are starting to panic. At the workstation where Vernon works
you can choose between going back to a four figure job or throw yourself
from the highest tower. That gives him a brilliant neo-capitalist idea: why not
invest in what he calls “econocides”, the rate at which people will commit
suicide because of failing economic structures. It’s a great idea, because the
money is flowing back, but at the same time Wall Street is starting to look
more like Fight Club and people are killing each other to raise the stocks.
Who had thought that the most interesting place for a horror movie would
tbe he world of high finance? After the first crash in 2008 we learned about
a world without morality where the new god is money. The biggest killer in
the 21st century is not a mutation of the bubonic plague, but a mutation
of our economical and political system called capitalism. Rachael Moriarty
and Peter Murphy make us dive deep into the Machiavellian environment of
traders. When Wall Street meets Gladiator: a unique and cynical masterpiece!
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Uptake Fear (Brasil)

An Armando Fonseca, Kapel Furman film
Screenplay : Armando Fonseca & Kapel Furman
Casting : Ricardo Gelli, Felipe Folgosi, Greta Antoine
Duration : 81 min

Marcus is not having a good day. He never seems to have a good day. He has
to smash in his rear window just to get out of his Volkswagen Beetle, having
parked it too close between two other cars. He has to do all the dirty work in
the office, while his spoiled rich kid colleague cooks the books for profit and
shamelessly flirts with all his female co-workers. He’s attracted to his next-door
neighbor who gets beaten and cheated upon by her boyfriend, but she doesn’t
want to leave him. And he gets robbed at knife-point right outside his apartment
building. Marcus manages to take the knife and chase away his attacker, but not
before he gets stabbed in the shoulder. The incident awakens something dark
in Marcus. He becomes a man with a mission, determined to set right all the
injustice done to him. But ones the blood starts flowing, there’s no going back.
Uptake Fear is the brainchild of two Brazilian directors, Armando Fonseca and
Kapel Furman. Fonseca’s shorts have garnered more than 20 awards at film
festivals all over the world and Furman has made a name for himself as one of
Brazil’s foremost special effects guru’s, having provided the necessary gore and
blood for films such as Embodiment of Evil and Yellow Mango. In Uptake Fear, we’re
invited to witness the rising of a psychopath as he loses control of his reality and
his fears. Furman and Fonseca deliver an impressive calling card, full of striking
imagery and top-notch sfx work. Can somebody please call Guillermo del Toro?
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7th orbit jury
Georges Lini
Georges Lini, founder of la Compagnie Belle de Nuit since 1998, was also
artistic director of Zone Urbaine Théâtre (ZUT) from 2004 to 2010. As an
actor, he played under the direction of Dereck Goldbi (Trainspotting, le
Colonel Oiseau, Bent), Miriam Youssef (Big Shoot), Dominique Serron
(Le conte d'hiver), Wladimir Bouchner (Quai ouest), Marine Haulot (Les
Jouliks), Jasmina Douieb (La défonce), Daniel Hanssen (Ladies night, une
relation pornographique) and Laurent Capelluto (l'enfant froid). With his
company he directed more than twenty plays that have been performed in
Belgium, France, Germany and Luxembourg. Among them, we find Une
petite entaille, Chroniques et Une envie de tuer sur le bout de la langue de
Xavier Durringer, La cuisine d'Elvis de Lee Hall (Stage Price), Incendies
de Wajdi Mouawad (Best Performance award), Marcia Hesse de Fabrice
Melquiot (nominated for the mise-en-scène), L'ouest solitaire de Martin
Mc Donagh, Rien à signaler de Martin Crimp, Britannicus de Racine and
recently Un conte d'hiver d'après Shakespeare. At the Public Theatre,
he presented Youri de Fabrice Melquiot, and in September he will present
Lisbeth, of the same author, which he created at the Avignon Festival in 2014.

Geoffrey Claustriaux
While the other kids were spending their time playing soccer outside, little
Geoffrey Claustriaux was stuck at home because of his asthma. A blessing in
disguise, because his many hours spent at his house allowed him to discover the
world of literature. One thing led to another and his passion for Lovecraft pushed
him into writing. He was first an online movie critic and worked at the same time
at the SPF Santé (health center). While taking the train to work, he wrote his
first fiction novel, which was published in 2012: ‘Les Royaumes éphémères:
L’Odyssée du Jeune Fauve.’ He’ll continue his ‘Royaumes éphémères’ saga
while also working on other projects such as ‘Les Chroniques de L’AprèsMonde’ (2014), for which he won the 2015 Revelation Prize at the Futuriales.
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Maxime Dieu
Born in Mons in 1978, Maxime Dieu graduated at the ‘Institut des Hautes Ecoles
des Communications Sociales’ (IHECS). Since 2005, he’s in charge of organizing
the Mons International Love Film Festival. He’s also a music critic for the ‘Service
Compris’ magazine on Télé MB and the presenter-producer of the radio show
‘Arrête ton Cinéma’ on You FM with debates on yesterday’s and today’s cinema.

Joost Vandecasteele
Joost Vandecasteele is a Brussels based author and screenwriter. His five
published books, most recently 'Jungle' (2016), have been described as
disturbing and pre-apocalyptic. After working in the theatre for several years
and doing standup, he made the transition to television. Currently he is
working on a satirical series with acclaimed Belgian director Pieter van Hees.
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European
competition
Attack of the Lederhosenzombies (Austria)
A Dominik Hartl film

Screenplay : Dominik Hartl & Armin Prediger
Casting : Gabriela Marcinkova, Laurie Calvert, Oskar Giese
Duration : 77 min
Steve, a young professional snowboarder, ruins a high-paying photo
shoot by playing a silly prank. He, his girlfriend Branka and fellow
snowboarder Joschi are left behind on the mountain. They seek shelter
in an après-ski tavern that is hosting an all-night party. Things go from
bad to worse when a scientific experiment unleashes an epidemic of
zombies and mutant wildlife. This is mostly lost on the local drunkards, as
they are not always easy to distinguish from zombies themselves. But
Steve, Branka and Joschi have to find a way to survive this hellish night.
Apparently director Dominik Hartl got the idea for his film (of which the title
tells you everything you need to know) by observing drunken tourists at the
after-ski parties in the snow resorts of the Alps. And the result is a whole
lot more than a joke taken too far. Attack of the Lederhosenzombies finds
inspiration from illustrious predecessors such as Shaun of the Dead and
Braindead and had the special effects team of The Hunger Games at its
disposal for the necessary guts and gore. Ever wanted to see Heidi literally
yodeling her lungs (and intestines) out? Then this is the movie for you!

Baskin (Turkey)

A Can Evrenol film

Screenplay : Can Evrenol, Ogulcan Eren Akay, Cem Ozuduru, Ercin Sadikoglu
Casting : Gorkem Kasal, Ergun Kuycy, Mehmet Cerrahoglu
Duration : 97 min
Cop Remzi and his squad have started their night as usual; sitting in a bar, telling
each other some dirty jokes and torturing a poor runner who gave them a bad
look. When they get a phone call to help out in the worst neighborhood in town,
they’re looking forward to bashing in some heads. Even hitting something on
the way doesn’t stop them; until they have to make their way on a road crawling
with toads. When the squad arrives at the crime scene, they are met with
open arms by a satanic sect, who were just taking a break from dismembering
their colleagues and are more than happy to send a few more souls to hell.
Preceded by a reputation for gore and horror, Can Evrenol’s first feature
will make the stomach of several spectators turn. But there’s a unique
universe behind the shocking visuals. Evrenol refuses to deliver an easy
story. What you get is a weird and wonderful mix of David Lynch and
Rob Zombie that was already awarded at Fantastic Fest and Morbido.
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The Call Up (UK)

A Charles Barker film

Screenplay : Charles Barker
Casting : Max Deacon, Parker Sawyers, Morfydd Clark
Duration : 90 min
When a group of elite online gamers each receive a mysterious invitation to
trial a state-of-the-art virtual reality video game, it’s a dream come true and
impossible to resist. Arriving at the test site, the group step into hi-tech gear and
prepare for a revolutionary, next-level gaming experience that brings modern
warfare to life with frightening realism. At first it’s a unique and exhilarating
experience. But what starts out like a dream encounter with cutting edge
technology quickly takes a turn for the sinister. Once the group are attacked by
enemy combatants, they soon realize this is no game after all. Make a mistake
here and you pay with your life. Now these masters of the shoot ‘em up will
have to fight for survival within a game gone bad, but this time it’s for real.
What if not only that end-of-level boss would be able to really kill you, but
also all those minions you have to eliminate to get to him? The debut feature
of Charles Barker is nothing less than a gamer’s worst nightmare. This arts
graduate from St. Martins college has worked as a commercial director
and his short films Indecision and 4am have been screened at numerous
film festivals worldwide to much acclaim. With a cast of young talent led by
Max Deacon (Into The Storm), Morfydd Clark (Pride and Prejudice and
Zombies), Ali Cook (The Anomaly) and Parker Sawyers (Zero Dark Thirty).

Demon (Poland, Israel)
A Marcin Wrona film

Screenplay : Marcin Wrona & Paweł Maslona
Casting : Itay Tiran, Agnieszka Zulewska, Thomasz Schuchardt
Duration : 94 min
Pjotr arrives in Poland as the rich white knight from the big city. He’s
getting married to the beautiful Zaneta in the mansion of her family. The
weather is nice, the birds are singing, the sky is blue and Piotr take this
opportunity to set up the garden before the big party. But here’s the twist.
After some digging, he exhumes a skeleton and, considering its size, it
looks more like grandpa than old dog Sparky. A few hours later, the first
guests arrive. Piotr tries to remain calm, but that isn’t easy. And that’s
because at a Polish wedding, everybody has to empty their glass of vodka
in one gulp while screaming with joy. It doesn’t matter if he sees strange
apparitions. It doesn’t matter if he dances like an epileptic in full-blown crisis.
It doesn’t matter if he speaks a language he’s not supposed to know…
In Demon, a successfull mix between Festen and Twisted Nerve, the
evil Dybbuk spirit from Jewish folklore is introduced to a pagan orgy that
could have been written by Nicolas Gogol. The movie, rewarded at
TIFFF, is also marked by a tragic event: the suicide of its director, Marcin
Wrona, just before the presentation of the film in Poland, last September.
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Howl (UK)

A Paul Hyett film

Screenplay : Mark Huckerby & Nick Ostler
Casting : Ed Speleers, Shauna Macdonald, Rosie Day
Duration : 92 min
Welcome to Waterloo Station (not the one in Belgium, but the big one in London).
All aboard for the night train that will depart to picturesque rural England. As
it should be on a night train, we find sleepy travelers, bored conductors and
sneaky ticket inspectors. But in the middle of the ride the train is abruptly stopped
due to a collision with a wild deer. The animal gets completely entangled in the
wheels, stopping the train from departing again. The night is young and the
silence of the surroundings makes the passengers panic. Was the collision
accidental or was the deer on the run from something? Meanwhile, one of them
calmly finishes his crossword puzzle. He seeks a synonym for "lycanthrope".
A tip: it's running full speed towards the train passengers and it’s hungry...
Paul Hyett is the British king of special effects and is responsible for some
of the most scary BIFFF moments thanks to his work on the sets of The
Descent, Wilderness, Doomsday, Cottage, Mutant Chronicles or Citadel.
Howl is his second feature film (after The Seasoning House) and will generate
enough chills to give American Werewolf in London a run for its shivers.

The Lesson (UK)
A Ruth Platt film

Screenplay : Ruth Platt
Casting : Robert Hands, Evan Bendall, Micahela Prchalova
Duration : 97 min
Fin and Joel are the definition of scum. Their parents have either died or plainly
given up on providing them basic support. The existence of their schoolmates
is strictly based on giving them their lunch money and being used as punching
bags. A teacher raising his voice is just background noise for the duo when the
torture the school furniture with pocket knives and cutters. You may have guessed
that there is a bright future waiting for Fin and Joel in small crime endeavors.
However, there is hope coming from Mr Gale, their new English teacher and
their latest source of bullying distraction. Instead of enduring like his colleagues
and bracing himself for the inevitable burn-out or suicide, he decides to try a new
method. His tools: formaldehyde, hammers and nails. This joyful combination will
help Fin and Joel through a newfound form of spiritual elevation: physical pain.
Mixing the themes of high school dropout and torture porn is an alternative
take on social drama and who better to capture this on camera than
Ruth Platt, an Oxford graduate in Literature. Described as “a love letter
to Harmony Korine and Fritz Lang”, The Lesson takes its cues from Ben
Wheatley’s dark cynicism and Ken Loach’s realism. This movie is like a
cold shower to bullies but at least, they might actually end up graduating.
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Queen of Spades : The Dark Rite (Russia)
A Svyatoslav Podgaevsky film

Screenplay : Svyatoslav Podgaevsky
Casting : Alina Babak, Valeria Dmitrieva, Igor Khripunov
Duration : 92 min
Whoever watched movies like Candyman, Mirror or the recent Oculus must
have drawn this conclusion: don’t mess with mirrors. Of course, being a
teenager sometimes makes you unable to learn any lessons. That is why
four young Russians decide to take a closer look at the urban legend of the
Queen of Spades. Instead of shooting with their Counter Strike comrades,
they stand in front of a mirror and begin to summon evil spirits. Now, to be
honest, in most of these cases, the “spirit” you want to talk to ends up being
your drunken uncle booing behind a curtain. Unfortunately for them, this is
not the case here. Not only does our Queen enjoy scaring young Russian
studs, but she seems to have taken a good look at horror classics such
as The Exorcist and The Shining. Definitely a force to be reckoned with.
If you are looking for a revival of the classic horror genre, look no further than
Moscow. The first wave is ready to launch and is backed up with blockbuster
budgets. Queen of Spades is the first in a wave of new horror films. Mother Russia
is out to scare you and, as we know from history, there’s no way of stopping her.

The Shamer's Daughter (Denmark)
A Kenneth Kainz film

Screenplay : Anders Thomas Jensen
Casting : Jacob Oftebro, Allan Hyde, Maria Bonnevie
Duration : 96 min
The Shamer's daughter, Dina, has unwillingly inherited her mother's
supernatural ability. She can look straight into the soul of other people,
making them feel ashamed of themselves. When the sole heir to the throne
is wrongfully accused of the horrible murders of his family, Dina's mother is
lured to Dunark under false pretenses to make him confess. Neglecting to use
her ability for the wrong purposes, she is taken prisoner. It is now up to Dina
to uncover the truth of the murders, but soon she finds herself whirled into
a dangerous power struggle with her own life at risk. In a world of dragons
and witchcraft, Dina and her family are thrown into the adventure of a lifetime
in order to put the rightful heir to the Kingdom of Dunark on the Throne.
It was only a matter of time before the popular Danish young adult book series by
Lene Kaaberbøl would get the big screen treatment. The Shamer’s Daughter is
the adaptation of the first book of the series and the script was written by none
other than the great Anders Thomas Jensen (Adam’s Apples, In a Better World,
Men & Chicken). Add to that an original storytelling angle, realistic special
effects, lovely sets and some fine acting by Sören Malling (Borgen, A Hijacking,
Men & Chicken) and Marie Bonnevie (I Am Dina, Reconstruction), and you get
an exciting fantasy film that will not only please its teenager target audience.
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Summer Camp (Spain)
An Alberto Marini film

Screenplay : Alberto Marini, Danielle Schleif
Casting : Diego Boneta, Jocelin Donahue, Maiara Walsh
Duration : 84 min
Four American camp counsellors are spending their summer at a camp in
Spain trying to teach unruly kids some understanding of English; if they’re
not too busy getting drunk or trying to get into each other’s pants, of course.
Nearby, a bunch of druggies have set up camp. There also seems to be a
problem with the water supply and there are a lot of pollen in the air. Nothing
big to worry about, until one of the women is suddenly seized by a murderous
rage and starts frothing black bile at the mouth. She kills the only one who can
speaks Spanish and knows the area. It doesn’t take long before the camp is
terrorized by a rapidly spreading infection. But here’s the thing. After twenty
minutes of raging and battering and killing the effect wears off and the victim
returns to normal, with no memory of what they’ve done. Everybody in turn can
become a monster and a potential victim. How the hell do you survive that?!
Alberto Marini is well established as a producer (Rec., Sleep Tight) and as a writer
(Retribution, Extinction), but he’s finally decided to widen his range with this
refreshing twist to the slasher genre. Marini loves to mess with conventions and
with our heads, as everybody gets their turn to be the murdering maniac and the
screaming victim, which infuses a lot of emotion and feeling into what are mostly
two-dimensional characters in the genre. But gorehounds do not need to worry.
Plenty of blood is spilled in brutal confrontation with various improvised weapons.

What We Become (Denmark)
A Bo Mikkelsen film

Screenplay : Bo Mikkelsen
Casting : Benjamin Engell, Mille Dinesen, Marie Boda
Duration : 85 min
Pernille and Dino live a carefree life in the beautiful and quiet Copenhagen
suburb of Sorgenfri, together with their daughter Maj and their son Gustav.
Their youngest, Maj, is a sweet and obedient kid, while their eldest, Gustav, is
going through various puberty crises. But the arrival of an attractive across the
street neighbor does wonders for his hormone levels. Then the summer quiet is
brutally disturbed by two sudden deaths in the neighborhood. The cause is an
unknown virus that seems to be spreading rapidly. It’s serious enough for the
government to take drastic measures. Sorgenfri is closed off from the outside
world. Then the inhabitants are ordered to stay inside at all times. Some disagree
and try to flee, but the response of the ever more present military is swift and
lethal. Finally all homes are hermetically sealed. The days go by. Food becomes
scarce and there’s no cure in sight. Desperate times call for desperate measures.
When you’re a character in a horror movie, the most horrible things can
happen to you. But if you, as the viewer, feel completely nothing for all those
unlucky souls on the screen, you might as well switch to the Disney channel.
Danish director and screenwriter Bo Mikkelsen has understood this. He takes
the time to let us get to know the characters, so that we can bond with them
and feel for them when their carefree world becomes ever smaller and more
dangerous, until the only choices left are the ones that will tear them apart.
What We Become is definitely one of the best European horror films of last year.
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Melies jury
Olivier Mortagne
15 years have passed since Olivier Mortagne started working in the family
business called Paradiso Filmed Entertainment! As a fearless defender
of cinema he always keeps an open look on film, without distinguishing
between “arthouse” and “commercial”. This leads to the distribution of
gems such as The Imitation Game, Philomena or the new Scorcese.
Paradiso’s flag flies proudly over Belgium! In 2011, Olivier creates Osmix
S.A. a society that wants to simplify the development of co-productions
and, in the long term, new productions. The first film that came out of
this adventure was Olivier Hermanus’ Endless River, starring Nicolas
Duvauchelle. This picture was in competition at the Venice film festival!

Pierre Beaudot
Pierre Beaudot is a pop culture fanatic for as long as he can remember.
This man from Anderlecht is passionate about music, football and cinema.
1977 was definitely the year of revelations: The Ramones and the Sex
Pistols, Star Wars: Episode IV and 1941’s Dr Jekill and Mr Hyde, which he
watched on TV. After his studies in Journalism and Communication at the
ULB, he started working for some radio stations and newspapers after
finally becoming editor in chief of teen magazine 7Extra in 2000. Since 2006
he’s been working for the regional TV-channel Télé Bruxelles (now BX1).
He’s head of the musical shows Undeuxtroisquatre and FSTVL and also
edits and presents the BIFFF Special since the 30th edition of the festival.
He’s a member of the Belgian Cinematographic Press Union (UPCB).

Manuel Dacosse
At the age of 16 Manu Dacosse received his first camera. He has never
stopped since. From making short films with his friends, he goes professional
with studies at the IAD. Traveling brought him to Lebanon, where he learned
to be an assistant cameraman. After some short movies he became DOP
for his first feature in 2008; Amer by Bruno Forzani and Hélène Cattet. This
resulted in an amazing career boost and a stream of interesting projects.
FILMO : Amer (2009) – Torpedo (2011) – The ABC's of Death (2012) – L'Etrange
couleur des larmes de ton corps (2013) – Alléluia (2014) – Evolution (2015)
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Sacha Feiner
Sacha Feiner was born in Brussels in 1982. He graduated in graphic design
from the academy of La Cambre in 2005 and began his cinematographic
career with self-produced shorts and clips for the BIFFF in 2007, 2008 and
2009. He got known internationally in 2008 with his Gremlins Fan Film,
which earned lots of praise from the special effects sector in the United
States and from Joe Dante himself. In 2012 he directs Un Monde Meilleur,
a short feature with Orwellian and winner of several international awards.
Two years later, he adapts Philippe Foerster comic-strip Dernière Porte au
Sud as an animated short. It won the Magritte 2016 for Best Animation Short.

Monique Licht
Monique Licht has a career of more than four decades in movie production.
In 1973 she founded the company Olivier Films together with movie director
Richard Olivier. First they concentrated their movies and documentaries on dear
old Belgium (La Belgiq’Kitch) and about the pain and relief of taxidermy (Peaux
de chagrin). In 1990 she started working as a co-producer for RTL-TVI. She
had the opportunity to collaborate to the cult movie ‘Le Huitième Jour’ by Jaco
Van Dormael. In 2007 she produced the documentary Esther Forever about a
70 year old woman, that is funny, touching and misanthropic at the same time.

Nancy Ngoma
It might have started somewhere north of the Lake Kivu, but Nancy Ngoma soon
finds her way to Brussels. At the age of 17 she sets her first steps on Belgian soil.
In 2005 she graduates with a master degree in communication from the ULB. Her
career then takes her from Tour & Taxis to the Brussels’ Public Service and finally
to the cabinet of Minister President of the Brussels Capital Region. This mother
of two little vampires and a big fan of the Bifff, has an insatiable hunger for film.
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Freddy Thielemans
Born and raised as a true ‘Brusseleir’, Freddy Thielemans came from a
modest but engaged family. One part were teachers, the other were socialist
militants. He chose to follow in their footsteps and started working in the
teacher’s corps at the city of Brussels. He found his way in the cultural world
and became a city council member for public institutes and libraries. Some
year later he got elected as mayor of the city. Wanting to put Brussels on the
map again, especially on a cultural level, he introduces a Parisian event to
the city. In 2002 the first ‘Bruxelles les bains’ is held, which is still an ongoing
successful event. A few years later he introduces the ‘Plaisirs d’hiver’, the
biggest Christmas market in Europe. Even with a busy political career, he
still finds the time for his other passions: literature, art and … motorcycles.
Yes, sometimes you can see Freddy Thielemans cruising on his Harley!
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International
competition

Arti : the Adventure Begins (Taiwan)
A Huang Wen Chang film

Screenplay : Huang Liang Hsun
Casting : Hwang Wen Tze, Hsu Lin Chih, Ma Yun Ting
Duration : 103 min
Sixteen years ago a genius built a wooden robot called Arti-C. His creation
was driven by a mysterious energy source called The Origin. After scared
farmers killed the maker, his children and Arti were forced to become nomads.
Mo, the older brother, takes care of Arti and searches for information about
The Origin. His younger sister Tong passes most of her time honing her
martial arts skills. The next stop on their journey is the kingdom of Lou-lan
along the Silk Road. But they have to watch out for sandworms that are
attacking the villages on the road. Then Prins Angelo invites Mo and Arti-C to
participate in a martial arts tournament. If they win, he’ll help them solve the
mystery of The Origin. The key seems to be with the mysterious Lop people.
It’s not every day that you see a fantasy adventure movie with hand puppets.
And there seems to be only one family in Taiwan that still makes these puppets
and that can play with them. The craftsmanship is astonishing and the care and
detail put into the beautiful sets gushes from the screen. The movie contains a
lot of digital special effects, but a lot less than you might think, because it’s, of
course, the puppets that steal the show, whirling around and fighting all the time in
the best wuxia tradition. Director Huang Wen-Chang and his team have given us
a very rare pearl, a unique mix of martial arts, steampunk, fantasy and puppets.

Backtrack (Australia)
A Michael Petroni film

Screenplay : Michael Petroni
Casting : Adrien Brody, Sam Neill, Robin McLeavy
Duration : 90 min
Therapist Peter Bower tries to glue back together the pieces of his life after
everything came crushing down when his daughter died in a tragic accident.
This doesn’t seem to go well. The depressed looks of his wife and the
multitude of unopened boxes in their new home all suggest the opposite
of a new start. It also doesn’t help that the small town where they moved
to from Sydney is plummeted by endless rainfall. Peter starts to see new
patients, but if there’s anyone in need of therapy, it’s more likely to be him.
The unannounced visit of a strange teenage girls sets in motion a series
of events that make clear that Peter is not only haunted by his tragic past.
Backtrack is the feature debut of successful scriptwriter Michael Petrioni (The
Rite, The Chronicles of Narnia). This supernatural thriller brings to mind Nicolas
Roeg’s classic Don’t Look Now. It’s a bold reference, but the mystery and the
acting are up to par with this illustrious predecessor. Especially if the latter
is being taken care of by the likes of Adrien Brody (The Pianist, King Kong,
Splice) and Sam Neill (Jurassic Park, Event Horizon, In the Mouth of Madness).
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Chronicles of the Ghostly Tribe (China)
A Lu Chuan film

Screenplay : Lu Chuan
Casting : Mark Zhao, Yao Chen, Chen Li
Duration : 115 min
Therapist Peter Bower tries to glue back together the pieces of his life after everything
came crushing down when his daughter died in a tragic accident. This doesn’t seem
to go well. The depressed looks of his wife and the multitude of unopened boxes
in their new home all suggest the opposite of a new start. It also doesn’t help that
the small town where they moved to from Sydney is plummeted by endless rainfall.
Peter starts to see new patients, but if there’s anyone in need of therapy, it’s more
likely to be him. The unannounced visit of a strange teenage girls sets in motion a
series of events that make clear that Peter is not only haunted by his tragic past.
Backtrack is the feature debut of successful scriptwriter Michael Petrioni (The
Rite, The Chronicles of Narnia). This supernatural thriller brings to mind Nicolas
Roeg’s classic Don’t Look Now. It’s a bold reference, but the mystery and the
acting are up to par with this illustrious predecessor. Especially if the latter is
being taken care of by the likes of Adrien Brody (The Pianist, King Kong,
Splice) and Sam Neill (Jurassic Park, Event Horizon, In the Mouth of Madness).

I am a Hero (Japan)
A Shinsuke Sato film

Screenplay : Akiko Nogi
Casting : Yo Oizumi, Masami Nagasawa, Kasumi Arimura
Duration : 127 min
The life of Hideo Suzuki, a 35-year-old manga artist assistant, seem to
be stuck around his exhausting but low-paying job, unfulfilled dreams,
strange hallucinations and unsatisfying relationships. He sees himself
as a supporting character in his own life and his low self-esteem results in
frustration. One day, the world as Hideo knows it is shattered by a disease
that turns people into homicidal maniacs, whose first instinct is to attack and
devour the nearest human. Armed with only his sporting shotgun, Hideo
runs for his life, meeting strangers along the way. All the while, he and his
companions struggle to stay alive, while questioning their moral choices.
I Am A Hero is nothing less than the Japanese The Walking Dead. Kengo
Hanazawa’s horror manga paints quite an original picture of the now familiar
zombie apocalypse. The undead, or ZQN as they’re called, remain stuck in
their daily routines, which is used for great comic and horrific relief in both
the manga and the film adaptation by Shinsuke Kaneko (The Princess Blade,
Gantz). Hideo Suzuki is probably one of the most reluctant and unlikely
(anti)heroes ever. And once he really starts using his shotgun, you’d better
run for cover. I Am A Hero is one of the essential zombie movies of the year.
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The Lovers (India, Australia, Belgium)
A Roland Joffé film

Screenplay : Roland Joffé
Casting : Josh Hartnett, Tamsin Egerton, Biphasa Basu
Duration : 109 min

In the future, Jay and his wife Laura are exploring the depths of the ocean on the
hunt for ancient artifacts from a sunken warship. They discover a ring encased
in stone. When an accident occurs that puts Jay in a coma, his mind races back
to the Colonial India, where he’s a Scotsman fighting to preserve British rule.
Tasked with protecting a local queen, James is taken with Tulaja, a royal warrior
working to defend her realm, only to face all sorts of betrayal and dangerous
encounters. Escaping into the wilds of India, James is unable to ignore his
attraction to Tulaja, despite his duties to the British Army, that has to face a
cunning enemy. Back in a hospital room, Laura is pressured to make a decision
about Jay’s life, trying desperately to think of a way to revive her husband.
The Lovers is a sweeping romance, time-travel sci-fi tale, and gallant period
piece all at once by acclaimed writer-director and 2013 Bifff juror Roland Joffe
(The Killing Fields, The Mission, City of Joy). And it’s a Belgian coproduction!
His swashbuckling fantastic tale looks like a Hindu version of Out of Africa
mixed with Cloud Atlas, with the leads taken care of by Josh Hartnett (Sin
City, The Faculty, Penny Dreadful), his real-life wife Tamsin Egerton (The
Brothers Grimsby, Camelot) and Bollywood princess Bipasha Basu.

The Phone (South Korea)
A Kim Bong-joo film

Screenplay : Kim Bong-joo
Casting : Bae Seong-woo, Son Hyun-joo, Um Jee-won
Duration : 114 min
The brilliant lawyer Dongo-ho gives his career a boost by changing jobs to a
big pharmaceutical company. But first he needs to celebrate his departure with
his soon to be ex-colleagues. The more soju they drink, the less Dong-ho is
inclined to answer the ever more urgent phone calls from his wife. Drunk as
a skunk he enters his home where he sobers up in an instant when he sees
the dead body of his wife. A year later, the murder investigation has hit a
dead end and Dong-ho has become an emotional wreck. Then, one day, an
anomaly in the magnetic field makes his smartphone vibrate. At the other end
of the line is his wife, alive and well, repeating the exact same conversation
they had on the day of her death. Dong-ho soon understands that he can
change the past and will try to do all he can to prevent the murder on his
wife. But changing the past will have dramatic consequences for the present.
With a pitch that reminds you of Gregory Hoblit’s Frequency, this feature debut
of Bong-joo is quite unique in Korean cinema. What you get is a razor-sharp and
tense thriller with fantasy elements in which the viewer is swept away by the
relentless race against and with time. With strong performances from Seongwoo Bae (Bedevilled) and Jang-in Sub (A Hard Day, No Tears For The Dead).
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The Piper (South Korea)
A Kwang-tae Kim film

Screenplay : Kwang-tae Kim
Casting : Woo-hee Chun, Lee Joon, Sung-min Lee
Duration : 108 min
While the Korean war is running on its last legs, Woo-ryong leaves with his
sick son on a journey to the capital in the hope of treating his tuberculosis;
The road is long and dangerous, with starvation ever around the corner. And
then they stumble upon a settlement in the mountains. Father and son only
want a bit of food, warmth and shelter, but the reception they receive from the
inhabitants is more like a cold shower. Woo-ryong discovers that the place is
cursed with a plague of flesh-eating rats who do not even recoil from nibbling at
babies. Fortunately, he’s just the guy they need. He proposes to use his unique
skills to rid the village of the carnivorous rodents. In return he wants them to
treat his son. But the sting is in the tail, and we’re not talking about a rat’s tail.
The Pied Piper, the notorious fairytale by the Brothers Grimm, has often
been adapted to the big screen, notably by Jacques Demy. But this Korean
version of the story that has given sleepless nights to generations of children
clearly rises above the rest. The feature debut of Kwang-tae Kim excels
in the wondrous and the macabre, giving the tale a modern makeover
while remaining true to its gruesome spirit. Kim injects ever more horror
into the story, building up to a horrific finale that will nail you to your seats.

Seoul Station (South Korea)
A Sang-ho Yeon film

Screenplay : Sang-ho Yeon
Casting : Seung-ryong Ryu, Joon Lee, Eun-kyung Shim
Duration : 92 min
Suk-gyu is desperately looking for his runaway daughter. He spares neither
money nor effort and after a while his search leads to results. One of his
contacts claims to have found the girl. But joy is replaced by shock when
he finds out that she works as a prostitute in the center of Seoul. Suk-gyu
decides to pose as a client to get close to his daughter. But just before
the long awaited and dreaded reunion, panic breaks out at nearby Seoul
Station. The place is very popular with the homeless of the Korean capital.
And one of them, who had died during the day, comes alive again and start
attacking and eating another misfortunate. The undead cannibal epidemic
spreads like wildfire. The authorities hermetically close off the city center
and decide to wait out the end of the outbreak, until there’s no one left…
The latest film from acclaimed animation director Seon Sang-ho
(The Fake, The King of Pigs) is a unique mix of zombie horror and
social criticism. Yeon doesn't look at the class struggle through the
perspective of Karl Marx, but deals with it in the spirit of George Romero,
resulting in a movie that is both compelling and eminently political.
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The Similars (Mexico)
An Isaac Ezban film

Screenplay : Isaac Ezban
Casting : Gustavo Sanchez Parra, Cassandra Ciangherotti,
Fernando Becerril
Duration : 89 min
Mexico, October 1968. A desolated bus stop in the middle of nowhere and five
hours away from the nearest city. Outside, a never-ending rain turns roads
into swimming pools. Inside, eight people are desperately trying to find a way
out of this hellhole. Ulises, for example, is eager to get back to his wife, who’s
giving birth in one of the capital’s nurseries. Next to him sits an old Indian
woman mumbling incomprehensive gibberish and looking like a Peruvian
witch straight out of a child’s nightmarish bedtime story. Sitting in the corner
is a pregnant woman who just left her abusive husband after bashing in his
skull that very morning. It is in this charming setting that things are about
to go from extremely bad to the absolute worst. The radio announces that
acid rains is about to cover the globe. Anyone who’ll come in contact with
this phenomenon will more than likely have to kiss their pretty face goodbye.
Isaac Ezban, who was one of last year’s BIFFF guests with The
Incident, returns with this terrific homage to 60ties scifi. With a direct
influence from Rod Sterling’s The Twilight Zone, The Similars present
a blend of Cold War paranoia, mindfucks, schizophrenia, a significant
amount of hemoglobin and an ensemble cast led by none other than
Gustavo Sanchez Parra (Man on Fire, Legend of Zorro, Amores Perros).

Spy Time (Spain)

A Javier Ruiz Caldera film

Screenplay : Pablo Alen, Breixo Corral, Francisco Navarro
Casting : Rossy de Palma, Imanol Arias, Quim Gutierrez,
Duration : 93 min
Adolfo, a thirty something security guard, is going through a bad patch. Not
only does his lifetime girlfriend break up with him for his lack of ambition. He
also becomes the target of a gang of thugs led by Vázquez, a dangerous
criminal who has just escaped from jail. This leads him to discover the secret
identity of his father. He’s not a farmer who specializes in cured meats, as
Adolfo has believed all his life. He’s secret agent Anacleto, a superspy who
locked up Vázquez in jail thirty years ago and got laid off because of cutbacks.
Adolfo will have to leave his comfort zone and work together with his father,
the very person that Adolfo hates most in the world, to survive the revenge
of Vazquez and, in between shootouts and chases, to get his girlfriend back.
Finally! It took three years, but now Javier Luiz Caldera, director of Ghost
Graduation (Golden Raven and Audience Award at the BIFFF 2013) is back
with a new film. He has adapted the popular comic-strip of Manuel Vazquez
Gallego and turned it into a spectacular action parody on Mr. Shaken Not
Stirred with a Spanish twist. True to its source material, the movie bursts
with comic-book energy. Grizzled veteran Imanol Arias (The Flower of My
Secret, Paper Birds) is Anacleto, Agente Secreto. Quim Gutierrez (The
Hidden Face, Who Killed Bambi) is Adolfo and Carlos Areces (Game of
Werewolves, My Big Night) plays arch nemesis Vazquez. Spy Time, or how
quality time between a parent and child can deteriorate into glorious overdrive.
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TAG (Japan)

A Sion Sono film

Screenplay : Sion Sono
Casting : Reina Triendl, Mariko Shinoda, Erina Mano
Duration : 85 min
Ever heard of those imperial buses where the second floor is totally open?
Well, in Japan there is this evil wind whose only purpose is to slice up a school
bus filled with girls. And if someone can thank her guardian angel it’s Mitsuko.
As she bent over to pick up her pen, the deadly breeze decided to detach her
classmate’s upper bodies. Fleeing towards the nearest forest while it’s raining
human torsos, Mitsuko ends up at a school where she doesn’t recognize anyone
but her best friend Aki. Fortunately, she’s still in one piece. Is she having a
nightmare? Was her Bento box poisoned? Mitsuko doesn’t have the time to get
her head straight, as more people are losing theirs when two teachers decide
to deal with their burn out with some good old fashioned school shooting. The
best plan would be to leave this hellhole, but the wind keeps blowing outside…
With an already spectacular entrance, the new film by Sion Sono raises the
bar very high only to come down when the credits roll. The newest feature
from this Japanese Stakhanov (with 5 movies in 2015), an adaptation of
Yusuke Yamada’s novel, is closer to Tokyo Tribe than to Love Exposure.
The result is gritty, poetic, bloody and, strangely enough, filled with hope!

Yoga Hosers (USA)
A Kevin Smith film

Screenplay : Kevin Smith
Casting : Johnny Depp, Austin Butler, Haley Joel Osment
Duration : 88 min
A small, quiet Canadian town. High school girls Colleen and Colleen have
been besties ever since they were in diapers. When they’re not torturing
amps with their rock band, they’re behind the cash desk of the local
supermarket, owned by Colleen’s dad, practice funky yoga moves with guru
Yogi Bayer or execute everyone who dares to enter their field of vision with
lethal one-liners. But there are exceptions, like handsome Ichabod from
Senior High, who invites them to a party at his house. That’s actually just
an excuse to ritually murder the Colleens for some satanic ritual. Luckily,
the noise from their band awakens a slumbering evil or maybe we should
say a whole lot of little evils. The creatures start terrorizing the town, looking
for a very specific sort of victim who becomes the subject of a devastating
anal probe. The cavalry arrives in the person of the notorious monster
hunter Guy Lapointe. He’ll help the Colleens to survive this hellish night.
Yoga Hosers is the second part of Kevin Smith’s Northern trilogy, which
started with Tusk and which will close with next year’s Moose Jaws. Colleen
and Colleen, played by the daughters of Kevin Smith and Johnny Depp, were
already part of the party in Tusk, but in Yoga Hosers they’re like a 21st century
version of Clerks, Smith’s hilarious and unforgettable debut feature. Yoga
Hosers is a non-stop avalanche of nonsense, gore and advanced culture critic
for nerds, with a totally unrecognizable Johnny Depp as Guy Lapointe and a
bunch of guest parts and cameo’s by the likes of Haley Joel Osment, Natasha
Lyonne, Stan Lee, Vanessa Paradis, Adam Brody and Genesis Rodriguez.
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International JURY
Jaume Balaguero
Together with Alex de la Iglesia, Jaume Balaguero is probably the most fa-

mous ambassador of Spanish genre cinema. His feature debut The Nameless from 2000, wins the most prestigious prizes (like the Golden Raven at
the BIFFF, Fantasia, Fantasporto, Sitges, etc.). He then embarks on a journey to the States to direct Darkness (starring Oscar nominated actress Anna
Paquin and Lena Olin), followed very quickly by Fragile (starring Harrison
Ford and Calista Flockhart). But it is upon his return to Spain that he scores
his biggest hit, the low budget horror classic REC. (Silver Raven and Audience
Award at the BIFFF). The film’s success is worldwide, the American remake follows soon after and leads to a franchise of 4 episodes. Next, he directs Sleep
Tight, a monument of terror starring Luis Tosar. Now he comes to the BIFFF
2016. Not only as the producer of Summer Camp and as a member of the International Jury, but also as a Knight in the Order of the Raven. Vamos!!!
FILMO : The Nameless (1999) – Darkness (2002) – Fragile (2005) – Rec (2007)
– Rec 2 (2009) – Sleep Tight (2011) – Rec 4 : Apocalypse (2014)

Luigi Cozzi

Luigi Cozzi, a lifelong friend of Dario Argento, started his career co-writing
Four Flies on Grey Velvet (1971). Four years later he partnered up with
Umberto Lenzi to direct his first giallo: The Killer must kill again starring
George Hilton. And then, in 1978, he started directing a series of cult films
under his alias Lewis Coates: Starcrash starring Caroline Munro, Christopher
Plummer and Joe “Maniac” Spinnel, Contamination (1980) and Hercules
starring Lou Ferrigno who gave up his ‘Hulky’ green lotion for a beard (he
had to seduce Sybil Danning somehow, right?). Having worked closely with
Klaus Kinski and Donald Pleasance (Vampire in Venice), Luigi Cozzi never
forgot his old pal Argento, as he lent him a hand with the special effects
of “Phenomena” and worked as his assistant director for Two Evil Eyes
(co-directed with George A. Romero) and on The Stendhall Syndrome.
FILMO : Tunnel Under
again (1975) - Godzilla
(1980) - Hercules (1983)
Demons 6: De Profundis

the World (1969)
(1977) - Starcrash
- The Adventures
(1989) - Sinbad of

- The Killer must kill
(1978) - Contamination
of Hercules 2 (1986) –
the Seven Seas (1989).

Marc Caro
Fascinated by everything related to design and graphics, Marc Caro publishes
his first comics in cult magazines like Métal Hurlant and Fluide Glacial. In
1974 he meets a certain Jean-Pierre Jeunet, also a self-taught enthusiast for
wicked images. They collaborate and direct three short films (Le Manège wins a
César in 1980), before they renew French cinema in 1991 with their cult movie
Delicatessen. After that they work together on La Cité des Enfants Perdus, while
Caro also directs video clips for Indochine and Laurent Garnier. His inimitable
graphic talent captures the attention of other artists, resulting in a collaboration
with Jan Kounen (on Vibroboy and Blueberry). He also directs a feature film on
his own: Dante 01 (2008), starring Lambert Wilson.This time it’s our pleasure
to announce him as a member of our International Jury, while he’ll also be
celebrating his anniversary: our friend turns 60 in April!
FILMO : Delicatessen (1991) - La Cité des Enfants Perdus (1995) - Dante 01
(2008)
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Jasna Kohoutova
Before she started acting, Czech-born Jasna Kohoutova, graduated as a
doctor in psychology. But her artistic cravings were too strong. She played
on the stage, experimented with contemporary circus (Exos Performance
Project) and modern dance (Prototype Status) before falling in love with
cinema. She first played small parts in short films, before starring in La
Vrai vie est ailleurs from Frédéric Choffat. With her lead part in Olivier
Beguin’s Chimères, she won 3 Best Actress Awards at various genre
film festivals. At the moment, she stars in The Lake by Vincent Bonet.
FILMO : The Lake (2016) – Chimères (2013)

Bai Ling
Bai Ling was definitely destined to triumph at the stage. At 14, she enrolled in
the Chinese Peoples Liberation Army, spending three years entertaining the
troupes at the Tibetan border. She then trades the big plains for the big screen,
moving to Hollywood in 1994 to play in The Crow by Alex Proyas. She ends up
in all the magazines and is ranked among the 50 most beautiful women in the
world by People magazine. Her career goes in overdrive. Bai Ling plays in Oliver
Stone’s Nixon, co-stars with Richard Gere in Red Corner, moves on to the Wild
Wild West (Barry Sonnenfeld), Anna and the King (Andy Tennant) and almost
in Star Wars 3, after George Lucas cuts out her part because of her photoshoot
for Playboy. Anyway, the thing is that gorgeous Bai has a nose for good projects:
Taxi 3, Southland Tales, Sky Captain and the World of Tomorrow or cult TV shows
such as Lost and Entourage, Bai Ling is simply everywhere! Even at the BIFFF!
FILMO : The Crow (1994) – Nixon (1995) – Red Corner (1997) – Wild Wild West
(1999) – Anna and the King (1999) – Taxi 3 (2003) – Sky Captain and the World
of Tomorrow (2004) – Three...Extremes (2004) – Lords of Dogtown (2005) –
SouthlandTales (2006) – Crank : High Voltage (2009) –ABC's of Superheroes (2015)
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OUT of
Competition
ABC’s of superheroes (Germany)

A Jens Holzheuer & Oliver Tietgen film
Screenplay : Jens Holzheuer & Oliver Tietgen
Casting : Bai Ling, Uwe Boll, Lloyd Kaufman
Duration : 86 min

Yes we know, super heroes are everywhere for the moment. Not one month without
a big release by Marvel or DC. But who's to blame? They give us security, keep
the world in balance, make sure there is enough cheese on the nachos and runs
towards you to save you from the most uncomfortable situations. But sometimes
the dangers are so great that a single super hero is no longer enough. How will
they compete against bad guys with satanic grins and ridiculous names like Sea
Motherfucker, Orgasmic Octopus, Menstru Girl, Shistorm, Cheese Guevara, VHS
Man and many others. It's like your adolescent fanfiction came to life in one movie!
Movies that go over the top and contain a ton of B and Z film references
always have had a special place in our program. Because let's be honest.
What's worse? Your favorite superheroes getting mangled by Disney, which
next to Marvel also has “super productions” such as Violetta and the Little
Princess Sofia, or handing over the superhero culture to two lunatics called
Jens Holzheuer and Oliver Tietgen? In this ABC you’ll meet a fighting super
Jésus, a sick (wasn't he always?) Hitler and many other crazy characters with
the voluntary (or forced) participation of Bai Ling (The Crow), Jörg Buttgereit
(German Angst), Lloyd Kayfman (The Toxic Avenger) and Uwe Boll (The
Postal). Elastic underwear is strongly recommended during this projection!

Absolutely Anything (UK & USA)
A Terry Jones film

Screenplay : Terry Jones & Gavin Scott
Casting : Simon Pegg, Kate Beckinsale, Robin Williams
Duration : 82 min
The Intergalactic Council: a group of bickering aliens, are going to determine
the worthiness of the human race by granting one randomly chosen person the
power to make anything they wish come true. If they use this ability for good,
Earth can join the ranks of the Council; but if the power is used selfishly, the
planet will be destroyed. This fate falls upon the burnt-out school teacher and
frustrated writer Neil Clarke. And it’s clear that we’re going to face an uphill
battle. Once Neil discovers his new gift, he immediately uses it to get closer
to his pretty neighbor and feared literature critic Catherine. And he also gives
a voice to his most loyal companion, his dog Dennis. Statistics also seem to
be against the human race. So far, the Intergalactic Council has encountered
445,349,722 new alien species. The number granted membership: zero!
“With great power comes total irresponsibility” is the perfect tagline for this
supremely ridiculous fantastic comedy directed by none other than Terry
‘Monty Python’ Jones (The Life of Brian, The Meaning of Life). And it doesn’t
stop there, as the other Pythons are the voice cast of the bunch of aliens
arguing over the fate of the Earth. To top it off, it’s Simon Pegg (Shaun of
the Dead, Star Trek) who tries to do his utmost best to make sure we’re
going to become stardust. Oh yeah, and there’s also Kate Beckinsale,
Eddie Izzard, Joanna Lumley and, last but not least, the dearly departed
Robin Williams as the voice of Dennis the dog. Everyone who’s not
convinced by now is probably an alien hell bent on destroying the Earth.
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Assassination Classroom (Japan)
An Eiichirō Hasumi film

Screenplay : Tatsuya Kanazawa
Casting : Ryosuke Yamada, Masaki Suda, Maika Yamamoto
Duration : 110 min
It all started when the Moon became just a pile of floating debris. The reason:
a yellow tentacle monster destroyed it with supersonic speed. He’s now
threatening to do the same thing to Earth. Because of his speed, no conventional
bomb or weapon can touch him. He gives his ultimatum with one special
condition: If nobody can kill him within a year, he’ll make the Earth explode. In
the meantime, he decides to take up a position as teacher for the worst class in
Japan. The faith of our planet in now in the hands of this sorry bunch of losers.
Eiichiro Hasumi might not be that well known around here, but in
the land of the Rising Sun, he directed the popular movie and Tvseries Umizaru. He comes to the BIFFF with this popular manga
adaptation: a wacky scifi story stuffed with absurd humor, spectacular
action scenes and a cast of J-Pop hunks and cuties. How would you
kill a yellow tentacle monster that movies with the speed of light?

Assassination Classroom : The Graduation (Japan)
An Eiichirō Hasumi film

Screenplay : Tatsuya Kanazawa
Casting : Kazunari Ninomiya, Mirei Kiritani, Ryosuke Yamada
Duration : 118 min
Let’s bring you up to speed. A yellow tentacle monster has destroyed the Moon
and threatens to do the same thing to the Earth. But first he’ll teach the worst
class in Japan. If his students can kill him before the end of the semester, the
planet will be saved. But UT (Un-killable Teacher) reveals himself to be a terrific
and popular teacher who makes his pupils rise above themselves… except
when it comes to killing him. Meanwhile, the second semester has started. The
authorities keep training the students in perfecting their killing skills. There are
some new, very lethal classmates and we find out more about the mysterious
origins of UT. While snowflakes are falling down, UT makes a shocking revelation
about himself. The class is split in two while the government implements the
final phase of its “UT Assassination Strategy”. It’s decision time for the students
of Class 3-E. What will become of the Earth and will they ever graduate?
Assassination Classroom, the live-action adaptation of the hugely popular
manga, was one of last year’s most entertaining films; a feel-good movie that
was funny, spectacular, had great sfx and a real heart for outsiders. Part 1
broke box-office records in Japan and after the world première in the land of
the Rising Sun, the BIFFF is the very first festival in the world to show you
the long-awaited sequel. Direction was once more handled by Umizaru
director Eiichiro Hasumi and the cast is still supremely J-Pop certified.
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Baahubali : the Beginning (India)
A S. S. Rajamouli film

Screenplay : S. S. Rajamouli & K. V. Vijayendra Prasad
Casting : Prabhas, Rana Daggubati, Anushka Shetty
Duration : 137 min
Not everybody can live in a paradise like Shivudu. For some of us he has it
all: wonderful palaces, beautiful nature and the trust of the gods that he is
destined for great things. But to accomplish his destiny he will need to do one
thing: climb the waterfall barefoot so he can meet his dream woman. At the
end of his climb, our naive dreamer will, however, arrive in the Mahismhati
kingdom. It’s no wonderland with fairies and trolls, but a true terror threat level
4. Fortunately, our hero is as strong as Hercules and as smooth as SpiderMan. His biggest challenge will be the tyrant Bhalladeva, who stands between
him and his loved one. And it’s no coincidence that our Indian Power Ranger
looks a lot like the fallen Prince killed in battle by Bhalladeva. We had the
Greek Tragedy, the Shakespearean Drama and now the Indian Peplum.
Two years after the delightful Eega, S.S. Rajamouli gives us the biggest
Indian hit we all want to see. This isn’t only the most expensive and
the highest grossing Indian movie of all times, it could easily become
a world success and kick 300, Lord Of The Rings and Conan of the
throne. It’s a bigger than life experience that you can’t miss at the BIFFF!

Banjo (UK)

A Liam Regan film

Screenplay : Liam Regan
Casting : James Hamer-Morton, Damian Morter, Laurence R. Harvey
Duration : 82 min
A megalomaniac boss, colleagues harassing you, a slutty girlfriend who
pokes fun at you when you can’t handle the sex and a desk buddy who is
also your ex. That’s the daily life of Peltzer Arbuckle, a guy with a failed life
and a dead end job. Every day his nightmare happens in broad daylight.
Until the day that his failed sex life becomes the office joke… Lucky for
him, parts of his imaginary friend are still laying around somewhere in
his consciousness. His name is Ronnie, but this devilishly looking figure
doesn’t look at all like the imaginary friends from movies like ‘inside
out’. With the powers of Ronnie, Peltzer will get some work done, but not
the kind of work his boss will be happy to see. Monday, bloody Monday.
Liam Regan doesn’t hide the fact that he’s inspired by absurd horror
legends like Lloyd Kaufman and Michael Herz. Banjo is his very
own interpretation of The Office, but then with lots of gore and bad
taste. Have you ever dreamed of a version of Clerks with blood and
massacres? Welcome to this English burlesque show called Banjo.
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The Beauty Inside (South Korea)
A Baek Jong-yeol film

Screenplay : Ganggeul K, Park Jung-ye
Casting : Han Hyo-joo, Park Seo-jun, Juri Ueno
Duration : 127 min
Waking up feeling like your face is about to morph into an alternative and
weird version of your previous self isn’t something new. We’ve all had this one
night when we had way too much to drink. But for Woo-jin, waking up looking
different is a harsh everyday reality. Since his eighteenth birthday, he has had
to live with this ailment. He can turn into a man or woman and be young, old,
fat, skinny, white, black, hairy or bald. Every morning is different for him. It
comes as no surprise that he doesn’t have many friends. In fact he only has
one and his mom, both helping him with his unusual lifestyle and his extensive
wardrobe. However, his life takes a different turn when he falls in love with the
gorgeous E-soo. But how will he be able to maintain his relationship with this
woman, knowing he can turn from a handsome young man to a grumpy old
lady in just one night! Staying awake doesn’t seem to be the solution, though.
This big screen adaptation from an American mini-series comes straight from
Korea. After a career in the commercial industry, director Jong-yeol Baek
presents his first full length feature. The fact that the protagonist is played by
some 123 different actors is already quite the tour de force. With an interesting
view on love and relationships worthy of “Groundhog Day” and “40 Days
and 40 Nights”, The Beauty Inside will melt our audience’s coldest hearts.

Blood on Melies' Moon (Italy)
A Luigi Cozzi film

Screenplay : Luigi Cozzi, Giulio Leoni
Casting : Philippe Beun-Garbe, Alessia Patregnani, Lamberto Bava
Duration : 130 min
France, 1890. Inventor Louis Le Prince vanishes under mysterious circumstances
right after he created a device that, five years later, the Lumière Brothers will
call The Cinematographer. What if they had stolen Le Prince’s idea and wacked
him afterwards? The mystery remains for more than a century, until Luigi Cozzi
picks up a strange book called “The Roaming Universe” in the horror museum
of his pal Dario Argento. The origin of this enigmatic book troubles him and he
decides to have a talk with Lamberto Bava. But it is with the help of Antonion
Tentori, screenwriter of Dracula 3D, that he makes an amazing discovery. This
particular science-fiction novel would have materialized during a spiritual session
in modern day Rome. At the session, an old woman revealed that the key to all
these mysteries comes from 1895, a time during which the Lumière Brothers
had denied lending their camera to Georges Méliès for an obscure movie called
“A Trip to the moon”. Not only does this film actually exist, but it raises a more
intriguing question. Is our world the only one, or are there parallel universes?
With his fake documentary about an actual mystery, the mythical director of
Starcrash and Contagion, delivers a world premiere to the BIFFF; a true love
letter to cinema! Disguised as a horrific mockumentary, Blood on Méliès’ Moon,
is an epic outsider; with constant cameos of icons from Italian genre cinema.
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Bloodsucking Bastards (USA)
A Brian James O’Connell film

Screenplay : Dr. God & Ryan Mitts
Casting : Fran Kanz, Pedro Pascal, Joey Kern
Duration : 86 min
Eight hours a day, 60% of the working population spends his time behind a
desk, and the only noteworthy cinematic entries about this are the cult film
Office Space and the cult series The Office. Bloodsucking Bastards wants to
lengthen this list. In any business where dead-end jobs are piling up, there
is always one crazy guy trying his best. Evan is convinced that this time he
will motivate the call center to sell a revolutionary tool for micro penises.
Behind his motivation lies a possible promotion as assistant manager, the
dream of every office drone. But that job goes to Max, his arch rival since
college. Max always hated Evan because he made him finish his studies
in Romania. However, this has ensured that Max has learned some unique
skills in Transylvania to improve the team spirit. Every evening he organizes
parties. The best worker is personally thanked. Not with a useless watch
or a golden pen, but with two fangs in his neck. Capitalism Sucks, literally.
Behind this horror comedy, the bastard child of Tom Holland’s Fright Night
and Vampires Sucks, there’s Dr. God (LA Comedy Club). Take the characters
from The Office, add the humor from Shaun Of The Dead, replace zombies by
vampires and voila: Bloodsucking Bastards. The star role is played by Joey Kern
(Cabin Fever), who’ll make you laugh with each of his fanged interventions.

The Bride (Taiwan)
A Lingo Hsieh film

Screenplay : Lingo Hsieh, Tsai Chun-pin,
Taka Ichise
Casting : Ren Wu, Nikki Hsieh, Chie Tanaka
Duration : 89 min
Seeing your future wife wearing her wedding dress can be one of the most
beautiful moments in your life. Cheng-Ho is one of those guys waiting
for that moment. As a successful TV-producer with a stunning fiancé, he
can't complain. But ever since he picked up a red envelope in the park,
he’s getting weird dreams about previous incarnations. He decides to
consult a psychic, but to no avail. With his marriage ahead, he decides
to fight these demons, the kind you don't want to see in a wedding gown.
The Bride was produced by Takashige Ichise (the guy who
introduced us to scary black haired little girls crawling out of a TV),
who claims to have given special attention to Taiwan’s local horror
heritage. The Bride, directed by Lingo Hsieh and starring Chris Wu
&Nikki Hsieh, definitely gives us plenty of reasons to be scared!
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The Curse of Sleeping Beauty (USA)
A Pearry Reginald Teo film

Screenplay : Pearry Reginald Teo, Josh Nadlr
Casting : Ethan Peck, India Eisley, Bruce Davison
Duration : 87 min
Thomas Kaiser is a young painter, haunted by dreams about a beautiful sleeping
princess. One day he finds out that he has an uncle he never knew who just died.
His inheritance is an old manor that has been in his family for generations. While
exploring his new home, Thomas finds its infested with spider webs, worthless
old baroque relics and a reputation that makes Motel Bates look like the perfect
holiday inn. It’s already hard to sell a house with such a pedigree, but the manor
will reveal one last secret hidden in a secret underground basement. While
dusting off an old family album that looks like a rip-off of The Necronomicon,
Thomas learns he also inherited a curse that dates from the crusades. It’s a
gloomy story about an ancestor who screwed up big time with a comatose
princess and a flock of demons who currently call the manor their home!
Inspired by the classic Brothers Grimm story, this reboot of Sleeping Beauty
impresses with its unique atmosphere, reminding you of Silent Hill, The Cell and
Insidious. Between mind-blowing visuals worthy of Tarsem Singh and a wellrounded know how in the style of James Wan, Pearry Teo, producer of Cloud
Atlas, hits all the right notes, with beautiful Natalie Hall (True Blood, Pretty
Little Liars) trapped in this countdown together with Bruce Davidson (X Men).

Curtain (USA)

A Jaron Henrie-McCrea film

Screenplay : Carys Edwards, Jaron Henrie-McCrea
Casting : Danni Smith, Tim Lueke, Martin Monahan
Duration : 73 min
Small is beautiful, as they often say, and with “The Curtain”, that’s certainly
true. This small indie film has a simple premise that will make you shudder:
what if your shower curtain disappeared into an ultradimensionnal
vacuum? To discover where the curtain went, just write your phone
number on it. A few moments you get a call from an absolute stranger…
Jaron Henrie-McCrea cannot hide his love for Alfred Hitchcock. As well as in
his debut Pervertigo and in the follow-up The Curtain a New York bathroom
takes center stage. The two leads can best be described as spin-off characters
from Being John Malkovitch. Often bizarre but with lots of inventive moments,
they try to unravel the mystery behind the disappearing shower curtain.
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Cut Bank (USA)

A Matt Shakman film

Screenplay : Roberto Patino
Casting : Liam Hemsworth, Teresa Palmer, John Malkovich
Duration : 93 min
Distributor : The Searchers
Dwayne and his girlfriend Cassandra dream of escaping from Cut Bank, Montana,
which prides itself on being the coldest little town in the Union. One night, while
he’s shooting an amateur video with Cassandra, he accidentally films the murder
on mailman Georgie Wits. He immediately shows the footage to Mister Steeley, his
boss and Cassandra’s father. Steely contacts Sheriff Vogel, the spineless pussy
who’s supposed to uphold the law in Cut Bank. Dwayne is already looking forward
to the huge reward that should be coming his way by reporting the death of a pillar
of the community. But not everybody is as guilty, innocent or even as dead as
they seem to be. Where’s the parcel that Georgie was supposed to deliver to local
recluse Derby Milton. And why is he capable of anything to get his hands on it?
Director Matt Shakman has a lot of television experience, having directed episodes
of hit series such as Ugly Betty, Dr. House and especially Fargo, the successful
adaptation of the classic by the Coen brothers. It’s no wonder then that his feature
debut threads a fine line between thriller and dark comedy, with a dose of David Lynch
added to the mix. The story is terrific, thanks to the solid script by Robert Patino (The
Black List). The music is courtesy of multi-awarded composer James Newton Howard
(The Bourne Legacy, The Hunger Games) and the cast is downright impressive:
Liam Hemsworth (The Hunger Games), Teresa Palmer (Warm Bodies), Bruce Dern
(Nebraska), Billy Bob Thornton (Armageddon) and John Malkovich (Burn After Reading).

Daemonium : the Underground Soldier (Argentina)
A Pablo Pares film

Screenplay : Flor Canosa, Dany Casco, Pablo Parès, Simon Ratziel
Casting : Caro Angus, Dany Casco, Walter Cornas
Duration : 120 min
The story of Daemonium begins in an alternate universe to ours, in which
magic and technology coexist with humans and demons. A powerful family
hires a band of mercenaries and forces Fulcanelli, a wizard and con artist,
to invoke a demon with the purpose of gaining even more power. Of course,
things go terribly wrong. The wizard escapes and the demon slaughters
the mercenaries, with the exception of Razor. He’s the one who seals
the deal to become lord of the criminal underworld. The family kidnaps
Lisa, his pregnant wife, and turns her into a merciless killing machine
and the spear point of their offensive against Razor. But she’s not the
only threat to the crime lord. It’s only a question of time before the demon
returns to claim Razor’s soul. Fulcanelli seems to be the key to stopping
the demon and Razor sends out his band of sexy killer robots to find him.
Daemonium, a mind boggling mash-up of urban wizards, killer androids,
transdimensional demons, tightly clad warrior women and dystopian
anarchy, is a true phenomenon. What started as a fan funded award
winning internet series, has turned into a fully-fledged feature film unique in
Argentinean cinema. This science-fiction/fantasy hybrid delivers a non-stop
onslaught of action, mayhem, unexpected humor and countless references
to manga, computer games and nerd culture. It’s directed by the godfather
of Argentinean genre cinema, Pablo Parés, whom we had the pleasure to
welcome at the Bifff in 2003 with the zombie comedy Plaga Zombie: Zona
Mutante. Parés and his team have done wonders with limited means, creating
a film that has the potential to become a cult favorite of our new digital age.
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Deathgasm (New Zealand)
A Jason Lei Howden film

Screenplay : Jason Lei Howden
Casting : Milo Cawthorne, James Blake, Kimberley Crossman
Duration : 86 min
When Brodie’s mum ends up in the loony bin, the young man is forced to
move in with his closest relatives in a small suburban town. Aunt Mary and
Uncle Albert are deeply religious and do not look kindly upon the heavy metal
passion of their nephew. And their son David is the school’s bully. Luckily
there’s Zed, the only other metalhead in town, who takes Brodie under his
wings. The duo start a band, together with the two other school outcasts Dion
and Giles. And Medina, the gorgeous blonde girlfriend of David, is not entirely
insensitive to the noise they make. Then Zed gets the genius idea to break
into an abandoned house that is rumored to be the hideout of Rikki Daggers,
the singer of the legendary band M.I.A. Daggers is not fond of visitors and
chases them out, but they’ve picked up a little souvenir, a musical score.
They think it’s an undiscovered song from M.I.A. But what they’ve got in their
hands is a composition to invoke demons. You can guess what follows next.
Deathgasm is an irresistible mix of heavy metal, gore & horror and comedy.
The feature debut of New Zealand writer and director Jason Lei Howden
seems to be custom made for the Bifff audience. Deathgasm is deliciously
dirty, trashy as fuck and very generous with blood and limbs. And we haven’t
even mentioned the very creative use of sex toys to combat demons. Heavy
Metal and horror are the ideal marriage on stage. It’s unbelievable that
this is so rare on the big screen, but Deathgasm more than fills this gap.

Extinction (Spain, Hungary, France, USA)
A Miguel Angel Vivas film

Screenplay : Alberto Marini, Miguel Angel Vivas
Casting : Matthew Fox, Jeffrey Donovan, Quinn McColgan
Duration : 112 min

For nine years, Patrick, Jack and his daughter Lu have survived the
zombie apocalypse by hiding in the snowed-in town of Harmony. The
monsters seem to have disappeared and there’s no sign of other survivors,
but the constant fear for the unknown weighs heavily on the trio. When
Patrick is out looking for food, he discovers that the zombies have returned
and have changed into something even more horrible. Will the last
survivors of the human race get through a second zombie apocalypse?
In 2011 he won the Best Thriller Award at the BIFFF for Kidnapped. Five
years later Miguel Angel Vivas returns with a post-apocalyptic thriller
which reminds you of The Descent, but with lots of snow. The script
was written by omnipresent Bifff guest Alberto Marini (Summer Camp,
Retribution, Sleep Tight). Jaume Collet-Serra (Orphan, Unknown) took care
of the production, while Matthew Fox (Lost, Bone Tomahawk) and Jeffrey
Donovan (J. Edgar, Sicario) are humanity’s last hope as Jack and Patrick.
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The Fostering (Brasil)

A Rodrigo Gasparini & Dante Vescio film

Screenplay : Rafael Ballu
Casting : Clara Verdier, Mariana Cortine, Pedro Carvalho
Duration : 80 min
Let’s be honest, Brazil has a considerable advantage over Belgium in one
matter. A trip to the countryside always brings joy, laughter and a copious
amount of cocktails. While all you get in Belgium is rain, more rain and a
whole day spent contemplating the extensive Belgian wildlife, being pigeons,
pigeons and more pigeons. Nevertheless, now is not the time to be jealous of
Jorge, Ale and Magu, who’ve joined their friend Apolo at his villa in the middle
of the jungle. They could have spent two days playing Yahtzee and drinking
Brahma, but Jorge and Apolo decide to organize a ceremony in the basement
to resurrect the Honey Baron’s hidden child. And frankly, summoning a
voodoo style cursed enslaver just to impress the ladies; even idiots would
think this is a bad idea. And if our two geniuses had done some research on
the myth, they would have stayed in Rio. Because if there is one night when
you should stay away, it’s this one. So, fancy watching some pigeons now?
Besides José Mojica Marins and his alter ego Coffin Joe, there isn’t
much of a horror movie tradition in Brazil. Yet producer and screenwriter
M.M. Izidoro may turn things around. He focuses on the country’s
animist myths with a script that is as fierce as it is efficient. It only
took Rodrigo Gasparini and Dante Vescio, known for their “M is for
Mailbox” segment in The ABC’s of Death, to put this terror on tape!

Ghost Theater (Japan)
A Hideo Nakata film

Screenplay : Junya Kato & Ryuta Miyake
Casting : Rika Adachi, KeitaMachida, Haruka Shimazaki
Duration : 99 min
Sara seems to be condemned to playing the corpse in cheap TV-series when
she finally gets her big break: a few lines in a real theatre play. And those
lines have to be said to the diva of the stage; Aoi. It doesn’t matter that this
big star treats her like shit or that one of the other actors dies in mysterious
cicumstances; Sara is happy with the chance she gets. And when Aoi is
literally pushed off stage, ending her career for good, the path is wide open
for Sarah’s first leading role. She doesn’t know that it might also be her last.
Ghost Theatre is a completely new remake of Hideo Nakata’s first feature Don’t
Look Up (which is currently in the good hands of our friend Eli Roth). And what we
get from Mister J-Horror is not the usual Asian horror ride. It’s more of a nostalgic,
but very effective throwback to the good old creepy classics. Just imagine a slow
burn remix of All About Eve and Black Swan, signed Hideo “The Ring” Nakata!
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Hardcore Henry (Russia, USA)
An Ilya Naishuller film

Screenplay : Ilya Naishuller
Casting : Haley Bennett, Sharito Copley, Danila
Kozlovsky, Tim Roth
Duration : 90 min
Distributor : The Searchers
You wake up and you remember nothing. And that’s because your wife has just
brought you back from the dead. Her name is Estelle and she’s a brilliant scientist.
She tells you that you’re Henry and that you are now a cyborg super soldier. Five
minutes later you see how Estelle’s kidnapped and you have to go get her back.
Who took her? His name isAkan. He’s a psychopathic megalomaniac bent on world
domination with a legion of mercenaries at his disposal. You’re also in Moscow,
a city you don’t know at all. And everybody wants you dead. Good luck, Henry!
A few years ago a video clip directed by Illya Naishuller for his band Biting
Elbows went viral on the internet. The breathtaking non-stop pursuit of a
supernatural gizmo in first person shooter perspective was also seen by Timur
Bekmambetov, the Russisian maestro of the action thriller, who thought it
would make a terrific long feature. With Bekmambetov as producer, Naishuller
transformed his concept into an energetic, kinetic, adrenaline charged scifi action
epic bursting with sick humor and extreme violence. So fasten your seatbelts
and get ready for an overwhelming, all senses crushing ride, driven by Neil
Blompkamp’s fetisj-actor Sharlto Copley (District 9, Elysium, Chappie) as Henry.

Into the Forest (Canada)
A Patricia Rozema film

Screenplay : Patricia Rozema
Casting : Ellen Page, Evan Rachel Wood, Max Minghella
Duration : 101 min
In the near future, Robert and his two daughters lead a peaceful and
comfortable life in a high-tech house in the middle of the woods. Nell is
studying for her college entrance exam, while Eva practices day and night
for an important audition at a modern dance academy. Then, one day,
they experience a power cut. As they’re far from the nearest town, life
goes on as usual in the following days. But when they take the car for a
shopping run, they realize this is anything but temporary. There’s almost
no more food left in the local supermarket, people are hamstring like crazy
and the few news flashes that filter through on the radio suggest that the
power cut is more global than local. They decide to go back home, bunker
down and wait until the lights go on again. But they’ll never go on again.
Those who expect a spectacular action epic about the end of the world
should better stay at home. But those who’re in the mood for a moving
drama full of emotional depth will get more than their fill in the latest film
from acclaimed Canadian director Patricia Rozema (When Night Is Falling,
Mansfield Park). Her adaptation of Jean Hegland’s book shows the collapse
of civilization through the bond between two sisters and the ordeals they
have to face to survive in this new world. Into The Forest is an illustration of
the acting talents of Ellen Page (Juno, Inception) and Evan Rachel Wood
(The Wrestler, Charlie Countryman) as Nell and Eva. Touching, engaging
and intense; the Apocalypse has never felt this intimate as in Into The Forest.
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Intruders (USA)

An Adam Schindler film

Screenplay : T.J. Cimfel, David White
Casting : Rory Culkin, Beth Riesgraf, Martin Starr
Duration : 90 min
Being afraid of open spaces and crowds is unbearably difficult. It would be
impossible to go to the BIFFF, for example. But for Anna, that’s the least of
her worries. As the owner of a huge colonial mansion deep into the American
west, she can’t even get a tan in her garden. Saturday afternoon shopping
sprees or improvised barbecue nights at the neighbors are also out of the
question. Her only confident is Dan, a home meal delivery guy to whom she
confesses she has no idea what to do with all that money stashed under her
mattress. She might give it away to charity… or simply wait for three strangers
with bad intentions to break into her house. Fleeing outside not being an
option, Anna is forced to play a game of cat and mouse with the intruders, just
like she used to do it with her psychotic dad. Except this time, she’s the cat.
His older brother had his triumphs with his own series of “home invasion”
movies called Home Alone. But there’s no reason Rory Culkin can’t have his
own franchise, albeit a much tougher one. That why he entrusted director Adam
Schindler and two screenwriters from V/H/S Viral, to cook up a surprising and
vicious horrific home invasion thrill ride. Tom and Jerry wouldn’t be able to watch it.

Jeruzalem (Israel)

A Doron Paz & Yoav Paz film

Screenplay : Doron Paz & Yoav Paz
Casting : Yael Grobglas, Yon Tumarkin, Danielle Jadelyn
Duration : 94 min
Normally, when one tends to take a trip to Jerusalem, basic inquiries are about
the shekel’s exchange rate, the amount of weepers by the Wailing Wall, the
dilemma between shawarma and falafel during lunch break or the opening
hours of the Holy Sepulcher. But for Sarah and Rachel, two young American
tourists on a trip to the Holy City, the main problem are all the zombies roaming
around the city. It’s very bad timing when you’ve planned a city trip at the
same time as the opening of the Gates of Hell. The entire tourist season will
be terminated by the legions of Beelzebub: squadrons of demonic seraphs on
a fully synched dive towards Temple Mount, winged zombies feeding on the
orthodox in the old town, giants crushing temples like a pack of cards… But the
Israeli army does not intend to go down without a fight. Sarah and Rachel have
front row seats to the end of the world, but the price will be paid with their souls.
In Jeruzalem, the Paz brothers redefine the found-footage genre through
the inventive use of Google Glass. No hysterical camera sweeping and
nanosecond glimpses of something that’s supposed to be scare, but an
interactive view on an entire demonic bestiary and a top selling argument for
a city trip to the Holy City. Even during Judgement Day, the Wifi’s top notch!
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Kryptonita (Argentina)
A Nicanor Loreti film

Screenplay : Camilo De Cabo, Nicanor Loreti
Casting : Diego Capusotto, Diego Cremonesi, Juan Palomino
Durée : 80 min
Burnt-out and pill-popping doctor Gonzalez does the graveyard shift at a
dilapidated emergency ward in Buenos Aires’ worst neighborhood. The radio
is talking about the latest feat of the notorious Super Gasoline Gang. They’ve
robbed a bank and given all the loot to a soup kitchen. Corrupt cop Ventura
wheels in a wounded petty thief and urges Gonzalez to let him die. Not that
he has to insist. It’s been a while since the doctor has saved a patient. But
the next one on his operating table will change his life forever. The Super
Gasoline Gang burst into the emergency room with their mortally wounded
leader Pinino. He has some green glass in his chest, about the only thing that
can hurt him on this planet. Gonzalez has until dawn to save him, otherwise…
Meanwhile the police have surrounded the hospital and it doesn’t take long
before the arch nemesis’s of the gang arrive on the scene for a final showdown.
What if Superman, Batman, The Joker, The Flash, Wonder Woman, Green
Lantern and other heroes of the DC Universe would fight it out in the ER of a
crime ridden neighborhood? That was the question Argentine writer Leonardo
Oyola answered in his cult novel Kryptonita. Screenwriter (Necrophobia, Memory
of the Dead) and director (Diablo, La H) Nicanor Loreti has transformed this
inventive mash-up into a spunky, feisty and highly entertaining B-movie. The film
has already achieved cult status in Argentina and a TV-series is in the works!

The Laundryman (Taiwan)
A Chung Lee film

Screenplay : Chen Yu-hsun, Chung Lee
Casting : Chang Hsiao-chuan, Sui Tang, Wan Qian
Duration : 112 min
Are you sick and tired of your husband and you can’t resist the urge for a
little life insurance fraud? Are your parents pissing you off about your school
results while you’re impatiently waiting for your trust fund? Is your boss
a greedy little pig keeping your salary raise for himself? Then go to a nice
little bar, order a bourbon on the rocks and sit your lazy ass down. Sooner
or later, you’ll meet A-Gu, a femme fatale who will hire someone to do the
job you are too cowardly to do yourself. And no, we’re not talking about dry
cleaning, but an acid bath for a job without traces or evidence. It’s all handled
with care by a professional cleaner with an outstanding appreciation score
named “No.1, Chingtian Street” (well, yeah, the name Leon was already
taken!). Unfortunately, you will have to be patient with your serial cleaner,
for he is currently haunted by the ghosts of his past victims. And that’s a lot!
Described as one of the most promising director of Taiwan, Chung Lee
blends his influences from dark crime thrillers and comedy to Taiwanese
ghost stories. After his studies in the US, he delivers with The Laundryman,
where Joseph Chang (aka the Taiwanese Brad Pitt) and Sonia Sui (the
Asian sitcom queen) are facing off an ectoplasmic version of Leon!
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Memories of the Sword (South Korea)
A Park Heung-sik film

Screenplay : Choi Ah-reum, Park Heung-sik
Casting : Lee Byung-hun, Jeon Do-yeon, Kim Go-eun
Duration : 120 min
Ever since she was able to stand on her own two feet, Hong-yi trains as if
possessed for a mission of vengeance. Her parents were killed when she was
just a baby. She was raised by a blind woman with a gift for the martial arts,
who puts all her energy in getting the girl ready to kill the two men who are
responsible for making her an orphan. She’ll know she’ll be ready when she’ll
be able to leap over the tallest sunflower in the field. In the meantime, we go
back to the past to see how her parents came to their end. Her father, Punchchun led the resistance against a tyrannical lord, together with his two friends
Duk-gi en Sul-rang. But his companions were seduced by the promise of wealth
and power and betrayed their friend, setting in motion the cycle of vengeance.
A dazzling leap over a sunflower kicks-off this action-epic. This mix between
Chinese wuxia martial arts styles and Korean history is top class eye-candy.
Director Heung-sik Park (My Mother The Mermaid, Children of Heaven) tells
an engaging, colorful tale set in gorgeous sets with fight scenes that can
rival those of Zhang Yimou’s spectacles. Go-eun Kim, praised for her part in
the acclaimed Coin Locker Girl, is a physically and emotionally convincing
heroine, while Korean heartthrob Byung-hun Lee (I Saw The Devil, GI Joe)
relishes playing the bad guy. Memories of the Sword is a sweeping story
with majestic fights that will guaranty a stiff neck and popping eyeballs.

Monster Hunt (Hong Kong)
A Raman Hui film

Screenplay : Alan Yuen
Casting : Baihe Bai, Boran Jing, Wallace Chung
Duration : 117 min
A long time ago, in a galaxy far far away that vaguely looks like ancient
China, humans declared war on monsters, driving them back towards the
black mountains. Since then, a civil war has torn up the monster kingdom.
After the death of the king, the pregnant monster queen has to flee
towards human territory. Fortunately for our furry highness, she ends up
with Tianyin, a young naive man with a tendency to turn the other cheek.
Near death and desperate, the queen has no other choice but to transfer
her royal son’s egg into Tianyin’s body hoping he will survive the process.
But other dangers are threatening the pregnant man: a whirlwind of
rebellious monsters passing the border without any green card, the monster
hunters who see Tianyin as the goose with the golden eggs and, most
important, that rich restaurant owner who dreams of making a royal omelet!
Raman Hui, a former employee of Dreamworks, having worked on
Antz, Shrek and Madagascar, returns to China and teams up with the
writer of New Police Story for one of Asia’s most ambitious movies:
a blend of Hollywood and Chinese culture. The result, Monster
Hunt, has become China’s second biggest box-office success.
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Night of the Living Deb (USA)
A Kyle Rankin film

Screenplay : Kyle Rankin, Andy Selsor
Casting : Ray Wise, Maria Thayer,Chris Marquette
Duration : 85 min
In the old days... dating was so much easier. You met each other at the
prom, danced a slow and the deal was done. Now with Tinder, casual sex
and friends with benefits, it’s all that more complicated. This is how we meet
Deb, a charming but very timid gal that only loosens up after a couple of
cocktails. After a night of heavy drinking, she wakes up in the bed of Portland’s
most coveted bachelor. Deb’s in heaven and already sees their kids hopping
around in the back garden of their country house. Reality quickly overtakes
her when Mr. Perfect immediately ushers her out the door, ashamed that
he shared the sheets with her. Deb ends up on the street for yet another
walk of shame, but it will quickly turn into a run of shame because on that
day there’s also a zombie apocalypse. Her attempt to survive will make her
understand that it is easier to trust someone with her life, then with her heart.
We amused ourselves in 2009 with Kyle Rankin’s feature Infestation.
This year, he’s back with his first zomromcom (a romantic zombie comedy
like Warm Bodies or Burying The Ex). He chose an excellent cast with
in the lead Maria Thayer (Game Of Power, screened at the Festival
in 2009) and Ray Wise (Robocop, Twin Peaks, X-Men: First Class).

Ninja the Monster (Japan)
A Ken Ochiai film

Screenplay : Akihiro Dobashi
Casting : Dean Fujioka, Aoi Morikawa, Sôkô Wada
Duration : 101 min
The Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles wouldn’t have been too glad about the
Shogun’s new law: every ninja in the realm is forced to early retirement and strictly
forbidden to practice their art. The samurais are now the figures of authority and
impose a reign of terror. Meanwhile, in order to prevent her people from dying of
starvation, Princess Koh tries to reach her Shogun neighbor, hoping to form an
alliance by marrying him. Her journey will be far from a walk in a park though,
having a less than capable entourage and an undercover ninja as one of her
bodyguards. But at least she gets to take a shortcut through an enchanted forest.
When director Ken Ochiai is introduced by Frank Pierson (Oscar winner
for best screenplay: “Dog Day Afternoon”) as a “bold and visually
inventive cineaste”, you know you’re in for a treat. With a mix of Japanese
folklore and Scandinavian monster movies, “Ninja the Monster” is
a thrilling spectacle with special effects worthy of James Cameron.
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Pandemic (USA)
A John Suits film

Screenplay : Dustin T. Benson
Casting : Rachel Nichols, Alfie Allen, Missi Pile
Duration : 92 min
In the near future, an epidemic with epic proportions will decimate the earth.
So much that if the dead aren’t that dead, the number of infected far outweighs
the number of the living. Lauren, who got all her vaccines in time, arrived in
Los Angeles after the fall of New York and her degree in medicine is definitely
going to save her. Not only will she have a warm spot inside the safe zone but
she also will be in charge of the research team that has to find a cure for this
dreadful disease. But if she thought she’d be handling little tubes in a cozy lab,
she couldn’t be more wrong. She gets a kevlar suit on her shoulders and an
escort of mercenaries armed to the teeth. So what’s the goal, you ask? Getting
out of this chaos, swarming with cannibals running like starving lab rats, try and
regroup with the previous team, stockpile food along the way and come back
in one piece. A very small detail about the excursion: so far they have faced
level 1 infected. But where they’re going; it’s the favorite spot of the level 5’s!
John Suits, director of The Scribbler and producer of gems like Bad Milo
and Cheap Thrills, is back with a concept-movie shot entirely in first person,
a powerful and bold move! Just imagine Call of Duty mingling with Rec
and you’ll have an idea of the nightmare that awaits Rachel Nichols (Star
Trek), Alfie Allen (Game of Thrones) and Mekhi Phifer (Dawn of the Dead).

Patchwork (Canada, USA)
A Tyler McIntyre film

Screenplay : Chris Lee Hill, Tyler MacIntire
Casting : Tracey Fairaway, Maria Blasucci, James Phelps
Duration : 87 min
Jennifer, Ellie and Madeleine are three very different young women. Jennifer
is all business, so much that her busy professional life hides the emptiness
of her private life. That’s why she’s alone to blow out the candles on her
birthday cake in a busy bar. Ellie, on the other hand, likes to party and to
please, especially if there’s an opportunity for a movie part or a photo shoot.
And Madeleine has always been the odd one out. All three spend the night
at the same bar, but never run into each other. Yet, the next morning, they
all wake up in the same body, a clumsily stitched together patchwork of their
various body parts. Who has done this to them? And how can they avenge
themselves when they can’t even agree about who will move which limb?!
Leave it to director Tyler MacIntyre and scriptwriter Chris Lee Hill to put the
story of Frankenstein through the wrangler, turn it inside out and stitch it back
together until you get a deliciously gory, funny and irreverent 21st century
version of the classic tale with a feminist twist. Patchwork is ideal midnight
movie fun with a smart story structure, where every girl gets her side of the story.
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The Priests (South Korea)
A Jang Jae-hyun film

Screenplay : Jang Jae-hyun
Casting : Kim Yoon-seok, Gang Dong-won, Park So-dam
Duration : 108 min
Choi is not exactly the most devoted priest-in-training of Seoul. To him the search
for holiness is more a halftime calling than a fulltime duty. And yet he’s chosen
as the new assistant of Father Kim, the enfant terrible of the Korean clergy.
Wherever there are signs of demonic possession, Kim will be there to drive
out the evil. But when the limits between exorcism and harassment become
blurred, his superiors decide to send a spy to secretly film Kim’s transgressions.
And that person is Choi. You can imagine he’s not very enthusiastic about his
task, especially as his new boss has worn down every assistant before him.
When they’re facing the victim in question, Choi thinks this can be arranged
with a few Hail Mary’s and some holy water, but the Evil One has other plans.
Apparently William Friedkin raised the bar for any movie about exorcism so
high, that the genre seemed destined for a slow dead through watered down
found footage franchises. But ultimately everything is all about keeping the
faith and redemption has arrived with the debut feature of Jang Jae-hyung.
Priests is refreshing, bold, socially relevant and diabolically frightening. With
Kim Yun-seok (The Chaser) and Kang Dong-won (Kundo) in the leads.

Scherzo Diabolico (Mexico & USA)
An Adrian Garcia Bogliano film

Screenplay : Adrian Garcia Bogliano
Casting : Francisco Barreiro, Daniela Soto Vell, Jorge Molina
Duration : 90 min
How to get out of a downward spiral when you clock countless hours of overtime,
your wife loves you less and less, your son no longer respects you and your boss
has just denied you a well earned promotion? That is the question our protagonist
Aram has to face. To calm his nerves, he researches all soft drinks without sugar,
calculates the exact start time of random point A to point B and ... practices his
stranglehold grip on his senile father and colleague/prostitute which whom he
has a “professional” relation. These three hobbies seem to have nothing to do
with each other, but make no mistake. Behind this extravagant lifestyle, there is
a plan to get everything he wants: the promotion, the respect of his son and the
love of his wife. But like all crazy plans, they never go the way you want them to.
BIFFF regular Adrian Garcia Bogliano knows how to make an entrance.
After I'll Never Die Alone, Here Comes the Devil and Late Phases, he’s
back again, but this time he leaves his distinctive fantasy style at home.
Instead we get that kind of thriller where only the Koreans seem to excel
in: a gripping, nerve wrecking ride stuffed with pitch black humor. Thanks
to Kubrick, we already knew that Beethoven could cause “ultraviolence”.
Now you can also add Alkan’s Third Study In Minor to the list. That
piano sound will haunt your dreams (or nightmares) for nights to come.
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Sensoria (Sweden)

A Christian Hallman film

Screenplay : Christian Hallman & Mans F.G. Thunberg
Casting : Lanna Olsson, Norah Andersen, Rafael Pettersson
Duration : 81 min
When a person hits forty, life isn’t treating you as easy as it used to. Caroline
knows what this means. Her boyfriend just dumped her and she finds
herself and her daughter in a new apartment that looks like Cinderella’s
attic. And to remind her that she is having a shitty time, her neighbors
are anything but helpful, even threatening or sexually harassing her. Add
to that a house that makes as much sound as the Brussels Philharmonic.
Caroline wanted something new, but what she gets is something old. And
we aren’t talking about the house itself, but more about what inhabits it.
You might have had a shitty AirBnB experience, but this beats everything.
After having worked on the Wallander series, based on the novels
by Henning Mankell, and on Frostbite (BIFFF 2006), Christian
Hallman comes to Brussels with his very first feature: a ghost
story where the house is the most important character, with stellar
performances by Lanna Olsson and Rafael Pettersson (The Bridge).

Snow Girl and the Dark Crystal (Hong Kong)
A Peter Pau & Tianyu Zhao film

Screenplay : Junli Gao, Raymond Lei Jin, Huanhuan Zhang
Casting : Kun Chen, Li Bingbing, Winston Chao
Duration : 118 min
It’s hard to find a more feared demon fighter than Zhong Kui. And it’ll be hard
to surpass his latest achievement. He steals the Dark Crystal before the eyes
of the king of the underworld and his legions and takes it to his home city of
Hu for safekeeping. Every thousand years, for one week, the crystal creates
passages between Heaven, Earth and Hell. But if something would go wrong,
mankind will be doomed. The gods send Zhang Daoxian, who once was Zhong
Kui’s mentor, to the city to keep an eye on things during this crucial week.
But the king of the underworld does not plan to sit this one out. He sends his
animal demons, disguised as a travelling troupe of female dancers, to Hu to
steal back the crystal. Among them is the beautiful snow demon Little Snow.
It quickly becomes apparent that she and Zhong kui have a shared past.
Zhong Kui is a bit like the Chinese Van Helsing, a cop with supernatural
powers and strength and a very very long patrol route: Heaven, Earth and
Hell. His image can be found all over houses and offices in China. It’s
a bit of a surprise then that this is the first time Zhong Kui’s adventures
have been adapted for the big screen. Luckily veteran Peter Pau (The
Killers, The Bride With White Hair) was behind the camera, assisted by
co-director Zhao Tianyu. Get ready for a fantastic action epic with a touch
of doomed romance and with Chen Kun (Flying Swords of Dragon Gate)
and Li Bingbing (Transformers: Age of Extinction) as the demonic lovers.
!
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Some Kind of Hate (USA)

An Adam Egypt Mortimer film

Screenplay : Adam Egypt Mortimer & Brian DeLeeuw
Casting : Grace Phipps, Spencer Breslin, Sierra McCormick
Duration : 82 min
With a title like “Some Kind of Hate”, you’d think of an extreme metal band’s
new album blasting the ears of Lincoln, our main character. And you wouldn’t
be that wrong. Because of his gothic look, his classmates mostly greet him
like a punching bag more than as an actual person. This results in our hero
stabbing one of his bullies with a fork and getting expelled. Lincoln is sent to
a youth rehabilitation facility, one whose inhabitants make Biff Tannen look
like a choir boy. Having no other choice than to retreat into the bathroom,
Lincoln screams his lungs out for help so loud he could raise the dead…
in which he succeeds. Moira, the ghost of another bully victim, comes
to his aid and nothing would make her happier than to slit some throats.
A favorite among film festivals, this first feature from Adam Egypt Mortimer
pushes the boundaries of US slasher movies rather than exploring the
been-there-done-that theme of juvenile depression. A sexier Freddy
Krueger with a new jacket and a utility knife will surely raise some hell.

Southbound (USA)

A Roxanne Benjamin, David Bruckner, Patrick Horvath & Radio
Silence film

Screenplay : Roxanne Benjamin, David Bruckner, Patrick Horvath, Matt Bettinelli-Olpin,
Susan Burke, Dallas Richard Hallam
Casting : Kate Beahan, Larry Fessenden, Hanna Marks
Duration : 85 min
The open road, a big part of the American way of life: cruising around with a big
truck with only desert in sight, trucks as the only road companion and a motel
every five hundred miles. For our protagonists this road trip will be the start or
the end of a nightmare. Like the three cute girls with their Volkswagen that got
stuck. they’re hitchhiking their way out of that god forbidden hole in the middle of
nowhere, but God has his ways of finding them… Or the two night riders who hit
a lonesome girl on the road. When they contact the local 911, they start to joke
around with the dying girl, wanting to play a game with the rest of the body…
But this isn’t the worst situation: a guy looses his sister in a deserted town and
finds himself in the company of a bunch of inbred rednecks. America at its finest.
Stop making anthology horror movies, because from now on there will be
a before and after Southbound. This isn’t your everyday walk in the park,
it’s The Twilight Zone for independent horror. Behind the project we find
the people that made V/H/S and The Signal and that’s a quality label for
sure. It hit festivals around the world just like the truck that hit that girl. And
after every screening, people are saying the same thing: Cult Cult Cult!
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The Survivalist (UK)

A Stephen Fingleton film
Screenplay : Stephen Fingleton
Casting : Mia Goth, Olwen Fouere, Martin McCann
Duration : 104 min
The combination of a population explosion and the exhaustion of energy
reserves has led to the collapse of industrialized societies. Those that remain
are forced to live again of the land. The Survivalist lives as a recluse in a hut,
scraping together just enough food to survive from his garden. He’s been alone
for seven years since his brother died of poisoning. He uses a shotgun and
traps to kill all trespassers, robbing and burying their bodies. But surviving is
not living and when two drifters, a middle-aged woman called Catherine and her
young sidekick Milja, propose to trade sex for food, he cannot resist temptation
and allows the women to live with him and help him in his garden. It doesn’t
take long before this fragile ménage-à-trois unravels in blood and violence.
The Survivalist, a hard-hitting post-apocalyptic survival drama from Northern
Irish director Stephen Fingleton, grabs you by the throat thanks to the stellar
performances of the three protagonists and the raw and uncompromising
violence. His feature debut is a welcome antidote to the Hunger Games and
the Divergent franchises of this world. This a-typical love story at the end
of the world stars Martin McCann (Clash Of The Titans) as the Survivalist,
Mia Goth (Nymphomaniac) as Milja and Olwen Fouere (Traders) as Kathryn.

Suspension (USA)

A Jeffery Scott Lando film

Screenplay : Kevin Mosley
Casting : Ellen MacNevi, Sage Brocklebank, Taylor Russell
Duration : 89 min
A masked dominatrix is getting ready to torture a caged serial killer,
while her accomplice films everything to stream it on the internet. But the
maniac manages to escape and impales her on a hook in the wall. To be
continued… on a blank, white page. With this extreme comic-strip, Emily, the
school’s outcast, draws away her frustrations. Her father was a serial killer,
responsible for the death of her brother, and it was Emily who put him behind
bars. And her classmates, of course, do everything in their bullying power
to make sure Emily will never forget it. When her only friend betrays her so
that she can go to a party with the popular boys and girls, Emily withdraws
ever further into the pages of her comic-strip. In the meantime, people are
getting chopped into bits for real. Is Emily’s father planning a family reunion
or is the transgressive violence of her comic finding a way into the real world?
Scripwriter Kevin Mosley and director Jeffrey Scott Lando have been working
together since Savage Island (Bifff 2004). This has led to gems such as
Insecticidal, Decoys 2, Goblin, Haunted High and Roboshark. The duo clearly
has an unconditional love for genre cinema and in Suspension they take their
passion to a higher level. Call it a classy slasher or a slasher with a difference,
it’s clear that this film is a well thought out and refreshing addition to a genre
that is always in danger of succumbing to its own conventions and clichés.
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The Tag-Along (Taiwan)
A Cheng Wei-hao film

Screenplay : Chien Shih Keng
Casting : Wei Ning Hsu, River Huang, Yiin-Shang Liou
Duration : 93 min
When Wei’s grandmother panics about the strange disappearance of her best
and oldest friend, he immediately thinks the lost woman might have had an
Alzheimer attack or maybe she’s hanging out at a clandestine crosswords
festival. So why bother? As long as his granny is around to do the dishes
and wash his clothes. And even when granny has also disappeared in the
wilderness, things remain the same. He still gets his dinner and his t-shirt smells
like a lavender field. Does he need to panic or just stay with that thing that
looks like his grandmother but isn’t. After some digging around, he finds wisdom
in some old folkloric tales. The ghosts that where banned to the mountains
are back in the city of Taipei and they like the old dry flesh of little grannies.
When the scariest urban legend of Taiwan is made into a movie you know
things will get serious. Wei-hao Cheng had the ambition to make a really
spooky movie, but his cast was so scared that he needed a witch doctor
daily on the set to prevent demons from spooking around. When the
movie premiered, the standing ovation sounded like a collective clap
that resonated as if the ghost had token possession of the entire crowd.

The Tattooist (South Korea)
A Lee Seo film

Screenplay : Lee Seo
Casting : Kwon Hyun-sang, Seo Young, Song Il-guk, Yoon Joo-hee
Duration : 92 min
Soo-na is a beautiful tattoo artist who possesses the unique skill of being able to
perform the rare “stitchery tattoo” that uses needle and thread. This style of tattoo
is very painful and she prefers not to do it this way. She also has a habit of mixing
in some snake venom into the ink she uses for tattooing. This can cause some
interesting and sometimes lethal side-effects whenever her clients are in the
heat of passion. In other words, you do not want to mess with Soo-na. Now she
has a new client, Ji-soon, who is very persistent in wanting her to use the stitchery
tattoo technique. Soo-na gives in and agrees to finish the tattoo of a Medusa
on his back. She quickly learns that behind the Medusa lies a dark secret that
has ties to her own past. What follows is a tale of revenge, murder, and tattoos.
Six years after The Missing Person, director Lee Seo is back behind the
camera for a revenge thriller that could give Basic Instinct a run for its money.
Eros and Thanatos have always been bedfellows, but in Tattooist they go at
each other like rabbits in heat. Prepare yourselves for a diabolical, venomous
and steaming erotic serial killer thriller starring Ju-hee Yun (The Sword With
No Name) as Soo-na and Il-gon Song (Spider Forest, Always) as Ji-soon.
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The Virgin Psychics (Japan)
A Sion Sono film

Screenplay : Shinichi Tanaka, Sion Sono
Casting : Shota Sometani, Elaiza Ikeda, Erina Mano
Duration : 114 min
Like all teens that weren’t gifted by the gods of love nor had the smooth talk skills
of Casanova, Yoshihiro excels in a solitary talent: with his right hand he resolves
all his adolescent frustrations one flap at a time. But one night when he is getting
at the top of his solitary enjoyment, a cosmic ray of light gives him a special
ability: from now on he can read other people’s minds. And he’s not alone. Four
other virgins, in the heat of passion, were also given psychic powers. But their
telepathic skills will not be used to get rid off their virginity. They’ll have to fight
a lesbian psychic who wants to take over the world with her army of sex dolls.
Let’s be honest, this isn’t for fanatics of Victorian times or people with
the sexual morality of the pope. This crazy over-the-top and, of course,
Japanese comedy has the same energy and potential as movies like Hitoshi
Matsumoto’s Big Man Japan or Symbol. Sion Sono brings yet another movie
to the BIFFF. And with five films on his slate in 2015, he’s starting to rival that
other favorite bulimic director. Bye bye Takashi Miike, say hello to Sion Sono!

Les Visiteurs : La Révolution
(France, Belgium, Czech Republic)
A Jean-Marie Poiré film

Screenplay : Jean-Marie Poiré, Christian Clavier
Casting : Jean Reno, Christian Clavier, Franck Dubosc
Distributor : Paradiso Filmed Entertainment
It’s been 23 years now that Count Godefroy de Montmirail tries to spend at least
one night with his betrothed, Frénégonde, daughter of Duke Fulbert de Pouille.
23 years that his damned squire Jacquouille la Fripouille keeps him wandering
the corridors of time. But the accumulation of all those ‘time miles’ between the
Middle Ages and Modern Times has seriously destabilized the temporal vortex.
Our two heroes find themselves in an era where heads rolled like bowling
balls: the French Revolution! In these historical times full of tension, change
and terror, they run into their descendants. One is a fanatic revolutionary.
The other is an arrogant aristocrat who risks ending up like Robespierre!
The Visitors is a true phenomenon in France. Entire generations can quote lines
from this cult movie. It took five years for a sequel to the original from 1993 and we
had to wait until this year to see the third part. But now the time has finally come
for the return of Jean Réno (Léon, Ronin) and Christian Clavier (Les Bronzés,
Asterix and Obelix) as Godefroy and Jacquouille! Direction was handled by their
trusted companion Jean-Marie Poiré (Santa Claus Is a Stinker, The Visitors 1
& 2). Besides other French acting talent like Frank Dubosc, Karin Viard and
Frédérique Bel, we’re also entitled to a delegation of Belgium’s finest: Stéphanie
Crayencour, Christelle Cornil en Eric de Staercke. It’s time to make heads roll!
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When Geek meets Serial Killer (Malaisia,
Taiwan & China)
A Remus Kam & Chin Pei-chen film
Screenplay : Wang You Zhen
Casting : Bryant Chang, J.C. Chee, Shiga Lin
Duration : 90 min

Jian-He, a shy introverted comic-strip artist, lives in a warehouse on an
industry site. Despite that, he has a beautiful and sexy girlfriend, Ya-Shi, but
she wants to keep her legs closed until marriage. And the probation period for
Jian-He’s virginal sperm is becoming suspiciously long. His best friend ChenJun doesn’t have any problems in the relationship department, except that
he only drops by when he needs to loan money for his amorous conquests.
One day this leads to an argument during which Chen-Jun stumbles and
his head gets impaled by one of Jian-He’s pencils. Instant death for his best
mate. What now? Maybe his cute chat-buddy Mary will know what to do.
But that is just the digital alias for serial-killer Jia-Ming. As a kid, he already
murdered his father. Luckily his handsome looks help him to charm his way
out of prison. Free again, he disguises himself as a policeman to continue
the killing spree. And Jian-min knows exactly what to do with a dead body.
Together with director Remus Kam, Eric Cheng adapted his own cult comicstrip into a tasty and trashy killer comedy stuffed with funny visual gags and
useful tips for aspiring serial-killers. A cynical look on contemporary dating
culture, an homage to the creativity of the geek, a satire on celebrity culture
and the fascination for bad guys… When Geek Meets Serial Killer has
it all and made it to the number 3 spot in Taiwan’s box-office list last year.

Yakuza Apocalypse : The Great War of
the Underworld (Japan)
A Takashi Miike film

Screenplay : Yoshitaka Yamaguchi
Casting : Yayan Ruhian, Riri Furanki, Hayato Ichihara
Duration : 115 min
Distributor : Cinéart
Boss Kamiura is a legend among the yakuza, seemingly invulnerable
to bullets and knifes. And that’s because he’s a vampire. His most loyal
henchman is Kagemaya, who’s ridiculed by the other gang members because
his sensitive skin prevents him from tattooing his back like a real yakuza.
One day Kamiura gets a visit from a formidable gang of foreign assassins.
They give him an ultimatum. Return to the international vampire crime
syndicate he left years ago… or die. Kamiura refuses and, after a fierce
fight with his assailants, is torn to pieces. But just before he dies, he bites
Kagemaya, transfusing his vampire powers to him. When his pupil becomes
aware of his newfound strength, he seeks vengeance for the death of his
master. But the opposition is improbably strong, not to say apocalyptic.
Even though Takashi Miike no longer churns out five movies a year (but who
would blame him after all he’s given us throughout the years: The Audition,
Ichi The Killer, Sukiyaki Western Django, 13 Assassins…), a new movie
from the Japanese grandmaster of genre cinema remains an event. The full
title of his latest cinematic feat is Yakuza Apocalypse: The Great War of the
Underworld and that’s exactly what we can expect: an exciting, ultra-violent
blend of vampires, gangsters, slapstick, monster movies and popular culture.
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31 (USA)

A Rob Zombie film

Screenpay : Rob Zombie
Casting : Malcolm McDowell, Sheri Moon Zombie, Richard Brake
Duration : 102 min
Halloween, 1976. A bunch of carnies are on their way to the next fair. After
they’ve taken the usual shortcut, their road is blocked by a bunch of masked
psychos who slaughter most of them and drag five reluctant survivors to
an abandoned factory. Three gentlemen, dressed up as French aristocrats,
inform them that they’ve been chosen to play a game of 31. Charly, Venus,
Panda, Levon and Roscoe are let loose in a labyrinth filled with traps, while
they’re being chased by a killer dwarf, three clowns with chainsaws and some
very muscular neo-Nazi’s. If they manage to survive for twelve hours, freedom
will await them. But their tormentors have a secret weapon in store in case
they would get too far: the supreme mega psycho of them all: Doom-Head!
Gorehounds, your wish has been fulfilled. After its world première at the
Sundance Film Festival, Rob Zombie delights the BIFFF with what he
describes as his most violent film ever. Please bring some watertight
clothing, because there’ll be no escaping the streams of blood and
intestines. Zombie has put The Chainsaw Massacre, The Running Man
and Death Race in his cocktail shaker to serve us the ultimate stomach
turning drink. With Malcolm McDowell as the master of ceremonies!
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BELGIAN FILM DAY
Tax Shelter

A successful Tax Shelter reform !
This financial product, open to all Belgian companies or Belgian branches of foreign companies, allows
you to invest in Belgian audiovisual productions in return for an important fiscal advantage.
The new law came into force on the 1st of January 2015. The investor signs an agreement regarding
the acquisition of a certificate for a certain amount of expenditures in audiovisual productions. He’ll
benefit from a fiscal exemption of 310% of the invested amount (to be executed within 3 months after
the signing of the agreement).
A fiscal exemption is allowed for a maximum amount of 50% of taxable profit during the determined
period with a maximum amount of 750.000 €.
Besides this fiscal advantage, the investor also benefits from a return on the invested amount that
corresponds to the Euribor 12 months rate + 4,5% calculated on a maximum duration of 18 months.
Why not take advantage of this?

CINE 3
Friday 1st APRIL 2016 at
9 pm

Short Films
The Brussels International Fantastic Film Festival (the BIFFF) remains a staunch supporter and promotor of short
features.
The following prizes will be attributed:
- the Grand Prize of the Festival (the Michel Devillers Award and the Silver Méliès of the BIFFF).
- a Sabam Award, a BeTV Award, a “La Trois” Award and a Fedex Award.
- a Youth Jury (composed of the winners of a scriptwriting contest organized by the Confederation Parascolaire) will also
award a short feature.
- a Film Critics Award will be attributed for the third time.
We also continue to extend our short film offer with a section of non-competitive features and, as exceptional bonus
again this year, we’ll present a “Courts Mais Trash” session at Midnight in theatre 3 on friday 8th of April!.
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Tone screening session on Friday 01/04 at 1 pm (competition) and 4:00 pm (out of
competition) in theatre CINE 2
The Short Film Competition is organised with the support of the “Fédération WallonieBruxelles“

Competition

1. L’oeil silencieux / Karim Ouelhaj / 24 min. 59 / Belgium / 2016
2. XYZ, The City Hunter / M. Tikal / 23 min. 47 / Belgium / 2015
3. Chaos / Sébastien Petit / 19 min. 30 / Belgium / 2015
Pause
4. Ice Scream / Vincent Smitz / 22 min. / Belgium / 2016
5. Voltaire / Jan Snoekx / 12 min. / Belgium/Netherlands / 2015
6. Life is strange / Alexandre de Papeians / 17 min. 03 / 2015
7. Tranche de Campagne / Hannah Letaif / 6 min. 40 / Belgium/France / 2015

L’oeil silencieux

a film by Karim Ouelhaj
Cast: Wim Willaert, Judith Williquet
Screenplay: Karim Ouelhaj
Editing: Karim Ouelhaj
Music: Nox
D.O.P.: Bruno Degrave
SFX: Mikros Image
Version: Fre. O.V., Eng. & Ned. st
2016 / 24 min. 59 / Belgium
Contact: Okayss Prod.,
32/497/148.463

Bernard is an average man who is
moving in his new apartment. While
settling in, he suddenly discovers there’s
a hole in his floor. He very quickly
realizes he can spy on his neighbor
and all her privacy… World premiere!

XYZ, The City Hunter
a film by M. Tikal

Cast: Xavier Hosten, Eve Hea,
Kengo Saito, Egon Di Mateo
Screenplay: M. Tikal
Editing: Stéphanie Merken
Music: Loïc Lefoll
D.O.P.: Leslie Charreau
SFX: Iris Alexandre
Version: Jap. O.V., Fre. st
2015 / 23 min. 47 / Belgium
Contact: Insas, 32/2/511.9286

Usagi Tanase wants to take revenge on
the man who murdered her fiancé; to that
end, she gets in touch with Ryo Saeba, aka
City Hunter, feared and respected by his
pears… but also a relentless Don Juan!
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Chaos

a film by Sébastien Petit
Cast: Steve Driesen
Screenplay: Sébastien Petit
Editing: Valérie Depoorter
Music: Guillaume Corpard
D.O.P.: Delphine Gilson
SFX: Aimad Doughan, Emmanuel
Decarpentrie & Guillaume Simonin
Version: Eng. O.V., Fre. st
2015 / 19 min. 30 / Belgium
Contact: Boîte Noire,
32/495/851.437

A man is driving on the highway in the
middle of the night. The driver listens to
the radio to stay awake. Then suddenly
the radio stops, his engine stops, his
watch stops, the street lights go out...

Ice Scream

a film by Vincent Smitz
Cast: Stéphanie Crayencour,
Thomas Coumans
Screenplay: Vincent Smitz
Editing: Nicolas Bier
Music: Simon Fransquet
D.O.P.: Romain Ferrand
SFX: Pierre Prégardien
Version: Fre. O.V.
2016 / 22 min. / Belgium
Contact: Artémis Prods,
32/2/216.2324

A young man meets a young woman, he
wants to become a director, she wants to
be an actress. As they start rehearsing,
the director wants to push his actress
to the point of no return, where reality
is close to fiction… World premiere!

Voltaire

a film by Jan Snoekx
Cast: No cast
Screenplay: Jan Snoekx
Music: Miguel Boelens
D.O.P.: Bruno Degrave
SFX: Mikros Image
Version: No dialogue
2015 / 12 min. / Belgium/Netherlands
Contact: Klik! Dist. Service,
ursula@klikamsterdam.nl

Voltaire is an insignificant rooster trying
at all cost to reach the cathedral’s
throne, out there beyond the horizon…
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Life is strange

a film by Alexandre de Papeians
Cast: Kevin Dudjasienski
Screenplay: Alexandre
de Papeians
Editing: Mélanie Le Clech
Music: Henry Bliss
D.O.P.: Edouard Valette
Version: Fre. O.V., Eng. st
2015 / 17 min. 03 / Belgium
Contact: Rubykub Films,
32/490/190.182

Olaf, a young artist turned homeless
decides to take the fight to his demons
and return to the family castle…

Tranche de Campagne
a film by Hannah Letaif

Voices: Bénédicte Chabot, Thierry
de Coster, Serge Larivière, Igor van
Dessel
Screenplay: Arnaud Demuynck
Editing : Hannah Letaif
Music: Hubert Delgrange
D.O.P.: Hannah Letaif
Version: Fre. O.V., Eng. st
2015 / 6 min. 40 / Belgium/France
Contact:
La
Boîte…
Prods,
32/475/547.262

A family of animals has decided to
find the perfect place for a picnic.
But next to them stands a beast
peacefully eating… Sitting in the
middle of one’s dinner is quickly
going to turn out to be a bad idea…

Out of competition
1. Szvo / Ken Eeraerts / 27 min. / Belgium / 2015
2. Elle / Vincent Toujas / 20 min. / France/Belgium / 2015
3. Motel, Motel / Ellen J. Babeliowsky / 20 min. 20 / Belgium / 2015

Szvo

a film by Ken Eeraerts
Cast: Kevin Dudjasienski
Cast: Jan Decleir, Darya
Gantura, Tristan Versteven
Version: Ned. O.V., Eng. st
2015 / 27 min. / Belgium
Contact: Kenek Ent.,
32/474/609.896

Dr Szvo gives his patients new eyes and
can read through the old ones thanks to
a machine he designed!
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Elle

a film by Vincent Toujas
Cast: Théo Frilet, Annabelle
Hettmann
Screenplay: Giles Daoust
Editing: Ugo Savouillan
Music: Ernst Meinrath
D.O.P.: Thomas Pantalacci
SFX: Jacques-Olivier Molon
Version: Fre O.V., Eng. st
2015 / 20 min. / France/Belgium
Contact: Title Media
France, 33/6/7875.2850

After both witnessing the same car
crash, they fall in love with each
other! But Jonathan is going to have
to face the fact that She, for a long
time
now,
“possesses”
Maria…

Motel, Motel

a film by M. Tikal
Cast: Dieter Troubleyn, Raouf
Hadj Mohamed, Jacques Verbist,
Eduardo Aladro, Ine Holsteens,
Evelien Van Steenbergen

Hjalmar, a mysophobic salesman,
discovers a cut off ear in his motel room.

Screenplay: Ellen J. Babeliowsky
Editing: Stéphanie Merken
Music: Johan Hoogewijs
D.O.P.: Joris Bulstra
SFX: Marijn Raeven & Kris Geens
Version: Ned. & Spa. O.V.,
Fre., Eng., Ita. & Spa. st
2015 / 20 min. 20 / Belgium
Contact: Ellen J. Babeliowsky,
32/472/967.920
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Short Films Jury
Christian Bontinckx

Born in 1954, Christian Bontinckx studied psychology, pedagogy and cinematography at the ULB in Brussels. He also finished studies in art at the art academy of Sint Josse and Anderlecht, worked as a psy and helped on papers
like “does cinema make you a mean person? “ that was presented at BIFFF
in 2001. He participated at at the writing of pedagogic short movies made by
Fredeirc Dumont in 1994 and Vincent Lannoo in 1996. He also curates expos.

Bénédicte Bourgois
Since 2006 she's been the head of the RTBF's Short Films Acquisitions
and TV shows, especially with La Trois Channel's "Tout Court".
When the RTBF started coproducing Belgian short films, back in 2009, she
also became a member of the selection committee for the pending scripts.
For several years now, she's been working with the editing short
film committee at the WEBKey of the Centre of Wallonia Brussels
imagery promotion tool which aims at putting our directors'
works on the big screens of foreign markets and festivals.

Michel Devillers

Born in Tournai on June 20th 1950, a painter and a sculptor, he is one of these
artists whose voice never fades and constantly brings food for thought to the
world surrounding us.
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Gökhan Kulak

Gökhan's early fascination with movies was encouraged by his father, who took
him to Sunday Matinées, where he saw his first sword-and-sandal film as well as
lots of martial arts movies. He was performing as an extra in several short films
and TV series. Gökhan is responsible for the selection of the short films for the
Fantasy Film Fest which takes place in the late summer in several cities in Germany.

Natalie Lebel

Studied literature and cinema at the University of Paris VIII. Since
2006, head of Sales and Acquisitions at the short films Agency,
Broadcast service: "I've had the pleasure of discovering many short
films masterpieces, all by working in collaboration with producers,
directors and buyers to put forward and valorize a thousands short
films filled catalog made for all types of broadcasters around the world."

Gilles Reunis

After working for 5 years as marketing manager at the Cinéart movie
distribution company, Gilles Reunis now is head of acquisitions at BetvVOO and is in charge of broadcasting, selecting and buying feature
films, movies made for TV and short films for PayTV and VOD. He’s
also in charge of coproducing Belgian full length and short films.
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François Stassens

François Stassens is the head of the SABAM’s audiovisual department.
His mission is to be the go-to person between the SABAM and the
French-speaking members of the audiovisual business. His main role
is to be present on the field, handle communication, operating files as
well as the requests for sponsorship in the audiovisual business. He’s
also very active at the Pro Spere federation, which is consisted of many
authors’ associations specialized in audiovisual, as well at the movie
department’s Consultation Committee of the Wallonia-Brussels Federation.

Guy Trifin

Born in 1954 and graduated in History. In 1988, he enters as PR manager
the Wallonia-Brussels Centre for Cinema and Audiovisual. He becomes
head of the Cinema Cultural Action Network that supports movieclubs in Wallonia. Otherwise, he prepares and develops the Belgian
French-speaking presence at the Clermont-Ferrand Short Film Festival.
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Press Jury
MOVIE CRITICS AWARD UPCB UBFP UCC UFK / supported by UniversCiné (500 €)

2015: LE ZOMBIE AU VELO (Christophe Bourdon)
2014: BABYSITTING STORY (Vincent Smitz)
2013: POUR VOUS SERVIR (Christophe Clin)

Nicolas Balmet (UPCB/UBFP)
Before he was the referee of a crazy football match between zombies and his
fellow journalists, he worked for the dvd department of Moustique magazine.
Recently he started to write for Femmes d’Aujourd’hui and almost asked
Cameron Diaz to marry him during an interview. But he let her go to fall into the
arms of Marie Gillian, a writer for Vif Weekend. In the end he remains faithful to
his big love: genre movies.

Laurent De Groof (UCC/UFK)

Already on the school benches, Laurent dreamt of a career in writing and started
a cultural fanzine. He went on to study directing at the cinema school INRACI
and started writing articles for various magazines. After a career as a freelancer
for movie club magazines, he wrote more and more copy for Kinepolis, Flair,
Cine-Revue, Ecran Fantastique… But his other love is the BIFFF, where he
used to be webmaster for a couple of years and worked on the creation of
the festival videos. Now he is director in chief at cine-files.be and editor at
cinemaniacs.be.

Charlotte Timmermans (UPCB/UBFP)

Charlotte studied audiovisual arts at the University of Antwerp and followed that
up with a movie jury workshop at the ‘Centrum voor Beeldexpressie’. From then
on she became a member of the UPCB. Het big passion for cinema pushes
her to organize various film related events in Brussels (Cinema Bioscoop), in
Antwerp (Cinéma Kavka), an internship at Cinema Galeries and working at the
redaction of Filmmagie.
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guests
Norah Andersen
12-year old Norah Andersen has always been fascinated by acting
and pursued every chance she got. In the summer of 2014, leading
up to filming Sensoria, she had a small part in the Swedish comedy TVseries “Halfway to Heaven” which director Christian Hallman helped
her to get; to see how she would perform in front of cameras with
actors and a crew. And she nailed it. Sensoria is Norah's first real acting
experience and her first time playing a lead character in a feature film.
FILMO : Sensoria (2015)

Alain Bidard
Alain Bidard is an animation film director who has worked in Martinique for
16 years. In 1996, after completing high school, he entered Supinfocom,
one of the best Computer Graphics schools in Europe. His first film,
"Pixies", entered many festivals including the prestigious Imagina festival
in Monaco and Anima Folioscope in Brussels. Between 2000 and 2007,
he directed many short films including "Opale", a film which entered the
Cannes Festival and won the Best Film Award in the Cinema Encounters
of the CMAC (Martinique) in 2006, along with the Best director Award in the
FEMI (Guadeloupe) in 2007. In 2008, Alain Bidard began the production of
his first animation feature film, “Battledream Chronicle”, a film that has been
selected in more than 35 festivals and won five awards in the ten months
following its release.
FILMO : Battledream Chronicle (2015)

Kim Bong-Joo
After being a producer for many years (for example Takashi Miike’s
Over My Dead Body) and making a few short movies, Bong Joo
Kim is ready to conquer the world with his first feature movie
The Phone, a movie that mixes thriller and science fiction and
was a well earned box office monster hit in Korea, reaching the
nr. 1 spot in less than a week. Another Korean director to follow!
FILMO : The Phone (2015)
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Dirk Brossé
Dirk Brossé is one of the most eclectic European composers and an internationally
reputed conductor. After his studies at the Ghent Royal Conservatory, he
became a teacher at his alma mater. Today, he directs prestigious orchestras
all around the world and writes soundtracks for cinema and theater. Among his
most famous compositions is the soundtrack of Stijn Coninx’s Daens, for which
he was nominated for an Oscar in 1993. He also worked for the well-known
TV show Parade's End (2012) from the BBC/HBO. But that’s not all. In his
long career, he has conducted the Philadelphia Philharmonic and has served
as the musical director of the Ghent Film Festival. And he also collaborated
on the Star Wars In Concert World tour. Up until now, he has written over 200
compositions. This year Dirk Brossé will come to the BIFFF to present The
Lovers by Roland Joffé, for which he composed the soundtrack!

Jake Chapman
Jake Chapman makes iconoclastic sculpture, prints and installations that examine,
with searing wit and energy, contemporary politics, religion and morality. Working
together with his brother Dinos Chapman since their graduation from the Royal
College of Art in 1990, the Turner Prize nominated Chapmans first received critical
acclaim in 1991 for a sculpture entitled 'Disasters of War'. Arguably their most
ambitious work was Hell (1999), an immense tabletop tableau, peopled with over
30,000 remodelled, 2-inch-high figures, many in Nazi uniform performing acts of
cruelty. The work combined historical, religious and mythic narratives to present an
apocalyptic snapshot of the twentieth-century. Tragically this work was destroyed
in the MOMART fire in 2004 but the Chapmans bounced back by announcing
another, more ambitious in scale and detail; the result of which was Fucking
Hell (2008). In 2015 Jake Chapman directed his debut feature, The Marriage
of Reason and Squalor, adapted from his first novel of the same title (2008).
FILMO : The Marriage of Reason & Squalor (2015)

Can Evrenol
Born and raised in Istanbul, Can Evrenol studied cinematography and art
history at the University of Kent, and went to NYFA at the Universal Studios
in Los Angeles. Upon graduating, he has independently written, directed
and produced short horror films, which won many awards, and are officially
selected to the top international genre film festivals around the world, such as
Sitges, FantasticFest, Fantasia and Film4 Frightfest with more than 40 official
recognitions worldwide.
FILMO : Baskin (2015)
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Isaac Ezban
Isaac Ezban is a writer and director from Mexico specializing in science fiction
and horror. He wrote four short novels before becoming a full time filmmaker.
Among his filmography are more than 9 shorts that were awarded at important
international festivals and got support from filmmakers like Guillermo del Toro
and Joe Dante. Isaac Ezban was already at last year’s BIFFF with his first
feature The Incident (2014), a psychological sci-fi thriller about characters
trapped on an infinite staircase and on an infinite road. This Year, he’ll come to
Brussels with his second feature The Similars, a psychological sci-fi thriller that
takes place in 1968 Mexico.
FILMO : The Incident (2014) - The Similars (2015)

Edouard Gauvin
Since the age of 9, Edouard Gauvin has been passionate about all kind of
cinema. Inspired by Louis de Funès and Charlie Chaplin but also by classics
such as The Texas Chain Saw Massacre, he learns from all these references
to direct his films. After several short movies of this sort, Edouard Gauvin just
finished his first feature Papillon Noir, which is a mix between humor, drama
and the fantastic.
FILMO : Papillon Noir (2016)

Christian Hallman
Christian Hallman had his first experience on a film set was at the tender age
of nine, when he also started working in a video store. He was a development
producer for the Swedish Vampire-comedy film “Frostbite”, which seduced the
BIFFF in 2006. Christian has worked extensively as a first assistant director
on Swedish TV-series such as “Wallander”. In the summer of 1995, Christian
worked behind and in front of the camera for the Swedish feature “Vackert
Väder”, the debut of writer/director David Flamholc. This year, Christian
Hallman will be back at the BIFFF with Sensoria, his feature debut.
FILMO : Sensoria (2015)

Dominik Hartl
Dominik Hartl studied directing and script writing at the Vienna Film Academy
Vienna. He has realized over a dozen film projects within the past four years
as a director, including award-winning works such as the short Iron & Butterfly
(2009), the music video Guitarstring Marked Fingerprints (2010) and the
Greenpeace commercial Cut The Crap (2008). He has also worked as an art
director for one of the biggest Austrian advertising companies. Besides his
film career, Hartl is also involved in several music projects, where he plays the
clarinet, saxophone, bass-guitar and synthesizers.
FILMO : Attack of the Lederhosenzombies (2015)
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Hector Hernandez Vicens
Hector Hernandez Vicens wears many hats, since he is a writer, screenwriter
and director. As a screenwriter, he wrote plenty of TV Shows and Spanish TV
Movies including Fenix 11*23, which won Best Film at the Vittorio Venetto Film
Festival. He is also known for having written the youth series Los Lunnis, which
has won more than fifty prizes in Europe, Japan and The United States. The
Corpse of Anna Fritz is his first feature film.
FILMO : The Corpse of Anna Fritz (2015)

Lingo Hsieh
Lingo Hsieh is one of the rare genre film directors in Taiwan. She started
her career directing short movies, video clips and commercials. She also
produces fantastic, thriller and horror films. In order to write her scripts, she
often gets inspired by Taiwanese society. Her films are based on true stories
which are meant to show human nature and its secrets. Her first short movies
(Doppelganger, The Evil Inside) are already marked by her unique print with
original stories and a strong visual style. In 2014, she worked closely with
the master of the Japanese horror movie Taka Ichise during the production
of his short movie The Bride, and now she comes to the BIFFF to present
the feature version!
FILMO : The Bride (2015)

Paul Hyett
Paul Hyett started his career as a feature director in 2012 when he showed The
Seasoning House to the world. But before he developed a taste for directing,
he was already world famous for something else in the cinema business: his
talent as an sfx artist. Who doesn’t remember the scary creatures from The
Descent (BIFFF 2006)? Or the make-up effects in The Cottage, Doomsday
(opening film BIFFF 2008), Eden Lake, Mutant Chronicles, The Children, The
Descent 2… For more than 15 years Paul Hyett has traveled the world from
set to set. But at the BIFFF he’ll be back as a director with his second movie
Howl!
FILMO : The Seasoning House (2012) - Howl (2015)

Marc Lahore
Growing up with a pile of VHS tapes and comic books beside him, Marc Lahore
quickly took an interest in the film world. After first being active as a volunteer
projectionist and editor, he went on to direct many projects between 2005 and
2013, such as a crime thriller, a historical mini-series, a boxing movie and
some experimental shorts. The Open is his first feature, praised by Patrice
Leconte as being “a perfect underdog, whose result is as wicked, extreme and
overly successful as it is magnificent and bold in its execution”. We hope you
can withstand the pressure for your next one, Marc.
FILMO : The Open (2015)
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Nicanor Loreti
Nicanor Loreti (Buenos Aires, 1978°) directed the rockumentary La H (2011),
the cultmovie Diablo (2011) and, together with Fabián Forte, the Socios por
accidente saga. His next projects are Versus, which will be co-directed with
Tamae Garateguy, the sci¬fi film Zona de promesas, and 2 7, co-written with
Alex Cox.
FILMO : Diablo (2011) - Socio por Accidente (2014) - Kryptonita (2015)

Alberto Marini
Born in 1972 in Turin (Italy), Alberto´s film career is split between writing and
producing. His credits as Executive Producer include such titles as the “[REC]”
franchise (Jaume Balagueró & Paco Plaza), “The Way”(Emilio Estevez),
“Sleep Tight” (Jaume Balagueró), or “The Last Days” (Alex and David Pastor).
His credits as screenwriter include “To Let” (2006, Jaume Balagueró, Spain),
“Sleep Tight” (2010, Jaume Balagueró, Spain), “Extinction” (2014, Miguel
Angel Vivas, Spain/USA/Hungary), “Retribution” (2015, Daniel de la Torre,
Spain/France), or “Summer Camp” (2015, Alberto Marini, Spain/US), which is
his first feature as director.
FILMO : Summer Camp (2015)

Tyler MacIntyre
Originally from Canada, Tyler MacIntyre is the co-founder of Infinite Lives
Entertainment, working primarily as director, writer and editor. Since
graduating from the American Film Institute Conservatory with an MFA in
2010, Tyler has been mentored by several leading industry icons including
celebrated director/historian Peter Bogdanovich, and legendary producer
Roger Corman, which helped shape his passion for crafting genre films with a
unique voice. Tyler’s acclaimed feature debut, the horror-comedy Patchwork
won Best Film at ScreamFest in 2015, following in the footsteps of past
winners such as Paranormal Activity and The Human Centipede.
FILMO : Patchwork (2015)

Lanna Olsson
Lanna Olsson has been featured in many theatre plays in Sweden. On the
big screen Lanna has been seen in Hannes Holm’s “Behind Blue Skies”.
She received an award for Best Actress for her performance in the short film
“Måndag midnatt” directed by Martin Hellborgson. Sensoria is Lannas first
feature film in a leading role.
FILMO : Sensoria (2015)
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Pablo Parès
Pablo Parès is an Argentinian director with a background in movies, music
videos and commercials. He is an expert in different genres, such as
exploitation film, fantasy, action, science-fiction and horror. He set his first steps
in the movie business when he was only a teenager. Pablo Parès’ work is very
diverse. Since the start of his career, he has directed over ten feature films
(including Filmatron and Plaga Zombie Zona Mutante which was presented at
the BIFFF in 2001) and more than fifty music clips. This year he’ll introduce to
us his new movie Daemonium: The Underground Soldier.
FILMO : Filmatron (2007) - Plaga Zombie Zona Mutante (2011) - Daemonium
: the Underground Soldier (2015)

Yoav et Doron Paz
Yoav and Doron Paz started working in the film industry after graduating from
Tel Aviv University Film School. They first spent a few years directing music
videos and commercials and then started writing and directing TV shows for
Israeli channels. In 2010 they directed their feature debut, Phobodilia, which
was praised by the 2009 Haifa Film Festival. They are currently touring the
festival circuit to present their new zombie concept movie Jeruzalem!
FILMO : Phodobilia (2009) - Jeruzalem (2015)

Liam Regan
Liam Regan was born in 1985 and raised in South Yorkshire. He was exposed
to the horror genre at five years old by watching « What Ever Happened
to Baby Jane? » (1962)'. He started his career with a short movie called «
Confessions of Peltzer », before embarking on his 'Banjo' project ( which is a
love letter to movies by Lloyd Kaufman and Frank Henenlotter ) with his own
production company titled « Cincest Films ». Liam's next project is a rape
revenge horror movie titled « Parents Evening », which is described as 'I Spit
on Your Grave' meets 'Mean Girls', and is to be produced with his production
company « Cincest Films ».
FILMO : Banjo (2015)

Javier Ruiz Caldera
Very few have shown such a natural talent for comedy as this director from
Barcelona did in his debut Spanish Movie. With just three films, Javier Ruiz
Caldera has proved that it's possible to make commercial movies in Spain
with stories that capture the spirit of Hollywood entertainment without leaving
aside our cultural roots. Ghost Graduation and the recent Tres Bodas de Mas
are clear examples of this. In his jump to action movies with Spy Time, this
promising director takes a step forward in his quest for high quality films for a
large audience.
FILMO : Spanish Movie (2009) - Ghost Graduation (2011) - Spy Time (2015)
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Ryoo Seung-Wan
Ever since he took the Korean film scene by storm with his ultra-low budget
debut feature Die Bad, Seung-wan Ryoo has made his mark in the action and
thriller genre. Nicknamed ‘Chungmuro’s Action Kid,’ Ryoo’s crime thrillers can
be characterized by their hard-edged style with an emphasis on lavish action
sequences. Ryoo returns with his latest, action-packed crime drama. Veteran
is about the confrontation between the top major crimes detectives and the
tyrannical heir to a conglomerate who believes he is above the law.
FILMO : No Blood No Tears (2002) - Arahan (2004) - The Unjust (2010) Veteran (2015)

Oliver Tietgen & Jens Holzheuer
Oliver Tietgen and Jens Holzheuer were both born and live in Hamburg. Oliver
is an independent filmmaker who has a successful career as an editor and
director of PR films and commercials. He directed several well received music
videos. His short films were shown at festivals all over the world. As for Jens,
he started as a set-runner on several productions and worked his way up to
become producer of a German TV series. He worked as an adviser on a few
documentaries and has directed several short films. ABC’s of Superheroes is
their first feature film.
FILMO : ABC’s of Superheroes

Johan Vandewoestijne
In 1986, Johan Vandewoestijne, aka James Desert, produced and directed the
cult film Lucker. Upon release it was savaged by the movie critics and boycotted
by all video distribution companies. However, thirty years later, this film has
become a true collector’s item and many spend a fortune to obtain it. Today,
once again, Vandewoestijne/Desert, produces and directs a slasher, based on
his own script; Laundry Man. For this film, he made a deal with Jeffrey Swanson
and Damien Dante’s SGL Entertainment in order to make sure that his film gets
distribution in the USA and Canada and on DVD, Blu-Ray and VOD.
FILMO : Lucker (1986) - Todeloo (2014) - Laundry Man (2016)
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burkland
Burkland – RTBF’s new thriller web series

While on their honeymoon, Julia and Jack stop at an American diner along the road, in the small town
of Burkland. They are never to be seen again. Seven months later, they are still missing and the town
is now abandoned. Lou, a resolute young journalist, finds Julia’s smartphone. When she watches the
videos it contains, she decides to investigate what really happened in order to unravel Burkland’s mystery.
One of “Burkland”’s specific aspects is that it was partly filmed with a smartphone by the actors themselves. This was
the narrative intent of author and director Gregory Beghin. The web series was designed for smartphone viewing,
as if the audience was seeing the same found footage as Lou, the journalist. The sound mixing uses binaural
recording, with the sound being spatialized for a real immersion in the universe of the web series when experienced
with headphones. This thriller, a mix of suspense and mystery, takes place deep in the Belgian countryside.
Format: Web series
Genre: Thriller
Author: Grégory Beghin
Director: Grégory Beghin
Production: RTBF Interactive, Delphine’s Got Blue Eyes
and Brussels Video Crew
Starring: Stéphanie Van Vyve (Lou), Real Siellez (Jack),
Melissa Leon Martin (Julia)

CINE 3
Friday 1st APRIL 2016 at
10 pm
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International short
fiflFIlMS
Saturday 2 april at 8 pm - Ciné 3
1. Zero m2 / Matthieu Landour / 19 min. / France / 2015
2. Nasty / Prano Bailey-Bond / 15 min. / U.K. / 2015
3. Uncanny Valley / Federico Heller / 8 min. 53 / Argentina / 2015
4. Pulsion sangrienta (Sanguine craving) / Gerard Tusquellas Serra /

12 min. 48 / Spain / 2014
5. Portal to Hell !!! / Vivieno Caldinelli / 12 min. 20 / Canada / 2015
6. Iris / Richard Karpala / 12 min. / U.S.A/U.K. / 2015
7. L’Encenedor Quantic (The quantum lighter) / Pau Escribano /
5 min 08 / Spain / 2015
8. Night of the Slasher / 11 min. / U.S.A. / 2015

Zéro m2

a film by Matthieu Landour
Cast: Anthony Sonigo, Silvie
Laguna, Clémence Ansault, Majid
Berhila, Rudy Mayoute
Screenplay: Nicolas Bovorasmy &
Matthieu Landour
Music: Brains and Hunch
D.O.P.: Luis Armando Artega
Version: O.V., Eng. st
2015 / 19 min. / France
Contact: DCM, festival@
salaudmorisset.com

After many unsuccessful research,
Paul is suddenly given a decent flat
for an even decent rent. There’s just
something fishy about that, no doubt…

Nasty

a film by Prano Bailey-Bond
Cast: Albie Marber,
Madeleine Hutchins
Screenplay: Anthony Flecther
Editing: Stéphanie Merken
Music: Max Jung &
David Gawthorpe
Version: O.V.
2015 / 15 min. / U.K.
Contact: Soul Rebel Films,
info@soulrebelfilms.com

Doug, age 12, is investigating
the disappearance of his father
by
watching
horror
VHSs…
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Uncanny Valley

a film by Federico Heller
Cast: Marcela Sandra Ballestro,
Steve Kisicki, Ivan Steinhardt,
Agustin Olcese, Raymond Lee,
Nicole Apstein
Screenplay: Federico Heller
Editing: Federico Heller
Music: Cyrille Marchesseau
D.O.P.: Nicolas Trovato & Fernando
Lorenzale
SFX: Federico Heller
Version: Eng. O.V.
2015 / 8 min. 53 / Argentina
Contact: 3Dar, info@3dar.com

In the near future entire squats are
filled with virtual reality junkies. But their
addiction serves a sinister purpose.

Pulsion sangrienta
(Sanguine craving)

a film by Gerard Tusquellas Serra
Cast: Paula Romeu, Elena
Tarrats, Carlos Vicente, Roger
Moreno, Inaki Mur, Silvia
Sabate, Luis Posada

Marc has make his first kill but he fears he
won’t feel that “rush” he was expecting…

Screenplay: Pol Cortecans
Music: Xavi Pinol
D.O.P.: Marina Cano Royo
SFX: Sputnik Efectos Especiales
Version: O.V., Eng. st
2014 / 12 min. 48 / Spain
Contact: Escac Films,
34/93/736.1555

Portal to Hell !!!

a film by Vivieno Caldinelli
Cast: Roddy Pipper, Laura Robinson,
Matt Watts, Jordan Todosey, Millie
Davis, Clyde Whithan, Donald Tripe
Screenplay: Matt Watts
Music: Steve Greene
Version: Eng. O.V.
2015 / 12 min. 20 / Canada
Contact: Aircraft Pictures,
1/416/536.9179

He was only asking for some peace
and quiet so he could read a good
book; but for it to continue, he’s going
to have to face Cthulhu himself!
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Iris

a film by Richard Karpala
Cast:
Luke
Strickland

Sorge,

Michelle

Screenplay:
Richard
Karpala
Music: Arni Valur
Version: O.V., Spa. st
2015 / 12 min. / U.S.A./U.K.
Contact: Wickiup Films,
karpala@gmail.com

A man is assisted by the artificial
intelligence on his smartphone to bury a
corpse.

L’Encenedor Quantic
(The quantum lighter)
a film by Pau Escribano

Cast: Ann Perello, David Verdaguer
Screenplay: Pau Escribano
Editing: Stéphanie Merken
Music: Claudi Herreros
Version: O.V., Eng. st
2015 / 5 min. 08 / Spain
Contact: Pau Escribano,
pauescribano@gmail.com

A couple walks into a bar. The man walks
out of the restroom and says he’s not
himself anymore, because he’s from the
Future!

Night of the Slasher

a film by Shant Hamassian
Cast: Lily Berlina, Scott
Javore, Adam Lesar, Davis
Swann, Eve Constance

A teenager must commit horror movielike atrocities so she can face a masked
killer and defeat him!

Screenplay: Shant Hamassian
Music: Simon Michel
Version: O.V.
2015 / 11 min. / U.S.A.
Contact: Shant Hamassian,
shanthamassian@gmail.com
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Sunday 03/04 at 8 pm - Ciné 3
1. Leshy / Pavel Soukup / 23 min. 15 / Czech Republic / 2015
2. Rated / John Fortson / 18 min. 06 / U.S.A. / 2015
3. Aun hay tiempo (Still in time) / Albert Pinto / 16 min. / Spain / 2014
4. El Pescador (The Fisherman) / Alejandro Suarez / 20 min. / Spain / 2015
5. Quenottes / Pascal Thiebaux / 12 min. 35 / Luxembourg/France / 2015
6. Strangers in the night / Conor McMahon / 12 min. / Ireland / 2015
Leshy

a film by Pavel Soukup
Cast: Vladimira Havlickova,
Marek Pospichal, Josef Rarach
Screenplay: Petr Soukup
Music: Daniel Patras
Version: O.V., Eng. st
2015 / 23 min. 15 / Czech Republic
Contact: Jakub Kostal,
kubkostal@gmail.com

Karel, a park ranger, rules severely but
benevolently over the woods; but in
these woods, a creature named Leshy
awakens…

Rated

a film by John Fortson
Cast: Christie Lynn Smith, John
Fortson, Abby Ryder Fortson,
Deepti Gupta, Ayman Samman
Screenplay: John Fortson
& Christie Lynn Smith
Music: Ed Alton &
Bobby Moynahan
Version: O.V.
2015 / 18 min. 06 / U.S.A.
Contact: Candleridge
Ent., lindsay@
candleridgeentertainment.com

In a world where every adult can get a fivestar rating system hanging above their
heads, a mother ends up with only a 2,5
while everyone around her is a 4 or a 5.

Aun hay tiempo
(Still in time)

a film by Albert Pinto
Cast: Javier Hernandez, Ariadna
Cabrol, Ana Perez, Caye Casas,
Jorge Yudice, Geoffrey Cowper

To save his girlfriend, Ángel will have to
escape the Maze of Space and Time…

Screenplay: Albert Pinto
Music: Noel Nicolau
D.O.P.: Andreu Adam Rubiralta
Version: O.V., Eng. st
2014 / 16 min. / Spain
Contact: Escac Films,
34/93/736.1555
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El Pescador
(The Fisherman)

a film by Alejandro Suarez
Cast: Andrew Ng
Screenplay: Alejandro Suarez
Music: Pablo Vega
D.O.P.: Pablo Burmann
Version: H.K. O.V., Eng. st
2015 / 20 min. / Spain
Contact: Estirpe Pc, Santisteban y
Osorio 18, 1F, E-24004 León, Spain

This poor fisherman is going to have to
leave his home and fight what appears
to be something out of this world!

Quenottes

a film by Pascal Thiebaux
Cast: Lionel Abelanski, Matthieu
Clément-Lescop, Frédérique Bel
Screenplay: Pascal Thiebaux
Editing: Jérémy Pitard
Music: Mathieu Alvado
D.O.P.: Serge Benassutti
SFX: Pascal Thiebaux
Version: Fre. O.V., Eng. st
2015 / 12 min. 35 /
Luxembourg/France
Contact: Zeilt Prods,
contact@zeilt.com

The tooth fairy seems, to everyone,
like a generous and benign creature,
but what if that wasn’t the case?

Strangers in the night
a film by Conor McMahon
Cast: Niamh Algar, Michael
Hough, Nora Relihan
Screenplay: Gavin Keane
Music: Paul McDonnell
Version: O.V.
2015 / 12 min. / Ireland
Contact: Fantastic Films,
deirdrefantasticfilms.ie

Two lonely people finally find love they had
been looking for; and by “lonely people”,
this means a lonely man and a banshee!
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Monday 04/04 at 8 pm - Ciné 3
1. La Lisière / Simon Saulnier / 16 min. 34 / France / 2015
2. The invitation to Armageddon / Paul Hough / 15 min. 44 / U.S.A. / 2016
3. Reunion (Tuolla puolen) / Iddo Soskolne & Janne Reinikainen / 15 min. / Finland / 2015
4. Bunker Game / Lionel Compte / 8 min. / France / 2015
5. Thanatopraxy / Victor Palacios / 10 min. 54 / Spain / 2014
6. reStart / Olga Osorio / 14 min. 58 / Spain / 2015
La Lisière

a film by Simon Saulnier
Cast: Ouidad Elma, Saïd
Amadis, Samira Sédira, Cécilia
Ngo, Kelly Tian, Jicey Carina
Screenplay: : Simon
Saulnier & Tom Gobart
Music: Alex Cortés
D.O.P.: Thierry Pouget
SFX: Mac Guff & Sébastien Drouin
Version: Fre. O.V., Eng. & Fre. st
2015 / 16 min. 34 / France
Contact: Gravity Films,
lefilmlalisiere@gmail.com

In a not so distant future (unfortunately!),
deep in the heart of the northern
forest where anarchy reigns, a father
and his daughter will have to survive

The invitation to
Armageddon

a film by Paul Hough
Cast: Carlos Larkin, Nick Baumann,
Robin Blackburn, Russell Isler,
Trip Hope, Kate Walsh

In 1888 a band of monster hunters gets
ready to face the Devil himself. The very
first steam punk musical in world première!

Screenplay: Russell Isler
& Nick Baumann
Music: Kenny Wood
& Kahle McCann
Version: O.V.
2016 / 15 min. 44 / U.S.A.
Contact: Los Productions Llc,
trip@leagueofsteam.com

Reunion (Tuolla puolen)
a film by Iddo Soskolne

& Janne Reinikainen

Cast: Selma af Schulten, Janne
Reinikainen, Riitta Havukainen
Screenplay: Iddo Soskolne
& Janne Reinikainen
Music: Markku Kanerva
& Pessi Levanto
Version: O.V., Eng. st
2015 / 15 min. / Finland
Contact: Bufo, milla@bufo.fi

Young Anja’s task is to accompany
the dead from her hometown to the
afterlife, comforting the newly deceased
with a smile and good music…
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Bunker Game

a film by Lionel Compte
Cast: Justine Thibaudat,
Derek Robin
Screenplay: Lionel Compte
Music: Julia Pajot
D.O.P.: Benjamin
Gonçalves-Martins
Version: O.V., Eng. st
2015 / 8 min. / France
Contact: Glass Town
Films, 33/6/6061.4297

A man is holding a young woman
captive and forces her to play “Connect
Four”: if she wins, she gets to eat…

Tanatopraxia
(Thanatopraxy)

a film by Victor Palacios
Cast: Cristina Gallego,
Andrea Carballo, Moi
Camacho, Jaime Palacios

Mary needs a heart donor for her
father. Luckily she works at the morgue.

Screenplay: Victor Palacios
Editing: Victor Palacios
Music: Isabel Latorre
D.O.P.: Guillem Oliver
Version: O.V., Eng. st
2014 / 10 min. 54 / Spain
Contact: Victor Palacios,
victorpalacios78@gmail.com

reStart

a film by Olga Osorio
Cast: Marta Larralde
Screenplay: Olga Osorio
Music: Sergio Moure de Oteyza
Version: O.V., Eng. st
2015 / 14 min. 58 / Spain
Contact: Miss Movies, missmovies.
producciones@gmail.com

Kidnapped
by
a
group
of
mysterious individuals, Andrea is
now stuck in a temporal loop…
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Collectifff 2
4 Years after their memorable declaration of love to genre cinema and
to the BIFFF, we once again welcome the Collectifff and their insane
universe. Far from having retreated to some remote monastery in
the Tibetan mountains, these cinematographic wildlings are still
cut out of the same wood: horrible, dirty, nasty and bloody. Our
BIFFFengers will keep surprising us!

GPS – Stéphane Everaert
You don’t trust your Satnav? Nor should you.

SUPER PEDRO – David Leclercq
Is your life in danger? Is your planet about to be invaded by
crazy lesbian alien vampires? Are you in need of a true super
hero? Super Pedro is there for you, pal! Quotation available on
demand, pre tax prices, no credit given. If you're not happy about
that, give a call to any faggot wearing panties, you fucking hobo.

ALL ABOUT THE TRUTH – Emre Olcayto
Peter discovers that a grass his friend JM brought back from Brittany
gives him the power of vision. Accompanied by his girlfriend Chloe
and JM he decides to investigate and unravel why he gets these
visions. The trio starts their quest to discover the origin of this grass.
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LES ANGES DE LA FINITION – Phil Tapette & Choco Caca
Alain and Patrick broke up six months ago, but are tied by the loan they
took out to finish the sexual care center they founded together. At the
civil service, they are told of parallel dimensions where things can be
sped up, and they see it as a good idea… but only for a short while.

RESILIENCE - Nicolas Savary
Two strangers stuck in a cell realize they definitely have no hope of getting out
alive.

CHECK-LIST – Frédéric Mosbeux
Paul tries to mourn his daughter’s death by going through
every step of a check-list. But where will this lead him?

CRUELLE EST LA NUIT – Alan Deprez
During a dark night, Aetna's activists are on their way for a risky mission:
killing a shady well-known figure. The target? The unreliable politician
Hein Stavros. But when they reach his opulent-looking villa, they end up
at a real "pleasure party"... Oh, boy, things are going to degenerate...
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AIRMEN – Olivier Merckx
A genre bending war short about a daring rescue at a German base by
Allied airmen at the end of World War II. Two pilots, on a mission to pick up
“scientific survivors” for the US government, get more than they bargained
for when they are ordered to fly behind enemy lines to execute their mission.

FASHION VICTIMS – Katia Olivier
Gangsters, their whores, their coke, their money, their guns... and a deadly
sense of fashion.
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Mad in belgium :
the return
It’s no secret to anyone that the few Belgian movies that get released in the theatres
of the Kingdom are just the tiny tip of a giant film production iceberg. Some of the pictures
that are floating underneath are completely deranged, experimental, improbable or
underground, but all are craving to find their place in the sun (or under the Belgian drizzle,
if you prefer). And as this kind of cinema is exactly our piece of cake, these films can only
be enjoyed at the BIFFF, together with our always enthusiastic and jovial audience.
That’s why this year we’re offering you a few slices of… Typically Mad in Belgium!

Laundry man (Belgium)

A Johan Vandewoestijne film

Screenplay : Johan Vandewoestijne
Casting : Ignace Paepe, Adam Fellows, Massimiliano Cerchi
Duration : 114 min
Laundry Man is an English spoken horror film from Belgium that is inspired by the
crimes of the American serial killer Jeffrey Dahmer and the Hungarian-Belgian
serial killer Andras Pandy. This is linked to the dangers of surfing the many
obscure chat sites on the internet, where people take on a false identity. One of
these fakers is Jeff, the lead character from the movie. He pretends to be an SM
mistress who’s looking for a sister to her slave Julie. That way Jeff manages to gain
the trust of his victims and lure them to his flat, where a gruesome fate awaits them.
Laundry Man is the newest film from Johan Vandewoestijne aka James
Desert. In the past he directed the cult classic Lucker the Necrophogous and
produced the other Belgian cult classic Rabid Grannies. Some of his other
feats are State of Mind, starring Paul Naschy and Fred Wiliamson, Parts of
the Family, Engine Trouble and Purgatory. Recently he released Todeloo
with popular Flemish stand-up comedian Bert Gabriels. With Laundry Man
we take a deep and bloody plunge into the dark underbelly of the internet.
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Papillon Noir (Belgium)
An Edouard Gauvin film

Screenplay : Edouard Gauvin
Casting : Grégory Baumann, Coralie Denis, Michel Angély, Damien
Marchal
Duration : 164 min
If there is something to darken the mood after coming back from sunnier climes,
it’s that damn Monday. Once again at work, your tanned skin is bleaching away
in front of the PC screen, your colleagues running away when you want to show
the holiday pics… That’s at least what Julie and Matthew, a couple going through
a crisis, expect to get on their plate. But they’re in for a surprise. There’s no sign
of life from the family. Weird guys are shouting about the end of the world in the
streets, the radio spews news flashes about a virus that makes Ebola look like
a common cold and people who don’t seem to be alive (but also not really dead)
have taken over the city center. And if that’s not enough, they also run into a raving
serial killer who believes that God has chosen him to clean up the human race.
Al a kid Edouard Gauvin must have fallen in a box stuffed with comedies
and horror films. That seems to be the only explanation why his feature
debut is so rich in dark humor, horror and self-mockery. You could call
it social horror with a Belgian twist. And there are some Bifff-familiars
to be seen on the screen, such as Damien Marchal and Michel Angély.

Solitaires : le bal des sauvages (Belgium)
A Benjamin Viré film

Screenplay : Benjamin Viré
Casting : Jean Collard
Duration : 62 min
It’s New Year’s Eve and while the Brussels’ city streets are teeming with drunken
revelers, the paths of two solitary souls will cross. Max, a poor sod, is drowning
his existential confusion in alcohol. Julie, a young woman, finds it impossible
to reconcile herself with the bitter realities of her life. But on this festive night,
they’ll try to put aside their personal mess and painful pasts. Unfortunately, that
past remains hot on their heels. Max’s urgent money needs drove him to commit
a robbery with a trio of idiots. Juliette missed a meeting with a bottle of sleeping
pills and feels the urge to try again if she can’t find anything worth living. The
clock is ticking away to midnight. Whatever happens, there will be fireworks!
This cinematic experiment was filmed together over the course of several years
in the margins of the system. Solitaires demonstrates the urge to free yourself
from the stranglehold of classic narrative structures, with improvisation being the
true driving force to the story. This emotional rollercoaster ride comes courtesy
of Benjamin Viré (Cannibal, Zone), who could count on the acting talents of
Helena Coppejans (Je suis mort mais j’ai des amis) and Jean Collard (Cannibal).
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Hanuman vs. 7
Ultraman
(JAPAN / THAILAND, 1974) of SOMPOTE SANDS & SHOHEI TOJO
Celebrating the fiftieth anniversary of Ultraman, the Japanese superhero created by the father of Godzilla,
Eiji Tsuburaya, Zeno Pictures exhumes a bizarre gem : the trip of the monster slayer to Thailand.
It's the Thai Ed Wood, Sompote Saengduenchai, former assistant of Tsuburaya who has always claimed
to be the creator of the Ultraman-look, who will direct the movie in his wildest psychedelic ( 1974! ) style.
He summons the entire Ultra family, at that time composed of six brothers, and under the guidance of the
Ultra-mother, teams them up with a mythological Buddhist character, Hanuman, well loved by the Thais.
Hanuman will even get the ability to become a giant ( 40 meters! ), in the same way the Ultra's do it.
It results in cinematographic madness, a crazy mess of science-fiction, giant monsters, reincarnation,
popular beliefs, epic scenes ( Hanuman fighting the sun in his charriot!) taken from Buddist and Hindu
myths that will of course culminate in a titanic melee that even the most outrageous of the World Wrestling
Entertainment scriptwriters could not imagine, where five giant monsters, six Ultra's and Hanuman fight it out!

CINE 3
Wednesday 6 APRIL 2016
at 8 pm
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Courts Mais Trash
Court Mais Trash, the belgian independent short film festival is again part of the BIFFF for our greatest viewing pleasure.
The Belgian exploitation films are back on the menu: funny, gross, moldy, kinky and/or political.
For more info on the next activities or if you wish to send your scripts and watch movies online: www.courtsmaistrash.net

The World welcomes fame, d'Alexis Burlat / 6' / Belgium / 2015
Final schoolwork of a 3D wonderboy.

Bubble Wrap, des Parasites / 2'39 / France / 2015
A good office joke.

Semblance, de Bill Whirity / 2'18 / U.S.A. / 2015
Who is it?

Pauvre histoire pauvre 9, de Carl Roosens / 2’ / Belgium / 2014
It's good because it is Belgian!

Chaos Moderne, de David Tomaszewski / 3' / Belgium / 2015
Guitare Man.

Phantasms of the living, de Jean-Sébastien Bernard / 5'48 / France / 2015
Plouf the rascal.

Maximilien, de Lewis Eyzikman / 7’31 / France / 2012
Public Price 2015 at the Courts Mais Trash festival.
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Invaders, de Jason Kuffer / 6'10 / U.S.A. / 2014
The Biter is Bit.

Box Room, de Michael Lathorp / 15'25 / Ireland / 2014
You never forget your first time.

Humort, de Manu Gomez / 2'12 / Belgium / 2015
Death LOL.

Une Charogne, de Manu Gomez / 3'05 / Belgium / 2015
Beurk.

The herd, de Melanie Light / 20'17 / U.K. / 2014
Vegetarian and vegan please stay away...

CINE 3
Friday 8 APRIL 2016 at
10 pm
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Frontières@BIFFF2016
Established in 2012 at the Fantasia International Film Festival, Frontières has since developed into a biannual transatlantic
circuit between Montreal and Brussels. Frontières is the first market to specifically focus on the co-production and
financing of genre films between North America and Europe. Frontières is a collaborative initiative between the Fantasia
International Film Festival, the Brussels International Fantastic Film Festival (BIFFF), and Vision-in-Motion. This year
Frontières takes place in Brussels from 30th March till 1st April during the BIFFF, as well as in Montréal from 21st to 42
July during the Fantasia Festival.
Frontières is made possible thanks to the generous support of Creative Europe, la Région de Bruxelles Capitale, Visit
Brussels, Telefilm Canada, and SODEC.
After a highly successful 2015 that saw record levels of attendance, Frontières returns to the Brussels International
Fantastic Film Festival (BIFFF) for its 3rd European edition from March 30 - April 1 2016.
Frontières connects North America with Europe in an environment specifically focused on genre film co-production
and financing. After receiving a record number of submissions, Frontières marks its return to the heart of Europe with
20 selected projects from Belgium, Canada, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, the Netherlands, Spain, Turkey, the
United Kingdom and the United States.
Frontières@Brussels 2016 features an extremely strong cross-section of projects from emerging and established
filmmakers. Participants include director Can Evrenol (BASKIN), producer Giles Daoust (STARRY EYES), producer
Amy Darling (VIOLENT), director Alexandre Philippe (THE PEOPLE VS GEORGE LUCAS, DOC OF THE DEAD)
director Aaron Schimberg (GO DOWN DEATH), producer François Cognard (THE STRANGE COLOR OF YOUR
BODY'S TEARS, PAINLESS) executive producer Gil Kenan (MONSTER HOUSE, POLTERGEIST - 2015), director
Glenn McQuaid (I SELL THE DEAD) and producers Larry Fessenden and Peter Phok (THE HOUSE OF THE DEVIL,
STAKELAND, THE INNKEEPERS). .
The Complete Frontières@Brussels 2016 Line-Up:
12 (UK) Director/Writer: Evrim Ersoy Producers: James Pearcey, Russell Would, Katherine O'Shea, Nicole
McControversy, Thierry Phlips (Ne'er Do Well Productions Ltd.)
Amsterdam Gothic (Netherlands) Director/Writer: Chris W. Mitchell Producers: Jan Doense, Herman Slagter (House of
Netherhorror)
The Ballad of Audrey Earnshaw (Canada) Director/Writer: Thomas Robert Lee Producers: Amy Darling, Thomas Robert
Lee (Media Darling)
Bath of Blood (Hungary) Director: Yvonne Kerékgyártó Writers: Yvonne Kerékgyártó, Garegin Vanesian Producer:
Károly Fehér (Popfilm Kft.) Co-presented with The Film Garage
The Battle of Farador (Canada) Director: Édouard Tremblay Writers: Édouard Tremblay, Daniel Boulanger Producers:
Sonia Despars, Marc Biron (PARALLAXES)
Bloodsuckers (Finland) Director/Writer: Elin Grönblom Producer: Leila Lyytikäinen (Fisher King Production Oy) Copresented with the Nordic Genre Boost
Chained For Life (USA) Director/Writer: Aaron Schimberg Producer: Vanessa McDonnell (Grand Motel Films)
Crashed (France) Director: David Morlet Writers: Jean-Luc Cano, David Morlet, Samy Baaroun Producers: Vincent
Brançon, François Cognard (To Be Continued)
Demonolatry (Canada) Director/Writer: Daniel Perlmutter Producers: Laura Perlmutter & Andrew Nicholas McCann
Smith (First Love Films Inc.)
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Drain You (USA) Director: Amanda Kramer Writers: Amanda Kramer & Benjamin Shearn Producer: Rebecca Rose
Perkins (Rosa Lucida) Executive Producer: Gil Kenan
Errementari (The blacksmith and the devil) (Spain - France) Director: Paul Urkijo Writers: Paul Urkijo, Asier
Guericaechebarria Producers: Luis de Oza, Miguel Angel Jimenez, Ortzi Acosta, Paul Urkijo, Gorka Gómez Andreu
(Kinoskopik Film Production) Rodolphe Sanzé, Laurent Fumeron (The Project)
Fracture (Belgium) Director/Writer: Benjamin Viré Producer: Marie Besson (Eklektik Productions)
Ghosts of India (Germany) Director: Thor Klein Writers: Thor Klein & Lena Vurma Producer: Lena Vurma (dragonflyfilms)
Grimes & Blake at Your Service (USA) Director/Writer: Glenn McQuaid Producers: Larry Fessenden, Peter Phok (Glass
Eye Pix)
Housewife (Turkey) Director: Can Evrenol Writers: Can Evrenol, Cem Ozuduru Producer: MO Film
In Vitro (Canada) Director: Pascal Trottier Writer: Svet Ruskov Producers: Casey Walker and Jay Deverett (Cave
Painting Pictures)
Loyal (France) Director: Guillaume Pierret Writers: Samy Baaroun & Guillaume Pierret Producers: Frédéric Fiore et
Rémi Leautier (Logical Pictures/Indemne Films)
La maison sans visage (Canada) Director: Rémi Fréchette Writer: Sophie Grech Producer: Caroline Gaudette (Version
10 Productions)
Monsters Within (USA) Director/Writer: Alexandre O. Philippe Producer: Kerry Deignan Roy (Exhibit A Pictures)
Painkillers (Belgium) Director: Vincent Toujas Writer: Giles Daoust Producers: Giles Daoust, Catherine Dumonceaux,
Vincent Toujas (Title Media)
Accreditations are open for Frontières at the BIFFF, as well as the submissions of projects for Frontières@Fantasia
2016 (till 13th April).
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cosplay
BIFFF and Be Cosplay want to invite you to their 10th annual cosplay contest during this 2016 event.
Fans of all ages will gather once again to celebrate this 10th cosplay year at the BIFFF by giving life to
their favorite characters. In this discipline, people from all walks of life work for months to reproduce the
costumes of their favorite characters (from movies, comics, mangas, video games, etc). On the day of the
contest the fans go on stage to present the result of their work and to entertain the spectators. Last year the
BIFFF welcomed the Belgian selections for the European Cosplay Gathering (ECG) and for EuroCosplay:
Lileven, Saya and Yanah were chosen to proudly represent Belgium during the ECG finale that took place at
the Japan Expo in Paris, while Muralu got selected to represent our colors at the London EuroCosplay finale.
For this 10th edition, the BIFFF will not welcome European selections, but one international finale! Yes indeed,
this year the participants will compete with each other for a place at the Cosplay World Master finale, which
will take place at Iberanime in Porto (Portugal). Come and encourage our participants during this special event
at the BIFFF and discover who’ll travel to Portugal (all costs included, together with the ticket to Iberanime!).
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Blood Window, that takes place during the Ventana Sur Festival in Buenos Aires, is the hot-blooded nephew of our
very own coproduction market Frontières. During the year, it also assures the promotion and post-production of
South-American genre movies. After a long trip at the other end of the planet, the BIFFF returns once again with a
few spicy samples of “miedo, sangre y terror”!

Daemonium:
the underground
soldier

Uptake Fear

Benavidez's Case

The Similars
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gAMING
MADNESS DAYS
Who doesn’t want to slaughter some zombies after having seen The Evil Dead? Who doesn’t want to start a car
chase worthy of Mad Max? That’s been possible for a while now thanks to video games! Because games are
becoming an important part of popular culture and with quite a few gamers in our audience, we thought that it
wouldn’t be a bad idea to turn it into an OFF-festival event.
Those who visited the festival during the nineties might have memories of the LAN-Parties. Last year we
organized a first Gaming Madness Days with several events taking place at the festival and in the various
Brussels’ Geek Hotspots. This year’s GMD are all about Game Developers.
Just like the movies, a lot of different people are needed to make a game. We want to show you the process of
game creation through Game Jams (events where people make a game in a certain time period), a developers
market organized by Brotaru and live Twitch coverage by Zone Geek and PXL BBQ.

18-20/03 Blending a Game Jam is
a multi-medium game jam. Pick
video games, board games (or
both) and make a game with those
in a weekend. More info: Website
04-08/04 @ Point Culture BXL:
The Robot in Tokyo. A video game
creation training session for
teenagers at PointCulture Brussels.
More Info: Website
06/04 19h - @BIFFF: Brotaru
networking
event
for
game
developers, where everybody can
bring along their demo. More info:
Website
09/04 14h - 18h @ BIFFF: Public
Demo, Vote & Winners Blending a
Game Jame
09/04 18h - 23h @BIFFF: Board
Game Beta Test: An exclusive
presentation by the Brussels
Game Festival of beta versions of
upcoming board games. More info:
Website
+ Live Twitch PXL BBQ x Zone Geek
+ Ongoing Domiverse sessions on
the festival with Haunted Tie More
info: Website
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kINDERMATINEE
The French-Danish animation movie Reis naar het Noorden (Long Way North) by Rémi Chayé (The Book of Kells)
is the focal point of this year’s Children’s Matinee. Together with youth film distributor Jekino, we have concocted an
enchanting morning where children starting from the age of 4 can enjoy a multitude of entertaining activities. They’ll be
able to be creative and learn the basics of animation with the famous Jekino “Film Frutsels”. You will be transported
into the movie through Green Key effects, see how animation works thanks to old camera obscura effects, and learn
the basics of films thanks to all kinds of workshops … A day to amaze young and old with the magic of Cinema.

Movie (spoken in Dutch):
Cine 2
Sunday 10 April at 2 pm

Practical information
• Workshops: from 3:30pm till
5pm
• Price: Movie + workshops +
Goodies for the price of a single
ticket
• Obligatory reservation: you
may send the number of kids and
adults to the following adress
yannick@bifff.net

Reis naar het Noorden (France, Denmark)
A Rémi Chayé film

Screenplay : Claire Paoletti, Patricia Valeix, Fab
Casting : Christa Théret, Féodor Atkine, Antony Hickling
Duration : 81 min
You could almost take Sasha, the heroine of Long Way North for a Disney Princess,
but don’t be fooled. She’s much more complex. Sasha is fifteen years old and
doesn’t like the world she lives in with her parents, all aristocrats at the Russian
court. She’s independent, a bit stubborn and doesn’t know how to compromise.
But her mother and father have everything already planned for her. She’s going to
marry the adviser of the Russian Tzar, an annoying know-it-all. But Sasha is allergic
to big dresses and palace life. She wants to travel and learn about the world. One
day she discovers the journals and maps of her grandfather, a famous explorer
who never returned from his expedition to the North pole. Sasha now knows
what to do. She’ll follow her grandfather’s footsteps and finish what he started.
Long Way North is the feature debut of French animation artist Rémi Chayé,
but this is not his first exploit. He collaborated on magical and award-winning
animation films such as The Isle of Black Mor (Jury Award at the Chicago
International Youth Film Festival 2004) and The Secret of Kells (Audience
Award Annecy 2009). His debut will appeal to everyone’s inner child. Just like
Sasha, we’ll leave on a fantastic voyage of exploration and self-discovery.
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The Kid's afternoon
To end the Easter Holidays in style, the BIFFF has a movie for the entire family in store. The Kid’s Afternoon is a
festival event for the youngest among us. This year we’re presenting the French spoken animation movie Battledream
Chronicle, a moving tale about oppression and the desire for freedom in a futuristic universe where the virtual world
is as dangerous as the real one. It’s the ideal occasion for kids and parents to spend some quality time in front of
the big screen, to discover (or rediscover) fantastic film and to become aware of the importance to stand up against
oppression. At the end of the movie, every child will receive a goodie bag full of surprises. Game boards will be
available on tables to allow the children to play before and after the movie. This event is offered to you by the BIFFF, in
collaboration with “La ligue des Familles”, OUFTiVi and Vivacité. Our thanks to Bioviva, Lactel, Playmais and Generous.

Battledream Chronicle (Martinique)
An Alain Bidard film

Screenplay : Alain Bidard
Casting : Youry Bemol, Yna Boulangé, Stefany De Chavigny
Duration : 108 min
In the future the Empire of Mortemonde has enslaved almost all nations on
Earth. Each month everyone is forced to play the virtual reality computer
game Battledream. Only those who reach a score of 1000 points are
allowed to live one more month. And on top of that you can also really
die in the game. Impenetrable firewalls make sure that nobody can cheat
or break the codes. Syanna Meridian, a fearless young slave, decides to
fight this inhuman system, together with her devoted friend Alytha Mercuri.
There’s only one free nation left on the planet, Sablereve, but its leaders
prefer to run rather than to fight. It’s up to Syanna to convince them to join
her, but to achieve that she has to win one final game against the best
players of Mortemonde, Isaac Ravengorn and Alexander Torquemada.
Battledream Chronicle is the first animated feature from the Caribbean
island of Martinique. Director Alain Bidard’s labor of love took 5 years
to make and was done on the tiny budget of 400.00 €. Not that it shows
on the screen, but it’s not the beautiful visuals of this bleak future that
are Battledream Chronicle’s biggest force. This fantastic adventure
for young and old possesses true heart and is an ode to friendship,
courage and integrity and an indictment against real and virtual tyranny.
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The Abominable
Dr Vibes
Even when he was little, Günther von Vibes wanted to dominate the world. He could have changed his
name into Donald Trump or he could have messed with motherboards in Steve Jobs’ garage. But Herr
von Vibes was too fond of long siestas and sturdy nature walks. And yet, while listening at the same time to
the whistling of birds, the riffs of Goblin (in between siestas he got addicted to Giallo) and staring at the
hypnotic images of his screensaver, a genius idea popped up in his mind. He would steal a dangerous alien
artefact from a secret laboratory of a Belgian university: Fragments#43-44 (codename). This unique weapon
allows the user to manipulate the human body with images and sounds and it’s not even on Youtube!

© Jonas Luyckx

Fragments#43-44:
An installation / performance by Gauthier
Keyaerts, visuals by François Zajéga.
Producer : Gauthier Keyaerts.
Coproducers : Fédération WallonieBruxelles, Numediart (University of
Mons), Transcultures.

CINE 3
March 31st, April 1st and
April 6th at 6.30 pm
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mASTERCLASS
BELGIUM SFX TEAM
This year, the BIFF will welcome the most talented Belgian make-up artists from the world of practical special effects.
They will gladly share with you the passion and experience that they have gathered throughout their international career.
We‘ve all watched a making-of on a DVD submenu, but we don’t often get to contemplate the entire picture. The small
disasters, the unseen last-minute solutions and the hilarious anecdotes are shown here to illustrate the unknown but
thrilling aspects of the job.
So here there are, the (Fantastic!!!) 4 gathered on one single stage: Dinh Van FX (Lionel Lê), JR Brassinne, Ladies
Monster (Oriane de Neve) and the Squid Lab (Erwan Simon and Daphnée Beaulieux).
From rotting corpses to flying puppies, from pregnant women’s deformed bellies to the wrinkles of the elderly and the
inevitable hideous monsters we all love or hate… or both. You won’t believe what these people are capable of with a
simple amount of make-up and a huge amount of talent.
Fancy becoming an SFX aficionado? These artists will gladly help you pave the way. Because “Practical Effects” isn’t
just for nostalgics. It remains, and will remain, a vital part of the movie industry.

CINE 3
April 7th at 4 pm
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The Fabulous Workshop of
Dr Vibes
Every day we communicate non-stop through a various array of digital gadgets, spending hours in front of flickering screens to feed the social media with failed pictures of
our pets and petty life or to post and copy paste not very original opinions and ideas.
We do not stop to think how omni present this technology has become and the ways in which
it shapes and influences our society.
Digital interaction and communication has already been studied for a while by legions
of artists, scientists and even philosophers. This workshop explores, through the use of
many examples, this creative and multi-sensorial manna in which sound, images, sculpture, music and video intertwine… all for the greater good of artistic cross-pollination.

On the menu:
•
•
•
•
•

The relationship sound & image
The relationship body & digitalization
The futuristic visions of film art
The conception of a digital body of work
Presentation and try-out of Fragments#43-44

CINE 3
8 April 2016 at 4 pm

© Mick Mey
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The Human Rights
League presents
Minority Reports: the representation of minorities in independent cinema
The meeting/confrontation with the ‘Other’, with what is unknown or mysterious, is a driving classical narrative
style of fantastic and science-fiction cinema. This out of the ordinary curiosity, for what is different, raises the
inevitable question how this difference is received and, more specifically, on the representation of minorities within
independent cinema.
If aliens, mutants, monsters have a main role in many of these fictions, it is also worth mentioning how they
represent actual minorities: blacks, handicapped people, foreigners, transgender, etc.
From “Children of Men” to “Toxic Avenger” without forgetting “Red Dawn”, “Shaft” and “Pink Flamingos”, what are
the images, stereotypes and identities showed by independent cinema?
How are women represented in movies that are mostly directed by men?
And, more globally, if there is a so called “deviant” cinema, from what or who does it deviate?
The Human Rights League (HRL) invites you to debate this broad and fascinating subject with Yannick Hustache
(Point Culture), Gauthier Keyaerts (cultural journalist and sound artist), David Morelli (LDH and cultural journalist),
John Pitseys (Head of research at CRISP) and Didiers Stiers (journalist at Le Soir).
Moderator: Jean-Jacques Jespers (Professor at the ULB and former journalist at the RTBF)
This activity is part of the debate cycle “The Other: in uncharted lands” organized by the Human Rights League and
Point Culture ULB.
More info: www.liguedh.be/72430

CINE 3
Wednesday 30 March at
4 pm
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GENRE CINEMA IN FRENCH SPEAKING BELGIUM

CINE 3
The Place : The Center For Fine Arts

Monday 4 April at 4 pm

The Brussels International Fantastic Film Festival (BIFFF) and the ‘Association des Scénaristes’
(ASA) present a master class around the situation of genre movies in French speaking Belgium
.
The idea for this discussion comes from preconceptions that genre cinema is seen as a subgenre meant for
niche audiences or as something purely commercial. But genre cinema has given hundreds of directors its first
chance to show what they’re capable of. Without genre cinema no first movies from Francis Ford Coppola, Sam
Raimi, Stanley Kubrick, Alejandro Amenabar, Rman Polanski, Nicholas Roeg, David Lynch, Guillermo del Toro…
Even stranger is the fact that Belgian literature has well respected genre authors (just think about the fantasy
novels of Jean Ray or Georges Simenon’s police thrillers), but genre film project have difficulties to find funding.
-

What are the causes?
How can the public, directors, distributors, movie commissions and producers react?

Together with industry specialists, we’ll try to find new opportunities for genre cinema to thrive in Belgium.
This debate will be moderated by two scriptwriters: Mattheiu Braconier and Fred Castadot.
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Vampire ball
More exhilarating than a midnight walk into the forest, funnier than an 80’s B-movie…
there’s only one event that can be described as such: the Bifff Vampire Ball! Fairies,
ghouls, living paintings, famous guests dressed up as werewolves; everything is possible
as long as you respect this one rule… and no, it has nothing to do with a glass shoe or
a pumpkin: you either come in disguised or made up or thou shall not come in at all!!!
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29th international
body PAINTING
CONTEST
Organised in collaboration with FARDEL Cosmetics (www.fardel.com), CHINA AIRLINES (www.china-airlines.com), TAIWAN TOURISM
BUREAU (http://www.taiwantourismus.de) and PCH (www.pch.be)
The International BODY PAINTING CONTEST is an important festival event, of which the reputation has spread
far beyond our borders. The BODY PAINTING contest will use the same original theme as last year. One again,
the candidates will transform their models into LIVING PAINTINGS, inspired by famous paintings (classical or
contemporary, all the choices are allowed): you’ll see their world famous paintings come alive on human bodies.
The contest takes place every evening from 30 March till 7 April 2016.
The candidates will have 5 hours to complete their creation at the Body Painting stand of the Festival. You can see
them every day for free between 4pm and 9pm. At 9.30pm every model will parade in front of the audience and the
professional jury, after which an army of photographers will capture their virtuous brushstrokes on ones and zeros.

BODY PAINTING CONTEST
At the 34th Brussels International Fantastic Film Festival – Center for Fine
Arts
From Wednesday 30 March till Thursday 7 April 2016,
Between 4pm and 9pm
Free entry
Attribution of prizes on Saturday 9 April 2016 at 8.45 pm.
Info: www.bifff.net
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The awards

1st Prize
 China Airlines and Taiwan Tourism Bureau have something in store for the winner of the Body Painting:
- 2 free plane tickets Amsterdam / Taipei / Amsterdam in Economy class.
- A discovery circuit of Taiwan, 8 days / 7 nights for 2 persons, transport by minivan included (maximum
8 seats), an English speaking guide, entry to the sites, 7 nights in a double room with breakfast in 3 or 4
stars hotels according to the itinerary.
 FARDEL Cosmetics
A case of FARDEL Cosmetics products with a value of +/- 1.000 €
 BRUSSELS INTERNATIONAL FANTASTIC FILM FESTIVAL
An original autographed silk-screen print of the poster of the "34th Brussels International Fantastic Film
Festival" offered by the Festival.
 PCH
A brand new camera

2nd Prize

3rd Prize

 FARDEL Cosmetics
A case of FARDEL Cosmetics
products with a value of +/- 500 €

 FARDEL Cosmetics
A case of FARDEL Cosmetics
products with a value of +/- 400 €

 BRUSSELS INTERNATIONAL
FANTASTIC FILM FESTIVAL
An original autographed silk-screen
print of the poster of the "34th
Brussels International Fantastic Film
Festival" offered by the Festival.

 BRUSSELS INTERNATIONAL
FANTASTIC FILM FESTIVAL
An original autographed silk-screen
print of the poster of the "34th
Brussels International Fantastic Film
Festival" offered by the Festival.

Other Prizes
Every body painter will receive
on the evening of the contest :
 A certificate of participation
 A case of FARDEL
Cosmetics products with a
value of +/- 250 € to 300 €.
 Other prizes can still be
added to this list...
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33rd MAKE UP
CONTEST
Free make-up contest : open to everyone !
Beginners, amateurs or semi-professionals, join us and let your imagination run wild on themes such as fantasy, science-fiction,
horror and fairytales at the 33rd Make-Up Contest.
Transform human faces into beautiful or divine creatures or have fun with special effects. But most of all… enjoy yourselves!
Register for one of 3 categories: amateur, semi-pro, special fx (special effects). Registration is obligatory and must take place on
the night itself at the make-up stand. Products will be put at your disposal, but you’re advised to bring your own material : brushes,
sponges, latex, prostheses…
The jury will choose the winners (based on pictures taken during the contest) on Saturday 9 April 2016. Be at the Festival at 8.45pm
to pick up your award !

At the make-up stand of the 34th Brussels International Fantastic Film
Festival – Center for Fine Arts

With the participation of :

From Wednesday 30 March till Thursday 7 April 2016,
Between 5.30 pm and 10.30 pm – free entry
Responsible: Georges STEVENS

www.finotto.be

Attribution of prizes on Saturday 9 April 2016 at 8.45 pm.

Prizes are generously offered by :
Fardel Cosmetics : www.fardel.com
PCH: www.pch.be
Arkel Body Art Gallery : www.arkel.be
Hair Club: www.hairclub.be
Jean-Luc Maitrank: tel: 0478.251.276
Maquibel: tel: 02.514.40.84
Optique Vicqueray: tel/tax: 02.343.54.50
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ZOMBIFFF DAY
REGULATIONS

ZOMBIFFF’lympics

PRICE: 3€ per player paid on the spot on the day of the event.
Number of players: 6 per team
Registrations will have to be mailed first to zombifff2016@gmail.com. Send us the name of your team and the
names and surnames of your 6 zombies as well.
A team must have 6 players to be able to enter the competition. Should your team have an insufficient amount of flesh
eaters, we have 2 solutions:
1)
Find yourselves some friends
2)
Buy yourselves some friends
You have just arrived and you want to enlist? NO PROBLEM! Our
Info Point stand will gladly greet you. Write down your zombie
names and compete for the first prize!
Your team will also have the opportunity to have its picture taken,
so you’ll have a souvenir of your pretty rotting face.
Schedule
Activities will begin at 11.00 AM upon arrival of the Olympic Flame
into the Royal Park. It will, of course, be carried by a zombie, so
there’s no rush; you know how slow they are…
We’ll then begin with a quick warm-up for each team, so your
bowels won’t (literally) spill out. A personal trainer will assist the
teams and keep you warm. It would be a real shame to twist or

lose your ankle…
The last teams will be able to enlist at 3.00 PM.
The Zombifff’lympics 2016 closing ceremony and awards presentation will be at 3.45 PM
Starting at 4.00 PM, the surviving zombies will all gather for the parade, which will start at 4.30 PM!
The game
Upon arrival: go to the Info Point stand to enlist your team!
Once registration and payments are done, each team will receive a card describing the challenges, which are:
•
The Spine Throw
•
The Race
•
The Bowel Pull
•
The Human Swarm
Every point earned will go to the entire team. Be zombies, YES, but - most importantly - be team players! Every
competing zombie will be judged by these 4 criteria:
•
SPORTIVITY (according to your respect of the challenge’s rules)
•
PERFORMANCE (if you got an awesome score regardless of the blood dripping at your feet!)
•
ZOMBIE-NESS (if you haven’t forgotten your true zombie nature by trying to surpass the others…)
•
BONUS (if your performance really makes the jury laugh!)
After completing each challenge, teams will have to RETURN to the Info Point stand with their card completed by the
jury, so that their points can be counted by the ULTIMATE JURY.
A real time ranking will be shown.
The Prizes
The team with the most points shall win the first prize, a beautiful brain made of Jelly!
Other surprises are planned for second and third place.
THE CHALLENGES
THE SPINE THROW
Strength, precision, bravery… the zombies will have to show these qualities to succeed the Spine Throw challenge.
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Need more explanation? Really?...
1.
Grab the Spine
2.
THROW it in front of you as far as you can
3.
Try not to dismember your own arm in the process
THE RACE
This task is simple: run 100 meters. We’ve been really nice with
this one, as we’ve reduced the race’s length.
But here’s the trick, we strongly believe not all zombies are created
equal. If some of them are lucky enough to have remained (barely)
functional through their journey, this isn’t the case for everyone.
Some don’t have legs anymore or have their guts hanging out or
their eyes were gauged out (but do they still keep their eyesight?)
or one of their arms has been eaten … Don’t worry, you only have
to run a short distance. Should be fine, right?
At the beginning of the challenge, you will have to throw the Dice
of Destiny. It will decide which limb you will be deprived of during
your run… pray it will only be your arm!
THE BOWEL PULL
A defenseless and screaming (yes, it’s important, it’s our idea of a motivational speech) human’s guts are the object of
a dispute between two zombie teams.
Six on each side, one “gutsy” rope… who will win?
A challenge that requires a combination of strength and teamwork awaits.
Participants are asked to be friendly and polite with the poor little human. After all, it’s his guts you just borrowed to fool
around with.
THE HUMAN SWARM
The zombies are hungry and that’s perfect, because there’s a group of humans waiting on the other side of the field.
However, they aren’t the cooperating type. Armed with rocks and stones (AKA: Nerf guns), they will try to push the
zombies back. Each time a zombie is hit, it will have to start over from the beginning. Will the zombies be agile enough
to dodge the rocks? In any case: dinner is served.
NEW: ZOMBIE MARATHON (OFF ROAD)
We all know this for a fact: zombies are slow (except for Max Brooks, who doesn’t seem to know a thing about zombies).
Which is why we would like to see who is the slowest of them all!!
This is a test that requires slowness AND stamina. Why stamina you ask? Wait… You actually think we’re just going
to let you stride around the park? You may not know this, but not everyone likes zombies. So having some running a
marathon is a good opportunity to show their dislike.
Other surprises are being prepared, but one thing is certain: if you’ve got what it takes, this challenge (which actually
isn’t one…) is for you!!
Important notice: The zombie marathon isn’t part of the official Zombifff’lympics’ competition, which means your team will
not win any points by partaking in this endeavor. It’s worth noting that in case of a tie between two teams, this marathon
will probably help settle the score. It’s also worth noting that this is the only task for which you won’t have to buy friends.
GROUND RULES or “how to behave like a proper zombie”
It is clearly obvious that every team has to show fair play during these challenges! We really like well-behaved
zombies!
Should any of these rules be broken during a challenge, the members of the jury will be in their rights to penalize you.
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Sanctions can range from the removal of points to complete and irreversible disqualification from the competition.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We ask you to:
• Be respectful towards the other teams…
• … and towards the members of your own team! A friend bought is a friend for life…
• Do not bite your adversaries
• Be nice with the members of the jury (biting a member of the jury is a good enough motive for disqualification!)
• Do not throw your trash, guts, cigarette butts or decayed limbs on the floor. This rule is also valid for the
members of the jury and the animators
• Keep in mind that this is a game; a healthy mind in a healthy body is perfect but… a healthy mind in a rotting
body is even better, don’t you think?

ZOMBIFFF PARADE
For all those who prefer life at a leisurely pace, there’s one
walk you cannot afford to miss. The ZOMBIFFF PARADE will
once again welcome hundreds of zombie-fans for something
different than all the protest marches against the manifold
disasters that ravage the planet. And our favorite little statue,
Manneken-Pis, for the occasion dressed up as Drakulen-Pis,
will send liquid greetings to all the jolly undead passers-by.
Those who’re not capable of making a bloody mess of
themselves can come to the Royal Parc at 11am to get madeup for free by the dream team of Georges Stevens! And if some
of you are interested in joining his team, just send a mail to:
stevgeorges@hotmail.com
!
Where ? Parc Royal (In front of the Royal Palace).
When ? 9 April 2016 starting from 11 am.
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Exposition
ARTBIFF
Michel Bathélémy

Curator

:

art

pieter

pauwel/Marleen

De

Schryver

Michel Barthélemy is born in 1943 in a small town
located in Belgian Lorraine. He teached plastic arts
during thirty-five years in Arlon, in the south of Belgium.
His first paintings were already a part of the fantastic
realism movement, an inner need from what some abstract
and expressionist experiments have failed to distract him.
His artworks are realistic in a way that it is based on an evocation
of objective reality. Every single staged element might be easily
identified. However, as we travel, we will not be able to meet these
places, in the streets, nor some of these characters. Nonetheless
all of this really exists, not in the world of our ordinary perceptions,
but in this inwardness where the feeling takes advantage of the
the perceived. We are in a fantastic universe, both familiar and
strange. This trend is wearing in his work two complementary
aspects which appear one by landscape, the other by portrait.
By Landscape, it demonstrates his delight about the constant power of creation of nature. It feels
mostly attracted to places which are open to immensity, which «remind to man his verticality ».
Portraits are sarcastic when they are staging proud characters and they become
suddenly tender in front of human being who shares a common passion for their artwork.
Text : Michel Barthélémy
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Charles Hieronimus

Curator
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Graduated in Fine Arts from the Institut Saint-Luc of Brussels, Charles
Hieronimus defines himself as a “photographist“ because of his use
of photohraphy as a base for a large part of his graphic designs.
Charles Hieronimus is known as detailed artisan that manufactured
infographic images, carefully prepared and thought as paintings
proceeded by a draft. This mental work allows the artist to send out a
message, a personal thought about all the big challenges of our time.
Unconscious interventions of a human being into a
natural balance, in the purpose of satisfying all his own
needs and caprices are the starting point of my works.‘
Another side of his artwork is strictly photographic,
namely photographs made in studio without any digital
retouching. Everything happened during the shooting.
This choice allows him to capture a glimpse nearly imperceptible
to the naked eye, so quick than the brain is incapable to notice it.
“It is possible to
which everybody
From mixing all
will gush unions

make pictures from ordinary things, small details of daily life. Materials
uses everyday: water, oil, painting, petroleum or dirt, metal, grass…
these liquid or solid materials, which attract or repel each other,
or explosions captured by the camera to reveal its forceful lines.“
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David De Graef's visionary creations
This painter, who prefers disturbance to order, invites you to
plunge into the depths of an obsessive world where no moral
value is absolute. His sharp insight on our institutions and
emotions traps you in a universe where reflection and fear coexist.
David De Graef’s world is definitely strange. It’s a visionary
universe, which he handles with both tenderness and violence. This
self-taught artist joins power with finesse to reflect upon our joys
and discomfort. He plays with contrasts to expose scenes of loss
and resurrection. The phantasms of this artist portray mankind's
walk through love and hatred, faith and lies, hope and disillusion.
His inspiration springs from physical and mental decay, but is always
put in perspective by a strong sense of humour and optimism.
Through his works, David De Graef has developed a pictorial
philosophy that escapes rational explanation or narrow classification.
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1st INTERNATIONAL
ART CONTEST
For the first time at the 34th Brussels International Fantastic Film
Festival
Come and watch artists at work at the ARTBIFFF Expo hall in the Center for Fine Arts during the festival from 30 March
till 7 April (except 3 April) from 5 PM till 10 PM.
All paintings will be exhibited and judged by a jury of professionals.
Charles Hieronimus

Dimitri Pichelle

Michel Barthélemy

Patrick Van Craenenbroeck

Award ceremony: Friday 8 April 2016 at 8.45 PM in CINE 3
First Prize: official participation to ARTBIFFF 2017
With the collaboration of:
• ART PIETER PAUWEL (www.artpieterpauwel.be)
Curator : Marleen De Schryver • P.A. Van Mulders - De Knibber: fabricator of canvases, stretchers and other painting accessories (www.
vanmulders.biz)
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2nd script writing
contest
After the success of the first edition (more than 35 scripts from 5
different countries) with as laureate the script LES TETES ROUGES
by David Leclercq, the BIFFF organizes a new edition with a surprise
for the winner.

Open for everybody and responding to the following criteria :
- It has to be a feature film
- It has to be an original script
- It has to fit into the genre cinema
- It has to be written in French
- It has to follow established script rules
( http://www.cscinema.com/presenter/objet_script/ )
- It has to be sent before 15 November 2016 to:
jonathan@bifff.net
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Animations
Magic Land Théâtre
The Magic Land Theatre is not only pretty daft in a seriously funny sort
of way; they’ve also been a part of the BIFFF for decades. The company,
founded in 1975, has a very diverse range of activities, from puppet-theatre
to TV-shows, but they’ve always remained loyal to their first love: street
theatre animation. At the occasion of the BIFFF, they’ll spout their funniest
and most absurd jokes, put on their most extravagant costumes and
transform into weird and fantastic creatures to create havoc at the festival.
www.magicland-theatre.com

Cie LES DESAXES
"Archam

and

his

Uruluki"

Archam, rare creature tamer extraordinaire, has crossed all oceans, climbed the
highest mountains and explored the deepest chasms with but one goal: finding
an Uruluki. Do not miss this unique opportunity, for the very first time on this
planet, to see this shy and naughty creature. Do not be afraid; follow Archam and
discover who, the master, the creature or the audience, has really been tamed...
www.lesdesaxes.be

Cirq moustique
Two mystical curious insects are on a path to discover their new world.
Slowly but surely, they come out in the open. With their long and flexible
antennas, they will unravel their friendliness. Like with any insect, they
want to know what the humans have to offer to them, but they don’t trust
them too much. They don’t bite, but they will tickle you until you laugh.
anne@plan4events.be

Khalid & Co
High above our heads, he dances and seduces with his colorful and friendly
dragon, or is it just a camel?
Its growling noises and unique moves make it beyond realistic and will leave
the kids and their parents wanting for more.
anne@plan4events.be
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Puck
A whole year without the BIFFF, that was long... but a whole
year without seeing them; that might have been even worse!
You remember them, those silly creatures that kept you from
drinking your beer in peace while they were pretending to
entertain you? You thought you got rid of them, didn't you?
Too bad! They've remembered the way to Bozar. And, for your very
own pleasure, they've brought with them a plethora of new creatures...
The PUCK Company will once more be present at the BIFFF this year!
Still quirky, still crazy, the Puck actors will be delighted to see you again.
t.midrez@gmail.com

Trollandia
Coming out straight from the fantastic world, the creatures from
Trollandia lost their way. They randomly end up in the strange
human world; a universe so different than the one they know!
Curious and puckish, Trollandians are thrilled to find out more
every day about those odd animals, with neither fur nor horns...
Waggish troll, juggling satyr, acrobatic faun and many more will
come cheer your evening up with their drolleries of all kinds!
trollandia@skynet.be

Manivel
Welcome to the live birth of a monster made
out of wind and latex… Wouhahahahahaaaaa !!
www.manivel.org
www.lelundidubouffon.com

Le Loubok
The Tultétar company has had a keen interest in the monster universe
for more than a decade. There’s been Creature-Man, Igor and the
Loch Ness monster. Today they return with the Loubok, a peculiar
character with large hands and feet walking around carrying a huge
bundle of wood. But what is it doing here? You will find out by running
into it during the next Brussels International Fantastic Film Festival.
enzofati@hotmail.com
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Dolle Prêt - Gecko
The Reptile moves and behaves like an actual lizard. When you will
watch it walk around, its realism will make you shiver with excitement.
Gecko the Reptile is a lizard on its quest for attention and he enjoys
playing with kids. Be on the lookout with your food and drinks! Always
keep your eyes open for the lizard is extremely fast and always hungry.
Of course, as a true lizard, Gecko is happy to just sit down and relax
under the warmth of the sun, looking closely at the festival goers.
www.dollepret.be

A woolly monster turns up at the Bifff
The knitters of the “Tricotez Vous” workshop have laid down a challenge for
themselves: knitting a monster from scratch. Of course they had to make
a brain or intestines, but they wanted to spice things up too. The monster
hides parts of cult movies. Will the Bifff buffs find them all?
Brigitte
Tricotez Vous workshop.
Every Saturday from 11am till 1pm and from 3pm till 5pm
PointCulture Brussels :
bxlcentre@pointculture.be

Kaermunos
The Gates of Hell are open and the monsters are streaming out! This year,
the creatures of Kaernunos are back and they can’t wait to cross your path!
All of them will be there, so things might get ugly. We recommend you follow these
safety tips. Don’t look into Medusa’s eyes or you will be petrified like our stone trolls!
Don’t forget to grab some sardines for the man-fish. Don’t be shy and compliment
the witch on her looks. She’s nicer when you’re nice to her! She might even let you
see some of her new tricks. But we shall say no more. Come and see for yourselves!
www.kaernunos.net
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Comic-strip stand
DAVID LLOYD

V Pour Vendetta
Vampires
Hellblaser

BRICE COSSU

Le Dauphin, Héritier des ténèbres
Les enquètes du Misterium
Les Filles du Soleil

DAVIDDE FABBRI

Victorian Undead
Brother in arms
Star Wars - Icone

PHILIPPE FOERSTER

L'appel du Fossoyeur
Gueule de Bois
Le confesseur Sauvage
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ALEXIS SENTENAC
La Geste des Chevaliers Dragons
Les Hydres d'Arès
Sibéria 56

REMI TORREGROSSA

Les Filles du Soleil
Triskell
Les Dragons
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Practical
Information

PRESS CONTACT
Public Information : 02/204.00.13
Press Information : Jonathan Lenaerts
8 Rue de la Comtesse de Flandre, 1020 Bruxelles
Tel : 02.204.00.14 ; Fax : 020.201.14.69
email : jonathan@bifff.net
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ACCESS
Center of Fine Arts
Rue Ravenstien 23
1000 Bruxelles

To reduce air pollution, avoid the queues and parking problems,
come by pub- lic transport, walking or cycling. It’s more fun!
PUBLIC TRANSPORT
•
•
•
•

Train : Central Station
Metro : Line 1&5:Gare Centrale & Parc-Ligne1&2&5&6:Arts-Loi
Tram : 92-93
Bus : 27-29-34-38-63-65-66-71-71N-95
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PARKINGs

Parking Albertine
Rue des sols & Place de la justice. Preferential tarif in the evening.
From Monday to Friday, 7:00 am > 1:00 am.
Walking distance : 2-5 minutes

Parking Grand Place
Rue du marché aux Herbes, 104
From Monday to Sunday, open 24h/24h.
Walking distance : 5-10 minutes.

Parking Sablon-Poelaert
Place Poelaert.
From Monday to Friday, 7:00 am > 00:00 am.
Saturday, Sunday & public holidays : 10:00 am > 00:00 am.
Walking distance : 10-15 minutes.

Useful links
Carpool : www.djengo.be
Share the car : www.cambio.be
By bike : www.villo.be
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Thanks
WITH THE SUPPORT OF
Our Top, Majors and Institutional Sponsors
Het Brussels Hoofdstedelijk Gewest
La Région Bruxelles-Capitale
La RTBF, Classic 21 & La Trois (avec l’aide de La Première & Vivacité), La Une et La Deux
La Fédération Wallonie Bruxelles
EUROMILLIONS
De Stad Brussel
La Ville de Bruxelles
La COCOF
De Vlaamse Overheid
Het Vlaams Audiovisueel Fonds
Visit Brussels / Brussels Film Office
Wallonie-Bruxelles-International
Le Ministère des Affaires Etrangères
Our main sponsors
Le Palais des Beaux-Arts de Bruxelles
The Best Western Royal Centre
Metrotime
Our sponsors
La Cuvée des Trolls (Brasserie Dubuisson)
Be TV
BeCyber
Koko
Syfy
Bx1
Our executive sponsors
FARDEL COSMETICS
Fedex
BrightFish
Clip Display
Brussel deze Week – Agenda
Rent A Car
The 3 Stars Hotels
Ricoh
FM Brussel
SNCB Europe
NMBS Europe
China Airlines
Tawaïn Tourism Bureau
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Belgian producers
Corsan films
U-Media
Rubykub Films
G-P- Edoli Films
Dead Valley Release BVBA
Star Pictures
Nexus Factory
Our partners
Votfam
AV Technics
Sherpa
Sabam for Culture
Jekino
Virtual Words
And also,
LE MINISTERE DE L’EMPLOI DE LA REGION BRUXELLES-CAPITALE,
LE FOND MARIBEL SOCIAL DES SECTEURS SOCIO-CULTURELS ET SPORTIFS DES COMMUNAUTES FRANCAISE
ET GERMANOPHONE,
LE SERVICE GENERAL DE L’AUDIOVISUEL ET DES MULTIMEDIAS DE LA COMMUNAUTE FRANCAISE DE
BELGIQUE,
SERVICE OUTDOOR & INDOOR – OPERATION TRANSPORT DE LA VILLE DE BRUXELLES,
LE CENTRE DE PRÊT DE MATERIEL DE LA COMMUNAUTE FRANCAISE DE BELGIQUE,
LE CENTRE DE PRÊT DE LA COMMISSION COMMUNAUTAIRE FRANCAISE DE LA REGION BRUXELLES-CAPITALE,
LE SERVICE GENERAL DE LA CULTURE DE LA COMMUNAUTE FRANCAISE DE BELGIQUE.
Thanks to
FIRMS OF DISTRIBUTION AND PRODUCTION OF FILMS OF BELGIUM
BELGA FILMS, JEKINO, CINEART, IMAGINE FILM DISTRIBUTION, THE SEARCHERS, PARADISO FILMED
ENTERTAINMENT, ZENOPICTURES
HELP OF EMBASSIES
KOREAN CULTURAL CENTER BELGIUM AND EUROPEAN UNION
INSTITUTO NACIONAL DE CINE Y ARTES AUDIOVISUALES
BLOOD WINDOW / LATIN AMERICA FANTASTIC FILM MARKET
EMBAJADA DE LA REPUBLICA ARGENTINA EN REINO DE BELGICA
JAPAN FOUNDATION
TAIPEI REPRESENTATIVE OFFICE IN THE EU AND BELGIUM
EMBAJADA DE ESPANA EN BRUSELAS
BRAZILIAN EMBASSY IN BRUSSELS
ISRAELI EMBASSY IN BELGIUM
POLISH INSTITUTE
MEXICAN EMBASSY IN BELGIUM
HONG KONG ECONOMIC AND TRADE OFFICE
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ALL COMPAGNIES, INTITUTIONS AND ORGANIZATIONS WHO HELPED US FOR THIS 34TH EDITION
LA CONFEDERATION PARASCOLAIRE, LA MEDIATHEQUE DE LA COMMUNAUTE FRANCAISE (ULB), LA
LIGUE DES DROITS DE L’HOMME, OXFAM, ARKEL, VIQUERAY, HAIR CLUB, MAQUIBEL, L’ECOLE DE
MAQUILLAGE JEAN-PIERE FINOTTO, GEORGES STEVENS Cie., HOTEL DE LA POSTE, LA CERM, LA FACULTE
DE TRADUCTION ET D’INTERPRETATION DE L’UNIVERSITE DE MONS, UCM CAFES CONSEILS, CATNDOCS,
FREE VIBES, DREAMSCREEN, BE COSPLAY (BTC), TALENCENTRUM & ONDERTITELING KU LEUVEN-CAMPUS
BRUSSEL, ULB BRUXELLES, DEPARTEMENT DE TRADUCTION ET INTERPRETATION, TRICOTEZ VOUS / POINT
CULTURE BRUXELLES, BRUSSELS GAMES FESTIVAL, PXL BBQ, DRAGON, AVI BELGIUM, SAE, CINERGIE,
EA, ZONE GEEK, BLENDING A GAME JAM, HAUNTED TIE, POINT CULTURE, BROTARU, JUJUBEE, MSFT
AND FINALLY, THANKS TO BERNARD HISLAIRE FOR HIS SUPER POSTER FOR THE BIFFF
2016 AND TO ALAIN PONCELET FOR HIS SUPER POSTER FOR THE 31st VAMPIRE’S BALL !
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sponsors

AVEC LE SOUTIEN DE LA

BOZAR
BRUSSELS
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